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Re: Case No. 15-1256-G-390? 

Dear Ms. Ferrell: 

Infrastructure Replacement and Expansion Program 
Filing for 2016 (reopening requested) 

Enclosed for filing is Mountaineer Gas Company's "Petition to Amend Infrastructure 
Replacement and Expansion Program." The Commission previously approved Mountaineer' s 
five-year infrastructure and expansion program ("IREP") in its Final Order dated December 23, 
2015 in this case. 

Mountaineer noted in its Application and supporting testimony that it would seek 
Commission approval to amend its IREP should it later decide to pursue new projects not 
covered in its original filing. This Petition seeks approval to amend Mountaineer' s IREP, as 
permitted by W.Va. Code §24-2-lk(b), to include an expansion of its facilities to extend and 
enhance service to the Eastern Panhandle ("Expansion Project"). Additionally, the Petition seeks 
approval of the incremental PGA transportation cost to be included in PGA filings beginning in 
2017 in connection with a new gas transportation agreement needed to facilitate the Expansion 
Project. 

If the Commission approves these requests, then Mountaineer would incorporate the 
Expansion Project into its 2017 IREP application to be filed on or before August 1, 2016. The 
associated costs would be first incorporated in the 2017 IREP Component, expected to go into 
effect on January 1, 2017. The project-eligibility approval sought in the Petition would not 
prejudge Commission review of actual Expansion Project costs in subsequent IREP filings. 

Because this Petition does not seek a rate increase and the Expansion Project will be 
included in Mountaineer' s August 1, 2016 IREP filing, we have not included a proposed notice 
of filing with the Petition. 
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Ms. Ingrid Ferrell 
March 31,2016 
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Please file this Petition and provide the twelve copies to the appropriate parties at the 

Commission. We also ask that you date stamp the extra copy provided and return them with our 

messenger. As always, we appreciate your assistance in this matter. 

NAP/mv 
Enclosures 
cc: 

Scott Klemm (w/enc) 
Tom White (w/enc.) 
Derrick P. Williamson, Esq. (w/enc.) 
Barry A. Naum, Esq. (w/enc.) 
Susan J. Riggs, Esq. (w/enc.) 

4827-6922-3983.v I 

Sincerely yours, 

~'fl~ 
Nicklaus A. Presley 



PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF WEST VIRGINIA 

CHARLESTON 

CASE NO. 15-1256-G-390P 

MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 

Infrastructure Replacement and Expansion Program 
Filing for 2016 (reopening requested) 

PETITION TO REOPEN TO AMEND INFRASTRUCTURE 
REPLACEMENT AND EXPANSION PROGRAM 

Mountaineer Gas Company ("Company" or "Mountaineer") requests that the 

Commission reopen this case to allow the Company to amend its Infrastructure Replacement and 

Expansion Program ("IREP"), as permitted by W. Va. Code §24-2-1k(b), to approve an 

expansion of its facilities to extend and enhance service to the Eastern Panhandle and the 

incremental purchased gas adjustment ("PGA") impact of a new gas transportation agreement 

related to that expansion, and related relief. 

Mountaineer's 2015 Senate Bill 390 Filing 

1. In its 2015 regular session, the West Virginia Legislature enacted Senate Bill 390, 

codified at W.Va. Code §24-2-1 k, which authorizes the Commission to approve expedited cost 

recovery of projects to replace, upgrade and expand natural gas utility infrastructure that are 

deemed just and reasonable and in the public interest. On July 31, 2015, Mountaineer filed an 

application for approval of a five-year IREP beginning on January 1, 2016 ("Application"). The 

Company proposed to invest approximately $73 million for infrastructure replacement and 

system upgrades over a five-year period, including $14 million in 2016, to enhance the safety 
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and reliability of the Company' s distribution system. The Commission approved the IREP in its 

Final Order dated December 23, 2015. 

2. The Company did not propose in its original filing any investment related to 

expansion into unserved or underserved areas. Application at 2. However, the Company noted 

in its Application and supporting testimony that it would seek Commission approval to amend its 

IREP should it later decide to pursue new projects not covered in its original filing. Jd. 

Mountaineer's Proposed Expansion Project 

3. West Virginia Code §24-2-lk(b) permits a natural gas utility to amend its 

infrastructure plan "as circumstances warrant." In this filing, the Company seeks Commission 

approval to amend its IREP to incorporate an expansion and reliability project ("Expansion 

Project") to extend and enhance service in Morgan, Berkeley, and Jefferson Counties ("Eastern 

Panhandle") and to include the Expansion Project as part of its 2017 IREP Application. 

4. The Expansion Project will enhance the reliability of the natural gas supply 

serving the Company' s Martinsburg service area, respond to the developing need to provide or 

expand service to several large commercial customers and housing developments, and create 

new opportunities to expand service into underserved and unserved areas. Proctor & Gamble 

recently announced its intent to build a large facility in Martinsburg, and the Company has 

received requests for service from other potential high-load customers. In addition, several 

economic development groups have approached the Company about expanding natural gas 

service in the Eastern Panhandle. The Company seeks to increase the gas supply into this area to 

facilitate these important economic development efforts, to provide service to additional 

residential and small commercial customers in its existing service area, and to extend service to 

currently unserved areas. 
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5. The currently estimated project cost of the Expansion Project is $45 million. It 

will be comprised of three segments: 

• One segment is the installation of approximately 27.5 miles of distribution trunk 

line, beginning at a new interconnect in Morgan County with a new transmission 

line from Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC ("Columbia") and extending to the 

northern end of the Company' s distribution system serving the Martinsburg area. 

• The second segment is the installation of approximately 24.5 miles of distribution 

trunk line from the southeast side ofMartinsburg to Charles Town, then back west 

to the Company' s existing system in Middleway that serves a single commercial 

customer, and then northeast to Kearneysville ("Charles Town Loop"). The 

Charles Town Loop will improve system reliability and provide service to 

unserved areas. 

• The third segment is the installation of approximately 4.4 miles of distribution 

trunk line from the east side of Martinsburg to Shepherdstown. 

Mr. Westfall explains the technical aspects of the Expansion Project in his testimony. 

6. The Company intends to include the Expansion Project in its August 1, 2016 

IREP filing. Because notice will be provided in cmmection with that filing and this Petition does 

not seek a rate increase, the Company does not believe it is necessary to provide notice of its 

filing of this Petition. 

Timing and Rate Impact 

7. The Company hopes to have Commission approval of the Expansion Project as an 

!REP-eligible project before its 2017 IREP filing on August 1, 2016. (The project-eligibility 
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approval requested today would not prejudge Commission review of the prudence of actual 

Expansion Project costs in subsequent IREP filings.) 

8. The Commission's issuance of an order before August 1, 2016 will facilitate 

timely approval by the Columbia board of a new transportation agreement between Mountaineer 

and Columbia, which is necessary for the Expansion Project to move forward. The Company 

therefore asks that the Commission enter an order not later than July 29, 2016 approving the 

Expansion Project as an !REP-qualifying project for 2017. 

9. If the Commission grants this approval, then the Company would incorporate the 

Expansion Project into its 2017 IREP Application to be filed on or before August 1, 2016. The 

costs associated with the Expansion Project would first be included in the 2017 IREP Rate 

Component, which is expected to go into effect on January 1, 2017. The current IREP Rate 

Component will not be affected and will remain in place through December 31, 2016. 

10. The Company estimates that if the Expansion Project is approved as part of the 

2017 IREP Rate Component, a typical residential customer averaging 6 Mcf per month would 

see a potential increase of$0.72 per month, or $8.60 annually in 2017, and an additional increase 

of$1.14 per month, or approximately $13.70 annually in 2018 for a cumulative impact of about 

$22 .30 annually. However, these estimates do not account for base revenues generated from the 

additional customers that would be added as a result of the Expansion Project. Preliminary 

estimates indicate that such revenues would offset IREP costs by $1 million to $2 million on an 

annual basis, reducing the estimated rate impact. Exhibits 5 and 7, as well as Mr. Klemm's 

supplemental direct testimony, describe the potential rate impact by customer class. 

11. In determining the revenue requirements to support the above rates, the Company 

made various assumptions. One of those assumptions was to not elect to take bonus depreciation 
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in 2017 due to the impact it would have on rates based on the Company's understanding of how 

the Commission detennines federal income tax expense in cost of service when excess tax 

depreciation results in negative current federal income tax expense and creates a federal net 

operating loss. The Company is requesting that the Commission approves the Company's 

election to not take bonus tax depreciation in 2017 as provided in the Protecting Americans from 

Tax Hikes Act of2015. 

12. Since the Expansion Project would entail a new gas supply and transportation 

arrangement with Columbia, approval of the Expansion Project would also affect the Company's 

PGA rate. Based on preliminary figures, the estimated incremental annual transportation cost is 

approximately $4,050,000, which would increase the PGA rate by approximately $0.176 per Mcf 

on a pre-State B&O tax basis. The Company asks that the Commission approve the PGA impact 

of the Expansion Project as a reasonable and necessary cost to be included in the Company 's 

future annual 30-C filings. Since the targeted in-service date of the Expansion Project is October 

31, 2017, these transportation costs are expected to be included in the 2017 filing for interim 

PGA rates to go into effect on November 1, 2017. 

Exhibits and Supplemental Direct Testimony Supporting the Petition 

13. The Company has included the following exhibits to support its request to amend 

its IREP: 

Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 

Exhibit 3 

Exhibit 4 

4851-7859-1 79 1. v I 

Eastern Panhandle Market Expansion Project Brief 

Schedules Supporting Projected 2017 IREP Rate Component -
Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Net Operating Loss Calculation - With the Expansion Project 
(Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years) 

Net Operating Loss Calculation - Without the Expansion Project 
(Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years) 
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Exhibit 5 

Exhibit 6 

Exhibit 7 

Exhibit 8 

Projected 2017 IREP Rate Component Allocation by Customer 
Class - Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Schedules Supporting Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component -
Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component Allocation by Customer 
Class - Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Thrasher Engineering Study 

13. The Company has also included the prefiled supplemental direct testimony of 

three witnesses : C. David Lokant, the Company's Chief Operating Officer and Senior Vice 

President; Thomas D. Westfall, its Director of Gas Supply and Technical Services; and Scott F. 

Klemm, its Vice President of Finance and Treasurer. 

• Lokant Direct Testimony (Exhibit CDL-SD). Mr. Lokant provides a 

high-level overview of the need for and benefits of the Expansion Project. 

• Westfall Direct Testimony (Exhibit TDW-SD). Mr. Westfall discusses the 

teclmical aspects of the Expansion Project, including the need for a new 

transportation agreement with Columbia, and supports Exhibits 1 and 8. 

• Klemm Direct Testimony (Exhibit SFK-SD). Mr. Klemm explains the 

Company's projected impact of the Expansion Project on the IREP Rate 

Components and supports Exhibits 2 through 7. 

Request for Relief 

14. The Company believes that the Expansion Project is necessary to strengthen its 

the reliability of its system, facilitate economic development in the Eastern Panhandle, and 

provide natural gas service to unserved and underserved areas. The Company respectfully asks 

the Commission to approve the Expansion Project as an !REP-qualifying project for 2017, the 
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Company' s proposed election not to take bonus tax depreciation in 2017, and the related 

incremental transportation cost to be included in PGA filings begitming in 2017. The Company 

requests that the Commission enter an order not later than July 29, 2016. 

Christopher L. Callas, WV Bar ID 5991 
Stephen N. Chambers, WV Bar ID 694 
Nicklaus A. Presley, WV Bar ID 12293 
JACKSON KELLY PLLC 
1600 Laidley Tower 
Post Office Box 553 
Charleston, West Virginia 25322 

4851-7859-179 1.v l 

MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 

By Counsel 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA, 

COUNTY OF KANAWHA, to wit: 

Scott F. Klemm, an authorized representative of Mountaineer Gas Company, being duly 

sworn, says that the factual assertions on behalf of Mountaineer Gas Company in the attached 

pleading are true to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief 

Taken, subscribed and sworn to before me this 31st day ofMarch, 2016. 

My commission expires ~. 2-LuJZOZ.Z . 

~-~ L]N;t;yP;;bHc~~ 
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• Project Summary 

• Project Objectives 

• Current Situation 

• Preliminary Route Overview 

• Project Timeline 

• Load Assessment 

• Census Summary 

PROJECT BRIEF - FEBRUARY 26, 2016 
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Morgan Co. Receipt Point 

-$45 Million 

- 28 miles (Morgan/Berkeley Counties) 

- 29 miles (Jefferson County) 

- Extends from receipt point north of Berkeley Springs to the 

northern end of the Martinsburg Hi Pressure System. 

- Lateral expansions from existing Martinsburg system north to 

Falling Waters and east into Jefferson Co. 

-Potent ia l deliveries to: 

Morgan Co. : US Silica, Berkeley Springs 

Berkeley Co.: Falling Waters, 1-81 Corridor 

Jefferson Co.: Charles Tow, Ranson, West Jefferson 

Project Summary 

Pros: 

- Lowest Columbia cost option 

- Lowest total rate impact 

-Opens potential gas deliveries to entire 3 -county 

WV northeastern panhandle area 

-Earliest in-service date from Columbia {Nov. 

2017) 

Opportunities: 

- Martinsburg system optimization 

------·······---------------------··-------- -

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 
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Exhibit-1 
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Project Objectives 

1. Core System/Backbone. To provide a core natural gas distribution system (high/medium pressure) to unserved 

(no natural gas available) and underserved (pressure and volume limited) areas in Jefferson, Berkeley and 

Morgan Counties. The Core System is to serve as the base for future demand-driven expansion. 

2. Reliability. To improve reliability ofthe natural gas system by 

-Obtain ing an additional source/supply of natural gas (to serve both as supplemental supply and backup) 

-Creating redundancy in the core system (e.g., " looping") . 

3. Growth -Immediate. To provide the immediate capability to serve potentia l industrial/commercial customers 

that have expressed interest (and to pursue contractual agreements with such entities). 

4. Growth- Anticipated. To provide adequate capability to serve the expected ancillary growth associated with 

the P&G facility as well as the opportunity associated with providing gas serve to previously unserved areas. 

5. Cost Effectiveness. To complete the planning, engineering, design, and construction in the most cost-effective 

means possible, considering: 

- Industry standards, codes and regulations 

- Best Management Practices 

- Future needs (e.g., valve sets, regulator stat ions, technology, etc.) 

So that the rate impact to the current customer base is minimized. 

6. Compliance. To comply with all relevant local, state and federal rules and regulations- including permitting, 

construction, erosion and sediment cont rol, traffic control, reclamation, etc. 

7. Stewardship. To minimize the impact of distribution faci lit ies by optimizing the use of existing (or creating 

adjacent) right-of-ways (ROW), easements, etc. 

8. Future Expansion. To consider future development over a 20-year planning horizon and to coordinate and 

consider public needs and future development plans. 

9. Execution. To implement and manage the project so that 

-Project execution risk (e.g. delays, cost over-runs, etc.) is minimized 

- Customer rate impact is delayed (to the extent possible) 

-Construction activities (and in-service capability) are coordinated with commercial need/capability 

- Use of internal/external resources and capabilities is optimized. 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 3 



Current Situation 

System Description 

Background: 

• Purchased from Shenandoah 
Gas/Washington Gas Light in 

1999 
• Single source supply at Clear 

Brook 

System Information: 
• "'139 miles pipe 

"'90 Miles plastic 

"'49 miles steel 

• 425 psi MAOP main trunk 
line 
(mostly 6" diameter steel) 

• 275 psi MAOP @ 

Martinsburg City Gate 

Demand Summary 

Current/ Historical (Tariff) 

Current/Historical 
(Transportat ion) 

Additional (P&G@ 200 mcfh) 

Likely (600 unit subdivision) 

Opportunity (Essroc) 

PROJECT BRIE F- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 

~15,000 

~4,000 

~3,700 

~goo 

~15,000 

Current TCO/ WGL 
-WGL: 19,000 Dth/d 

- TCO FTS: 4,535 Dth/d 
- TCOMax SST: 4,465 Dth/ d (winter) 

2,233 Dt h/ d (summer) 

Current TCO/WGL 

Add't WGL (5,000 Dth/d)- PGA 

Contract with Quad Gra phics for 
peaking services? 

Will require pipeline 
expansion/compression 

Exhibit-1 
Page 4 of 21 
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Preliminary Route Overview 

Summary: 

• Total (~57 miles/$45 mm) 

-Supply Trunk Line System (~28 miles/$29 mm M GC Const ruction 

- Distribut ion Syst em Extension (~29 miles/$16 mm MGC Construction) 

General Description/Focus: 

• Closest receipt location to TCO 1804 pipeline (resulting PGA rate impact ~$0.18/mcf) 

• Provides new/redundant source of gas to the Eastern Panhandle Market (3 counties) 

• Hi-pressure steel backbone to tie into the northern end of Martinsburg high pressure system. 

• Potential new service to Berkeley Springs (pop. 624) and Hedgesville (pop. 318). 

Columbia Pipeline Group Proposal (Desktop Estimate): 

Install 3.9 miles of 10-inch "greenfield" pipe line with launcher/receiver facilities f rom Line 1804 to the proposed Point of Delivery 

(POD) in Morgan County, WV. 

• Includes one (1) approximately 2,800 ft HOD of the Potomac River 

•Install a green field 30 MDth/d POD (Filter Separator, RTU/Chromatograph Building, VSAT, 6" Ultrasonic meter tube, 6" 

Flow Control Valve, 8" Demarcation of ownership f lange). 
•Indicative Rat e -$0.37 /dth/d. (20 Year Term) 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 5 



Mountaineer Routing: 

Supply Trunk Line System (Morgan/Berkeley Counties} 

Segment 1.1- Route 522 to North o(BerkeleySprinqs 
Distance: 3.6 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW/US Silica Property 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Exhibit-1 
Page 6 of 21 

Serve as f irst leg of expansion project and would pick up potential load from US Silica and position for a regulator station for 

low pressure system to Berkeley Springs area. 

Assumes ability to lay pipe on/along US Silica property (minimize ROW issues and costs) 

Need to assess the optimal location for Berkeley Springs area distribution point. 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 6 



Segment 1.2- Rt 9 Berkeley Springs to Ridersville (South toRt. 8} 

Distance: 3.6 miles 

Condition: Along County Road and DOH ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

May be able to minimize length with alternative routing and proper pipe placement 

Could consider also laying low/medium pressure for tie in with B. Springs regulator station 

Can pick up route adjacent to electrical ROW at end of this segment 

Segment 1.3- Electrical ROW Ridersville to CSX RR ROW 

Distance: 8.0 miles 

Condition: Cross country- new ROW/easement along power line ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Allows for minimal socio/environmental impact 

Exhibit-1 
Page 7 of 21 

Assumes picking up 20' easement adjacent to electrical ROW and temporary construction easement from the electric 

company. 

Segment 1.4 -csx RR ROW To Hedgesville North East (@Hammonds Mill Road} 

Distance: 4.2 miles 

Condition: Along/adjacent to CSX railroad ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Minimizes socioeconomic impact 

Assumes picking up 20' easement adjacent to CSX ROW 

Opportunity to reduce pipe size and have regulation for Hedgesville medium/low pressure system. 

Segment 1.5 -Hedgesville to Falling Waters (Along Hammond Mill Road) 

Distance: 3.5 miles 

Condition: Primarily along road ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Minimizes socioeconomic impact 

Assumes picking up 20' easement adjacent to CSX ROW 

Tie into Martinsburg High Pressure system 

Segment 1.6 -Falling Waters to Martinsburg {/-81 Corridor} 

Distance: 4.6 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Provides capacity and pressure support to north end of Martinsburg system 

Allows for redundancy/support for Martinsburg system 

Provides capacity to expand to Jefferson County and west along Route 9 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 7 



Distribution System Extension (Berkeley/Jefferson Counties) 

Segment 2.1- Martinsburg East to Burr Park (Rt 9} 
Distance: 4.4 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW 
Issues/Opportunities: 

Tie into existing medium pressure system 

May be able to reduce pipe size and/or use plastic thereby reducing cost 

Provide service to existing industrial area with multiple requests 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 
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Segment 2.2 -Burr Park (Rt 9) to Charles Town (Intersection 9/340} 
Distance: 4.9 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Latera l to North side of Charl es Town 

May be able to reduce pipe size and/or use plastic thereby reducing cost 

Segment 2.3- Middleway to Charles Town (Intersection 13/51) 

Distance: 6.5 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Lateral to South side of Charles Town 

May be able to reduce pipe size and/or use plastic thereby reducing cost 

Segment 2.4- Kearneysville 480 South to Middle Way 

Distance: 8.7 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW- High Pressure 
Issues/Opportunities: 

Provide high pressure header system for Charles Town 

May be able to reduce pipe size and/or use plastic thereby reducing cost 

Segment 3.0- Extension to Shepherdstown (to Intersection 40/45l 
Distance: 4.4 miles 

Condition: Along DOH ROW 

Issues/Opportunities: 

Lateral to Outside of Shepherdstown (population ~2,100) 

May be able to reduce pipe size and/or use plastic thereby reducing cost 

PROJECT BRIEF - FEBRUARY 26, 2016 
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Further Route Assessment/Optimization Corridors: 

Main Trunk Line ... 

Prel iminary Scope Routing - Initial Cost Development 

Example Alternat ive Routing to be Considered 

..,.. sa - ~ General Design Scoping Area 

Distribution Expansion ... 

PROJECT BR IEF - FEBRUARY 26, 2016 

Preliminary Scope Routing

Initial Cost Development 

.. flO':" ..... 

General Design Scoping Area 

Exhibit-1 
Attachment 1.2 
Page 10 of 21 
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• March 71h Filing 

BPN Regulatory Process 

Feas. Study/ 
Alt. Analysis 

(Desktop) 

. . 

August 151 Decision 

~ugustl5 1 

CPG Design/Permitting/ FERC Approval 

Note .. . due to tree clearing "window," preliminary 

clearing may have to begin in late 2016 

Permitting 
Incl. FWS, DOE, 

SHPO, etc.) 

~h~l"!d ~cql:lisition,... · .. ,.,\ .. 
(ROW/~asement) ". 

October 30111 In-service 
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Summary 

Thrasher Study 

Load Assessment 

·-·- ·-· _ Cate~ory 
1 Historical Peak Day 

P&G Obligated 

Existing Potential Res./Comm. Peak 

Associated Industria I 

B. ASSUMPTIONS USED TO DETERMINE DEMAND 

Mcf/Day 

15,700 

5,000 

6,600 

2,700 

30,000 

TI1e project team re·,ie\\'t:d current gas growth demand in other parts of \VV and gro\\111 trends in 
the Region Niue area to compile a model of anticipated natural gas den1and in 1he eastern 
panhandle region. 

D~t· rnm :1"\lll\~,lth.l t pr~>•e< te,i !A'I'uhnon 1u ,1 in.ln~rr-: : rv>\"h wouhl .:teJtc m IIK1 ~'1·l' l,)',~·r 

th~ <:ar!l'nt ;,··:<'!or' n.\l\1! .11 ·.:h .. !emuld 1 I,.;~ ~ ~~!( FDl m tht' Re~:c'n :\u!e 'Ut'.1 uu-~111? U<.'lll ~-

:\ l ~:CFD roo:' ~ 1;-ll FD '''cr •h.: ml'nt:: ·. ~: .1r yeu..:>J !ic' m ~015 t~• ~035 nu, Jt:m1J tJ ~"''.\ th 
~- ,run .1k' '\:l- tl:c-n uuhZl'<lto ,!r·t ~u .1 n.ll'lu 11 ~l'- ptpclme th.li ' \'0ulJ bt: lp}-'f''Pit.ltd' l lt"-1 tv 
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A dem.1ud gr0\\111 iucrea~e of 35-65 ~ll\lCFD owr the nvany-year period would equ.1t~ to an 
approximate rang~ mix of residential, conunercial. ind~trial :md'or power generation faCihttes 
as shown below on Table One. "Range of Gas Dem.·md Gro\\1b Assumptions~·· 

Tnbit' 011<! - Raugc• of Gns Dc•uttmtl Gro•1·t!r Assumptious 

-- -
F.1dliry T~ P•· .\~ .\L\(( fD 50 :\DKfD 6~ :\DlCID 

C.ro11 th Growth Growtb 
Rt:,!•knu:~ l L. uu, rh.>u l l'~ I ~ ~, 1 <)~~ 3.600- 4. 400 6.750- 8.250 
l ~~lme~1.2l_ Btukhug, , ,_~·--

-· ·- Sl - 99 113- 13S 
J!!.in t11l l Pl.1nt , (\-$ ·- 10- 12 ll-13 -Po\n:r V~th?Clrt(• tt I) 0 0 
Tou t .\ pp••'Xllll.lt.: Bum \ I ~ ~!;.. !( FD 55.6~IMCFD 65.5 ~I~ICFD 
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Historical Assessment- Reliability/Redundancy Based 
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Base Load: 15,679 MCF/day (99% Confidence on 3 year Jan/Feb max daily flows) 

WGL Deliveries (Dth)@ Clearbrook 
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Morgan County Census Summary 

Tract Po1;1ulation Area House Units/ 

{sg. mi.} Units area 

9707 6,355 59.8 2,893 48 

9708 3,569 14.2 1,872 132 

9709 2,562 73.9 2,108 29 

9710 5,055 81.8 2,880 35 

Berkeley County Census Summary 

Tract Po1;1ulation Area House Units/ 

.{gJ_,_ Units area 

mi.} 

9711.01 4,614 9.9 2,017 204 

9711.02 8,554 18.3 3,617 198 

9712.01 9,837 35.0 3,845 110 

9712.02 5,845 47.3 3,326 70 

9713 8,363 13.1 3,655 279 

9714 8,890 27.1 3,746 138 

9715 3,660 1.3 1,832 1,409 

9716 4,546 1.7 2,242 1,319 

9717 5,416 1.6 2,735 1,709 

9718 8,175 91.3 3,350 37 

9719 9,879 19.4 4,034 208 

9720 11,756 20.3 4,479 221 

9721.01 4,924 16.7 1,961 117 

9721.02 9,710 18.5 3,923 212 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 
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Jefferson County Census Summary 

Tract Po[!ulation Area House Units/ 

llih Units area 
mi.) 

9722.01 4,679 16.0 1,705 107 

9722.03 2,331 17.9 1,010 56 

9722.04 2,838 10.4 1,131 109 

9723 4,516 28.3 1,737 61 

9724.01 2,538 0.7 1,158 1,654 

9724.02 4,061 15.2 1,676 110 

9725.01 4,657 6.9 1,790 259 

9725.03 3,154 2.6 1,218 468 

9725.05 2,585 2.0 1,352 676 

9725.06 3,410 8.2 1,384 169 

9726.01 2,047 9.3 1,061 114 

9726.02 3,854 12.7 1,401 110 

9727.01 2,752 7.8 1,249 160 

9727.02 4,015 17.7 1,829 103 

9728 6,061 56.2 2,336 42 

--..--~---~ --·--- --·--~--
Municipal Census Summary 

Bath (Berkeley Springs) 

Hedgesville 

Falling Waters COP 

Shepherdstown 
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Charles Town 

Martinsburg 
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Overview of top 60% of tri-county census tracts based on "housing units/area" as compared with existing 
system/map grid 
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Census Data and MGC Sy:stem Data Summary: 
--~--- ------- ...... ~---- ...... --· --- --- -·- . ------ -

Census Data MGC Overlay Information 

MP HP 

Count~ Tract Pop Area House Units Customers llil llil 
Morgan 9707 6355 59.8 2893 
Morgan 9708 3569 14.2 1872 
Morgan 9709 2562 73.9 2108 
Morgan 9710 5055 81.8 2880 
Berkeley 9711.01 4614 9.9 2017 ----·-N•- 0 ---
Berkeley 9711.02 8554 18.3 3617 ... ··--------- -------
Berkeley 9712.01 9837 35 3845 -----....... ·-·-- -------
Berkeley 9712.02 5845 47.3 3326 

. --·-- ------ -- ---···· 
Berkeley 9713 8363 13.1 3655 - -- --· ---
Berkeley 9714 8890 27.1 3746 

Berkeley 9715 3660 1.3 1832 1,283 114,905 15,637 ----·----
Berkeley 9716 4546 1.7 2242 

-~----... 
Berkeley 9717 5416 1.6 2735 2,022 161,658 
Berkeley 9718 8175 91.3 3350 
Berkeley 9719 9879 19.4 4034 573 75,604 69,141 -- ------------
Berkeley 9720 11756 20.3 4479 -·-------
Berkeley 9721.01 4924 16.7 1961 ------
Berkeley 9721.02 9710 18.5 3923 
Jefferson 9722.01 4679 16 1705 
Jefferson 9722.03 2331 17.9 1010 ------
Jefferson 9722.04 2838 10.4 1131 

-· ---·-···--··----
Jefferson 9723 4516 28.3 1737 

··-··-- -· ---------
Jefferson 9724.01 2538 0.7 1158 

·--······-------·---
Jefferson 9724.02 4061 15.2 1676 --- -------
Jefferson 9725.01 4657 6.9 1790 ------
Jefferson 9725.03 3154 2.6 1218 ----------
Jefferson 9725.05 2585 2 1352 ·----·-
Jefferson 9725.06 3410 8.2 1384 ,..,. __________ 
Jefferson 9726.01 2047 9.3 1061 

'"'- ----~-

Jefferson 9726.02 3854 12.7 1401 ...... ............... ~ --........ 

Jefferson 9727.01 2752 7.8 1249 
!Jefferson 9727.02 4015 17.7 1829 
Jefferson 9728 6061 56.2 2336 

Tracts not in vicinity of po_tential pipeline 

Top 60% of Tri county census tracts (housing units/area) 

Three census tracts consol idated on single row 
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Unitslarea 

48 
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35 
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198 
110 

70 
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1654 
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114 
110 
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42 
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Penetration 

CustLUnits 

70% 

74% 

6% 
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Projected Growth Based 

Assumptions ... 

1. Commercial/Residential Usage: 

Based on Moorefield Area analysis for 2014/2015 ... 

---·-------- ----,---
423 custome1·s 

7,974 ·! Wfj Mo_nth_iy N?n-lndustrial (2014/15) 
1,686 Residential (@72 mcf/yr) 21% 

6,288 Commercial 79% 
-·~- - -

60,143 Av~ Mont~ly Industrial (2014/15) 

Residential: 

Commercial: 

Commercial/Residential Usage Multiplier: 

Commercial/Residential Account Ratio: 

PROJECT BRIEF- FEBRUARY 26, 2016 

---------------------:------------. ~-- ~-- ... ., 

142 GS Accounts 34% 

281 RS Accounts 66% 
423 

... 

531.34 Avg. Annual Commerc. Usage 

72 mcf/yr (1.36 mcf/day peak) 

530 mcf/yr (5.03 mcf/day peak) 

3.7 

0.51 
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2. New Service Growth: 

Exhibit-1 
Page 20 of 21 

Based on 20 year growth history for conversion from an all-electric subdivision (Westbrook) in Ka nawha County, 

wv ... 

20 year residential conversion rate (per available households): 30% 

Average residential usage@ 20 years: 39 MCF/yr. 

Growth model : 

35.0"/o 

30.0"/o 

25.0% 

20.0"/o 

15.0"/o 

10.0"/o 

5.0% 

0.0% 

1991 

Projections ... 

For entire tri-county area ... 

Gaussian 

Westbrook Subdivision, Cross Lanes, WV 
Gas Conversion Summary 

1996 2001 2006 

• Percent Conversion - Model 

Residential: 

Commercial: 

~2,300 MCF/ day. 

~4,300 MCF/day. 

PROJECT BRIEF - FEBRUARY 26, 2016 

2011 2016 
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Exhibit-2 
Schedule A 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

No Bonus Tax Depreciation 
Revenue Requirement 

Line Schedule 2017 

Rate Base: 

2 Projected 13-month Average Infrastructure Expansion B $ 16,311 ,538 

3 Projected 13-month Average Removal Costs B 

4 Projected 13-month Accumulated Depreciation c (207,725) 

5 Sub-total $ 16,103,813 

6 Less: Depreciation Expense Offset per paragraph 11 .d of Stipulation 

7 Net Projected Infrastructure Replacement Balance $ 16,103,813 

8 Federal Plant AD IT Liability c (222,609) 

9 Total Rate Base for I REP Rate Design $ 15,881 ,204 (A) 

10 Return on Rate Base - % D 8.590% 

11 Return on Rate Base - $ $ 1 ,364,195 

12 Add Back: 

13 O&M Expense 

14 Depreciation c 415,450 

15 Property Taxes (None in Year 1) E 

16 Federal Income Taxes F 433,728 

17 State Income Taxes F 

18 Revenue Requirement before New Customer Revenues $ 2,213,373 

19 Base Revenues from New Customers served by I REP Investment 

20 Net Revenue Requirement $ 2,213,373 

21 . Gross-up factor for B&O Taxes {100.00%- 4.29%) 95.71% 

22 Revenues Grossed-up for Income and B&O Taxes $ 2,312,583 

23 Gross-up factor for uncollectible expense (100.00%- 1.1191 %) 98.8809% 

24 
Revenue Requirement Income Including Uncollectibles, Taxes, and 

$ 2,338,756 B&O Taxes 

Pro-forma Bad Debt Expense: 

25 Total Gross Revenue Amount per Line 16 $ 2,338,756 

26 Pro-forma Revenues Gross-up for Income and B&O Taxes (Line 14) 2,312,583 

27 Pro-forma Bad Debt Expense Adjustment $ 26,173 

Pro-forma State B&O Tax Expense: 

28 Pro-forma Revenues Gross-up for Income and B&O Taxes (Line 14) $ 2,312,583 

29 Pro-forma Revenues Gross-up for Income Taxes (Line 12) 2,213,373 

30 Pro-forma State B&O Tax Expense Adjustment $ 99,210 

(A) - To Schedule F and Schedule G 



l.l!ill ~ ll.illiiJ21lQn ~ 1ArclZ 

1071 .200 Mains- Trunklfne 600,000 100,000 
1071 .200 Mains- Distribut ion 

Total for Mains 600,000 100,000 

1072.200 New Servi<.es - Residential 

1072.250 New Services - Commerci<l l.1nd Industrial 

Total for Services 

1073.5 Meters - New Business 

Total for Meters 

1074.100 Press Reg- House New 

10 1074.200 Press Reg - Comrn/lndust. New 

11 1074.300 Press Ree · Distr Stations New 

12 Totaf for Regulators and Stations 

13 1075.100 Gas Purchase Station- Transmission 

14 1075.200 Gas Purchase Station - local Producers 

15 Total for Special Projects 

16 Grand Total 600,000 100,000 

17 Removal Costs 

18 Monthly Budget 600,000 100,000 

19 Cumulative Total 600,000 700,000 

20 Cumulative Remov;,l Costs 

21 13-Month Average of Expansion Proj~ct 116,m.s3s 1 To Schedule A 

22 13-M onth Average of Removal Costs To Schedule A 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 !REP Rate Component - Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

2017 Planned Expenditures by Month 

tll2:ll Mll:l1 ~ Jllli!:lZ ll!!!:lZ 1l!!:l1 

200,000 250,000 600,000 1,500,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 

200,000 250,000 600,000 1,500,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 

200,000 250,000 600,000 1,500,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 

200,000 250,000 600,000 1,500,000 4,000,000 6,000,000 

900,000 1,150,000 1,750,000 3,250,000 7,250,000 13,250,000 

.!ll!UZ 

9,000,000 

9,000,000 

50,000 

50,000 

9,050,000 

9,050,000 

22,300,000 

~ = J'LQcll 

9,000,000 9,000,000 3,500,000 

9,000,000 9,000,000 3,500,000 

100,000 100,000 

100 000 100 000 

9,100,000 9,100,000 3,500,000 

9,100,000 9,100,000 3,500,000 

31,400,000 40,500,000 44,000,000 

2li:.!Z ~ 

1,000,000 44,750,000 

1,000,000 44,750,000 

250,000 

250,000 

1,000,000 45,000,000 

1,000,000 45,000,000 

45,000,000 

Vlm n x ;:r:r 
0.. - · 
c~ 
- .-+ Ill I 

o:~N 



Line 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

(A 

Asset Description Additions 

Mains - Trunkl ine $ 44,750,000 

Mains - Distribution 

Services 

Meters 

Regulator Stations 

Special Projects - Stations 250,000 

Total $ 45,000,000 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 !REP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Book and Tax Depreciation 

Book 
Depreciation 

Rate 

1.8400% 

1.8400% 

3.0000% 

6.6700% 

3.0000% 

3.0000% 

(A) 

Divide by 

Book 
Depreciation 

Expense 

$ 411.700 

3,750 

50% Bonus 
Tax 

Depreciation 

$ 

$ 415,450 (A)(B) ::::::$===== 

2 

Net Taxable 
Basis 

$ 44,750,000 

250,000 

$ 45,000,000 

Accumulated Depreciation Expense (13-mo average) $ 207,725 (B) 

Tax 
Depreciation 

Rate 

3.7500% 

3.7500% 

3.7500% 

3.7500% 

3.7500% 

3.7500% 

Tax 
Depreciation 

$1 ,678,125 

9,375 

$ 1,687 ,500 

Bonus Tax Depreciaiton 

Federal Tax Rate 

Exhibit-2 
Schedule C 

Tax Timing 
Difference 

$ (1 ,266,425) 

(5,625) 

$ (1 ,272,050) 

$ 

$ (1 ,272,050) (C) 

35% 

Projected Federal Plant ADIT Liability $ (445,218) 

Divide by 2 

13 Projected Federal Plant ADIT Liability (13-mo average) $ (222,609) (B) 

NOTE: Book Depreciation Expense is based on mid-year convention. Thus, first year (i.e. , 2017) is 50%. 

NOTE: Tax Depreciation is based on MACRS 20-year life . 

NOTE: Tax Timing Difference represents a deduction in federal taxable income. 

(A) -To Schedule E 

(B)- To Schedule A 

(C) - To Schedule F 



Line 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 I REP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Average Capital Structure- 2015 Case No. 15-0003-G-42T 

Amount %of Total Rate 

Long-term Debt $ 88,320,653 43.622% 7.880% 

Short-term Debt 8,820,000 4.356% 1.850% 

Total Debt 97,140,653 47.978% 

Common Equity 105,326,943 52.022% 9.750% 

$ 202,467,596 100.000% 

Weighted 
Cost 

3.437% 

0.081% 

3.518% 

5.072% 

8.590% 

Exhibit-2 
ScheduleD 

To Schedule G 

To Schedules A and F 



Line 

No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

NOTE: 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

State Property Tax Expense 

Description Schedule Amount 

IREP Utility Plant in Service as of December 31,2017 c $45,000,000 

Less: Accumulated Depreciation c (415,450) 

!REP Utility Plant in Service as of December 31, 2017 $ 44,584,550 

Percentage Subject to Tax 60.00% 

I REP Utility Plant in Service subject to Property Tax $26,750,730 

Exhibit-2 
Schedule E 

Effective Property Tax Rate 2.55618% (A) 

2019 Property Tax Expense $ 683,797 

Since Property Tax expense will not be reflected by the Company until 2019, the amount for 
2017 is $0. 

(A) -Amount from Case No. 15-0003-G-42T 



Line 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

NOTE: 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 IREP Rate Component - Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Calculation of Federal and State Income Tax Expense 

Schedule 

FEDERAL INCOME TAX: 

Total Rate Base for IREP Rate Design A 

Return on Rate Base - % D 

Return on Rate Base - $ 

Adjustments: 

Interest Expense G 

Temporary Statutory Deductions- Plant Book vs. Tax Depreciation c 
Federal Taxable Amount 

Federal Tax Rate 

Current Federal Tax 

Add: Deferred Federal Tax (35% on Temporary Deductions) 

Total Federal Tax 

Gross-up Federal Income Tax [Line 11 /65%) 

STATE INCOME TAX: 

Federal Taxable Income 

Add: Gross-up Federal Tax 

State Taxable Amount 

Tax Gross-up Rate (1 00.00- 6.50) 

Gross-up Taxable 

State Tax Amount (Line 17 less Line 15) 

Since State Income Tax amount is negative, use $0. 

Exhibit-2 
Schedule F 

2017 

$ 15,881,204 

8.590% 

$ 1,364,195 

$ (558,701) 

(1,272,050) 

$ (466,556) 

35.00% 

$ (163,295) 

445,218 

$ 281,923 

I$ 433,7281 

To Schedule A 

$ (466,556) 

433,728 

$ (32,828) 

0.9350 

$ (35, 11 0) 

I$ (2,282)1 



Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Inte rest Expense 

Line 

1 

2 

3 

Total Rate Base for IREP Rate Design 

Weighted Average Debt Rate 

Total Interest Expense 

Schedule 

A 

D 

Amount 

$ 15,881,204 

3.518% 

$ 558,701 

To Schedule F 

Exhibit-2 
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MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation With Expansion Project . Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Statement (DOD's) 

(a) (b) {c) (d) {e) (f) 

~ 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

Operating Revenues $ 223,847.9 $ 21 4,595.4 $ 229,900.3 $ 236,300.7 $ 238,849 .9 $ 1 '143,494.2 

2 Gas Cost. 100,830.4 88,653.5 97.725.5 102,271.9 103,191.5 492,672.8 

3 Gross Margin 123,017.5 125,941.9 132,174.8 134,028.8 135,658.4 650,821.4 

4 Operating Expenses: 
5 Operation and Maintenance Expenses 71 ,093.6 73,341 .4 75,388.7 77,699.7 80,063.3 377,586.7 
6 Depreciation and Amortization 12,014.5 12,953.0 14,732.2 15,254.2 15,787.2 70,741 .1 
7 Taxes Other than Income Taxes 18,690.9 18,287.4 19,249.1 19,744.5 20,006.3 95,978 .2 

8 Total Operating Expenses 101,799.0 104,581 .8 109,370.0 112,698.4 115,856.8 544,306.0 

9 Operating lncomei(Loss) 21 ,218.5 21 ,360.1 22,804.8 21,330.4 19,801.6 106,515.4 

10 Other lncomei(Expenses), net of taxes: 
11 Contribution Expense (27.4) (27. 4) (27.4) (27.4) (27.4) (1 37 .0) 
12 Other Income/( Expense) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 Federal and State Tax Expense 11.0 10.8 11.2 11.0 11.4 55.4 

14 Total Other Income/( Expenses), net of taxes (16.4) {16.6) (16.2) {16.4) (16.0) (81 .6) 

15 Interest Expense: 
16 Interest on 3rd Party Long-term Debt 6,223.0 6,179.3 4,637.4 4,637.4 4,637.4 26,314.5 
17 Interest on Line of Credit 123.3 102.4 77.0 114.1 182.5 599.3 
18 Amortization of Debt Costs 830 .9 818.7 445. 1 401 .3 159.8 2,655.8 
19 Other Interest 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 37.5 

20 Total Interest Expense 7,1 84 .7 7,107.9 5,167.0 5,160.3 4,987.2 29 ,607.1 

21 lncomei(Loss) Before Income Taxes 14,017.4 14,235.6 17,621.6 16,153.7 14.798.4 76 ,826.7 

22 Income Taxes: 
23 Federal Income Tax Expense 1,113.2 (1,095.2) 9.0 1,809.7 4,816.9 6,653.6 
24 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 3,702.6 6,090.8 6,162.3 3,865.0 63.5 19,884.2 
25 State Income Tax Expense 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 843.3 850.5 
26 Oeferred State Income Tax Expense 313.9 (1 ,063.1) 498 .4 625.4 71.2 445.8 

27 Total Income Taxes 5,131.5 3,934.3 6,671 .5 6,301.9 5,794.9 27,834.1 

28 Net lncomei(Loss) $ 8,885.9 $ 10,301.3 $ 10,950.1 $ 9,851.8 $ 9,003.5 $ 48,992.6 
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MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation With Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Tax Expense- Current (DOD's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

UTILITY OPERATIONS: 

2 Utility Book Income Before Taxes $ 14,033.8 $ 14 ,252.2 $ 17,637.8 $ 16,170.1 s 14,814.4 $ 76,908.3 

3 Schedule M's: 
4 Permanent: 

5 Meals 36.6 36.7 37.9 39.1 40.4 190.7 
6 Fines and Penalties 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 Lobbying Costs 5.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 21.2 

8 Total Permanent Schedule M's 41.8 40.7 41.9 43.1 44.4 211.9 

9 Temporary Sched ule M's: 
10 Tax Depreciation (21 ,595,0) (43,867.2) (24,970.8) (22 ,033.2) (16,753.2) (1 29 ,219.4) 
11 Book Depreciation 12,377.3 13,246.6 14,987.1 15,470.5 15,964.8 72,046.3 

12 Total Book vs. Tax Depreciation (9,217.7) (30,620.6) (9,983 .7) (6,562.7) (788.4) (57,173.1) 
13 Over (Under)-recovery of Gas Costs 0.0 (1,735.0) (2,1 31.2) 883.7 (1 56.8) (3,139.3) 
14 Pension Expense-Accruals (Not Allowed) 3,223.1 2,900.0 2,720.0 2,820.4 2,921.2 14,584.7 
15 Pension Expense-Payments (Allowed) (3,223.1) (2,900.0) (2,720.0) (2,820.4) (2, 921.2) (1 4,584.7) 
16 FAS106 Expense- Not Al lowed 495.3 540.0 580.0 620.0 659.6 2,894.9 
17 FAS106- Retiree Contributions 97.4 96.0 96.0 96.0 96.0 481.4 
18 FAS106 Expense- Payments (Allowed) 0.0 0.0 0.0 DO 0.0 0.0 

19 Amortization - Loss on Reacqd Debt 289.3 289.3 289.3 241.1 0.0 1,109.0 

20 Amortization · Debt Costs 10.3 10.3 10.3 8.6 0.0 39.5 

21 Contribution in Aid of Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

22 Bad Debt Expense 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 250.0 
23 Plant 481A Adjustment 66.2 66.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 132.4 
24 Loan Amendment Fees paid but not exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 
25 Incurred But Not Reported Reserve Change (IBNR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 CIS/Call Center Costs 381.7 381 .7 381.7 318.1 0.0 1,463.2 

27 Customer Advances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

28 Deferred Compensation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

29 Clearing Accounts (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

30 Vacation (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31 Total Temporary Schedule M's ~7 ,827 5) ~30,922.1) ~1 0,707.6) ~4,345 .2) (139 6) (53,942.0) 

32 Total Schedule M's ~7 ,785.7) (30,881.4) (1 0,665.7) ~4,302.1 ) ~95.2) ~53,730. 1 ) 

33 Taxable Income (loss) 6,248 .1 (1 6,629.2) 6,972. 1 11,868.0 14,719.2 23 ,178.2 

34 Current WV State Tax@ 6.50% 406 .1 (1,080.9) 453.2 771 .4 956.7 1,506.5 

35 Sub-total 5,842.0 (15,548.3) 6,518.9 11,096.6 13,762.5 21 ,671 .7 

36 WV State Tax Schedule M 0.0 {1 ,080.9) 453.2 627.7 0.0 0.0 

37 Federal Taxable Income 5,842.0 (16,629. 2) 6,972.1 11,724.3 13,762.5 21 ,671.7 

38 Current Federal Tax Expense@ 35.00% 2,044.7 ~5.820.2) 2,440.2 4,103.5 4,816.9 7,585.1 
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MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation With Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Tax Expense - Deferred (OOO's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

1 Deferred State Tax Expense: 
2 Total Book vs. Tax Depreciation 599.2 1,990.3 648.9 426 .6 51 .2 3,716.2 
3 Reverse Deferred Book vs Tax Depr- Regulatory Adj (599.2) (1 ,990.3) (648.9) (426.6) (51. 2) (3,716.2) 
4 Under-recovery of Gas Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 Over (Under)-recovery of Gas Costs 0.0 112.8 138.5 (57.4) 10.2 204.1 
6 Pension Expense-Accruals (Not Allowed) (209.5) (188.5) (176 8) (183.3) (189.9) (948 0) 
7 Pension Expense-Payments (Allowed) 209.5 188.5 176.8 183.3 189.9 948.0 
8 FAS106 Expense- Not Allowed (32 2) (35.1) (37.7) {40.3) (42.9) (188.2) 
9 FAS1 06- Retiree Contributions (6.3) (6.2) (6.2) (6.2) (6.2) (31.1) 
10 FAS106 Expense- Payments (Allowed) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 Amortization - Loss on Reacqd Debt (18.8) (18.8) (18.8) (15.7) 0.0 (72.1) 
12 Amortization - Debt Costs (0.7) (0.7) (0.7) (0.6) 0.0 (2.7) 
13 Contribution in Aid of Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
14 Bad Debt Expense (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) {3.3) (16.5) 
15 Plant 481A Adjustment (4.3) (4 3) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (8.6) 
16 Loan Amendment Fees paid but not exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 Incurred But Not Reported Reserve Change (IBNR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 CIS/Call Center Costs (24.8) (24.8) {24.8) (20 7) 0.0 (95.1) 
19 Customer Advances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 Deferred Compensation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 
21 Clearing Accounts (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 Vacation (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

23 (904 ) 19.6 47.0 (144.2) (42.2) (210 2) 

24 Deferred Federal Tax Expense: 
25 Total Book vs. Tax Depreciation 3,016.5 10,020.6 3,267.2 2,147.6 258.0 18,709.9 
26 Reverse Deferred Book vs Tax Depr- Regulatory Adj 209.7 696.6 227.1 149.3 17.9 1,300.6 
27 Under-recovery of Gas Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 Over (Under)-recovery of Gas Costs 0.0 567.8 697.4 (289.2) 51.3 1,027.3 
29 Pension Expense-Accruals (Not Allowed) (1 ,054.8) {949.0) (890.1) (923.0) (956.0) (4,772.9) 
30 Pension Expense-Payments (Allowed) 1,054.8 949.0 890.1 923.0 956.0 4,772.9 
31 FAS106 Expense- Not Allowed (162.1) (176.7) (189.8) (202.9) (215.9) (9474 ) 
32 FAS 106 - Retiree Contributions (31 .9) (31.4) (31.4) (31 .4) (31.4) (157.5) 
33 FAS106 Expense- Payments (Allowed) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
34 Amortization - Loss on Reacqd Debt (94 7) (94.7) (94 7) (78.9) 0.0 (363.0) 
35 Amortization - Debt Costs (34) (3.4) (3.4) (2 8) 0.0 (13.0) 
36 Contribution in Aid of Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
37 Bad Debt Expense (16.4) (16.4) (16.4) (16.4) (1 6.4) (82.0) 
38 Plant 481A Adjustment (21.7) (21 .7) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (43.4) 
39 Loan Amendment Fees paid but not exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 Incurred But Not Reported Reserve Change (IBNR) 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
41 CIS/Call Center Costs (124.9) (124.9) (124.9) (104.1) 0.0 (478.8) 
42 Customer Advances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
43 Deferred Compensation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
44 Clearing Accounts (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
45 Vacation (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

46 2,771.1 10,815.8 3,731 .1 1,571 .2 63.5 18,952 .7 

47 Summary of Utility Income Taxes· "'0 
48 Federal Income Tax Expense 2,044.7 (5,820.2) 2,440.2 4,1 03.5 4,816.9 7,585.1 ru m co >< 
49 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 2,771.1 10,815.8 3,731.1 1,571 .2 63.5 18,952.7 CD ::::; 

50 State Income Tax Expense 406.1 (1 ,080.9) 453.2 771.4 956.7 1,506.5 (..) cr 
;::+ 

51 Deferred State Income Tax Expense (90.4) 19.6 47.0 (144.2) (42.2) (210.2) 0 I -(..) 

52 5,131 .5 3,934.3 6,671.5 6,301 .9 5,794.9 27,834.1 CJl 



MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation W ith Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Tax Expense - Non-utility Operations (DOD's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

Non-Util ity Book Income Before Taxes $ (27.4) $ (27.4) $ (27.4) $ (27.4) $ (27.4} $ (137.0) 

2 Schedule M's: 
3 None 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 

4 Taxable Income (Loss) (27.4) (27.4) (27.4) (27.4) (27.4) (137.0) 

5 Current WV State Tax@ 6.50% (1 .8) (1.8) (1.8) (1.8) (1.8) (9.0) 

6 Sub-total (25.6) (25.6) (25 6) (256) (25.6) (128.0) 

7 WV State Tax Schedule M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 

8 Federal Taxable Income (25.6) (25.6) (25 6) (25.6) (25.6) (128 0) 

9 Federal Tax Expense@ 35.00% (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) ?.:.22.. (9 .0) (45 0) 

10 Deferred State Tax Expense: 
11 None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 

12 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 

13 Deferred Federal Tax Expense: 
14 None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 

15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 

16 Summary of Non-Utility Income Taxes: 

17 Federal lncome Tax Expense (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (45.0) 

18 De ferred Federal Income Tax Expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 

19 Sta te Income Tax Expense (1.8) (1.8) (1.8) (1 .8) (1.8) (9 0) 

20 Deferred State Income Tax Expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 

21 (10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (1~ (10.8) (54.0) 
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MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation With Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Summary of Income Taxes (OOO's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

1 Summary of Utility Income Taxes: 

2 Federal Income Tax Expense 2,044.7 (5,820.2) 2 ,440.2 4,103.5 4,816.9 7 ,585.1 
3 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 2,771 .1 10,815.8 3,731 .1 1,571.2 63.5 18,952.7 

4 State Income Tax Expense 406.1 (1 ,080.9) 453.2 771.4 956.7 1,506.5 

5 Deferred State Income Tax Expense (90.4) 19.6 47.0 (144.2) (42.2) (210.2) 

6 5,131 .5 3,934.3 6,671.5 6,301 .9 5,794 .9 27,834.1 

7 Summary of Non-Utility Income Taxes: 
8 Federal Income Tax Expense (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9 .0) (45.0) 
9 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

10 State Income Tax Expense (1.8) (1.8) (1.8) (1.8) (1 .8) (9.0) 

11 Deferred State Income Tax Expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 )0 0.0 0.0 

12 (10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (10.8) (54.0) 

13 Total Income Taxes: 
14 Federal Income Tax Expense - Current 2,035.7 (5,829.2) 2 ,431 .2 4,094.5 4,807.9 7,540.1 

15 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 2,771.1 10,815.8 3 ,731.1 1,571 .2 63.5 18,952.7 
16 State Income Tax Expense- Current 404.3 (1 ,082.7) 451.4 769.6 954.9 1,497.5 

17 Deferred State Income Tax Expense (90.4) 19.6 47.0 (144.2) (42.2) (210.2) 

18 5,120.7 3,923.5 6 ,660.7 6,291 .1 5,784.1 27,780.1 

19 Federal Net Operating Loss - Beginning of Period 0.0 0.0 4,725.0 2,293.8 0.0 0.0 

20 Current Year Activity 0.0 4,725.0 (2,431.2) (2,293.8) 0.0 0.0 

21 Federal Net Operating Loss - End of Period 0.0 4,725.0 2,293.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

22 Federal AMT Credit - Beginning of Period 931.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 931.5 

23 Current Year Activity (931.5) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (931.5) 

24 Federal AMT Credit- End or Period 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

25 Summary of Current Federal Income Tax Expense: 

26 NOL Activity 0.0 {4,725.0) 2,431.2 2,293.8 0.0 0.0 

27 AMT Activity 931 .5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 931 .5 

28 Payments (Refund) 1,104.2 {1,104.2) 0.0 1,800.7 4,807.9 6,608.6 

29 Total 2,035.7 {5,829.2) 2 ,431 .2 4,094.5 4,807.9 7,540.1 

30 State Net Operating Loss - Beginning or Period 656.0 251 .7 1,334.4 883.0 113.4 656.0 

31 Current Year Activity (404.3) 1,082.7 (451 .4) (769.6) (113.4) (656.0) 

32 State Net Operating Loss - End of Period 251.7 1,334.4 883.0 113.4 0.0 0.0 
'"0 
Ol m co >< 
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33 Summary or Current State Income Tax Expense: CJl 6' 
34 NOL Activity 404.3 (1 ,082.7) 451.4 769.6 113.4 656.0 S, ~ 0.) 

35 Payments (Refund) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 841.5 841.5 CJl 

36 Total 404.3 (1,082.7) 451.4 769.6 954.9 1,497.5 



MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation Without Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Statement (OOO's) 

(a} (b) (C) (d) (e) (f) 
Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

Operating Revenues $ 223,847.9 $ 212,295.4 $ 223,700.3 $ 230,200.7 $ 232,849.9 $ 1 '122,894.2 

2 Gas Cost. 100,830.4 88,653.5 97,725 .5 102,271.9 103,1 91 .5 492,672.8 

3 Gross Margin 123,017.5 123,641.9 125,974.8 127,928.8 129,658.4 630,221.4 

4 Operating Expenses: 
5 Operation and Maintenance Expenses 71 ,093.6 73,299.7 75,251.9 77,5Ei3.7 79,928 .1 377,137.0 
6 Depreciation and Amortization 12,014.5 12,539.0 13,016 0 13,5:18.0 14,071 .0 65,178.5 
7 Taxes Other than Income Taxes 18,690.9 18,189.6 18,985.8 19,485.2 19,751.3 95,1 02.8 

8 Total Operating Expenses 101 ,799.0 104,028.3 107,253.7 110,586.9 113,750.4 537,418.3 

9 Operating lncome/(Loss} 21 ,218.5 19,613.6 18,721.1 17,341.9 15,908.0 92,803.1 

10 Other lncome/(Expenses}, net of taxes: 
11 Contribution Expense (27.4) (27.4} (27.4} (27.4) (27.4) {137.0} 
12 Other lncome/(Expense) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 Federal and State Tax Expense 11.0 10.8 11.2 11.0 11.4 55.4 

14 Total Other lncome/(Expenses), net of taxes (16.4) (16.6) (16.2) (16.4) (16.0) (81 .6} 

15 Interest Expense: 
16 Interest on 3rd Party Long-term Debt 6,223.0 6,166 .0 4,157.4 4,1 57.4 4,157.4 24,861 .2 
17 Interest on Line of Credit 123.3 256.9 489.2 603.5 762.5 2,235.4 
18 Amortization of Debt Costs 830.9 818.7 445.1 401.3 159.8 2,655.8 
19 Other Interest 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 37 .5 

20 Total Interest Expense 7,184.7 7,249 .1 5,099.2 5,169.7 5,087.2 29,789.9 

21 lncome/(Loss) Before Income Taxes 14,017.4 12,347.9 13,605.7 12,155.8 10,804.8 62,931 .6 

22 Income Taxes: 
23 Federal Income Tax Expense 1,113.2 680.3 1,464.1 2,456.4 3,316.7 9,030.7 
24 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 3,702.6 3,607.4 3,199.9 1,698.6 270.3 12,478.8 
25 State Income Tax Expense 1.8 1.8 172.4 487.9 658.8 1,322.7 
26 Deferred State Income Tax Expense 313.9 152.9 165.4 (144.2) (42.2) 445.8 

27 Total Income Taxes 5,131.5 4,442.4 5,001.8 4,498 .7 4,203.6 23,278.0 

28 Net lncome/(Loss) $ 8,885 .9 $ 7,905.5 $ 8,603.9 $ 7,657.1 $ 6,601 .2 $ 39,653.6 
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MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation Without Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Tax Expense- Current 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

~ 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

1 UTILITY OPERATIONS: 

2 Utility Book Income Before Taxes $ 14,033.8 $ 12,364. 5 $ 13,621 9 $ 12, 1"72.2 $ 10,820.8 $ 63,013.2 

3 Schedule M's: 
4 Permanent: 

5 Meals 36.6 36.7 37.9 39.1 40.4 190.7 
6 Fines and Penalties 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 Lobbying Costs 5.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 21.2 

8 Total Permanent Schedule M's 41 .8 40.7 41.9 43.1 44.4 211.9 

9 Temporary Schedule M's: 
10 Tax Depreciation (21 ,595.0) (22,857.6) (21 ,736.8) (20,680.8) (15,627.6) (1 02,497.8) 
11 Book Depreciation 12,377.3 12,832.6 13,270.9 13,754 .3 14,248.6 66,483.7 

12 Total Book vs. Tax Depreciation (9,217 7) (1 0,025.0) (8,465.9) (6,926.5) (1 ,379.0) (36,01 4.1) 
13 Over (Under)-recovery of Gas Costs 0.0 (1 ,735.0) (2,131 .2) 883.7 (156.8) (3,139.3) 
14 Pension Expense-Accruals (Not Allowed) 3,223.1 2,900.0 2,720.0 2,820.4 2,921.2 14,584.7 
15 Pension Expense-Payments (Allowed) (3,223. 1) (2,900.0) (2,720.0) (2,820.4) (2,921.2) (14,584 7) 
16 FAS106 Expense- Not Allowed 495 .3 540.0 580.0 620.0 659.6 2,894.9 
17 FAS106 - Retiree Contributions 97.4 96.0 96.0 96.0 96.0 481.4 
18 FAS106 Expense- Payments (Al lowed) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19 Amortization - Loss on Reacqd Debt 289.3 289.3 289.3 241 .1 0.0 1,109.0 
20 Amortization - Debt Costs 10.3 10.3 10.3 8.6 0.0 39.5 
21 Contribution in Aid of Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 
22 Bad Debt Expense 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 250.0 
23 Plant 481A Adjustment 66.2 66.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 132.4 
24 Loan Amendment Fees paid but not exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
25 Incurred But Not Reported Reserve Change (IBNR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 CIS/Call Center Costs 381.7 381.7 381.7 3"18.1 0.0 1,463.2 
27 Customer Advances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 Deferred Compensation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29 Clearing Accounts (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
30 Vacation (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

31 Total Temporary Schedule M's (7,827.5) (10,326.5) (9,189.8) (4,709.0) (730.2) (32,783.0) 

32 Total Schedule M's (7,785.7) (1 0,285.8) (9,1 47.9) (4,6!35.9) (685.8) (32,5711) 

33 Taxable Income (Loss) 6,248.1 2,078.7 4,474.0 7,506.3 10,135.0 30,442.1 

34 Current WV State Tax@ 6.50% 406.1 135.1 290.8 487.9 658.8 1,978.7 

35 Sub-total 5,842.0 1,943.6 4,183.2 7,018.4 9,476.2 28,463.4 

36 WV State Tax Schedule M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

37 Federal Taxable Income 5,842.0 1,943.6 4,183.2 7,018.4 9,476.2 28,463.4 

38 Current Federal Tax Expense @ 35.00% 2,044.7 680 .3 1,464.1 2,4!i6.4 3,316 .7 9,962.2 
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MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation Without Expansion Project· Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Tax Expense· Deferred (OOO's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

Deferred State Tax Expense: 
2 Total Book vs. Tax Depreciation 599.2 651.6 550.3 450.2 89.6 2,340.9 
3 Reverse Deferred Book vs Tax Depr. Regulatol)' Adj (599. 2) (651 .6) (550.3) (450.2) (89.6) (2,340.9) 
4 Under-recovel)' of Gas Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 Over (Under)-recovel)' of Gas Costs 0.0 112.8 138.5 (57.4) 10.2 204.1 
6 Pension Expense-Accruals (Not Allowed) (209.5) (188.5) (176.8) (183.3) (189.9) (948.0) 
7 Pension Expense-Payments (Allowed) 209.5 188.5 176.8 183.3 189.9 948 .0 
8 FAS106 Expense. Not Allowed (32.2) (35.1) (37.7) (40.3) (42.9) (188 2) 
9 FAS106- Retiree Contributions (6.3) (6.2) (6.2) (62) (6. 2) (31.1) 
10 FAS106 Expense- Payments (Allowed) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 Amortization - Loss on Reacqd Debt (18.8) (18.8) (18.8) (15.7) 0.0 (72.1) 
12 Amortization - Debt Costs (0.7) (0.7) (07) (0.6) 0.0 (2 7) 
13 Contribution in Aid of Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 Bad Debt Expense (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) (16.5) 
15 Plant 481A Adjustment (4.3) (4 3) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (8.6) 
16 Loan Amendment Fees paid but not exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 Incurred But Not Reported Reserve Change (IBNR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 CISICall Center Costs (24.8) (24.8) (24 .8) (20.7) 0.0 (95.1) 
19 Customer Advances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 Deferred Compensation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 Clearing Accounts (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
22 Vacation (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

23 (90.4) 19.6 47.0 144.2) (42.2) (210.2) 

24 Deferred Federal Tax Expense: 
25 Total Book vs. Tax Depreciation 3,016.5 3,280.7 2,770.5 2,266.7 451.3 11,785.7 
26 Reverse Deferred Book vs Tax Depr- Regulatol)' Adj 209.7 228.1 192.6 157.6 31.4 819.4 
27 Under-recovel)' of Gas Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 Over (Under)-recovel)' of Gas Costs 0.0 567.8 697.4 (289.2) 51.3 1,027.3 
29 Pension Expense-Accruals (Not Allowed) (1,054. 8) (949.0) (890 1) (923.0) (956.0) (4,772.9) 
30 Pension Expense-Payments (Allowed) 1,054.8 949.0 890.1 923.0 956.0 4,772.9 
31 FAS106 Expense- Not Allowed (162.1) (176.7) (189.8) (202.9) (215.9) (947.4) 
32 FAS106 - Retiree Contributions (31 .9) (31 .4) (31.4) (31.4) (31 .4) (157.5) 
33 FAS106 Expense- Payments (Allowed) 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 
34 Amortization - Loss on Reacqd Debt (94.7) (94.7) (94.7) (78.9) 0.0 (363.0) 
35 Amortization - Debt Costs (3.4) (3.4) (3.4) (2.8) 0.0 (13 0) 
36 Contribution in Aid of Construction 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
37 Bad Debt Expense (1 6.4) (16.4) (16.4) (16.4) (16.4) (82.0) 
38 Plant 481A Adjustment (21.7) (21.7) 0.0 0.0 00 (43.4) 
39 Loan Amendment Fees paid but not exp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
40 Incurred But Not Reported Reserve Change (IBNR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
41 CIS/Call Center Costs (124.9) (124.9) (124.9) (104.1 ) 0.0 {4788) 
42 Customer Advances 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
43 Deferred Compensation 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
44 Clearing Accounts (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
45 Vacation (Annually) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

46 2,771 .1 3,607.4 3,199.9 1,698.6 270.3 11,547.3 

47 Sum mal)' of Utility Income Taxes: '"'0 
48 Federal income Tax Expense 2,044.7 680.3 1,464.1 2,456.4 3,316.7 9,962.2 Ql m 

(Q X 
49 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 2,771.1 3,607.4 3,199.9 1,698.6 270.3 11,547.3 CD ::r 
50 State Income Tax Expense 406.1 135.1 290.8 487.9 658.8 1,978.7 w 6' 
51 Deferred State Income Tax Expense (90.4) 19.6 47.0 (144.2) (42.2) (210.2) 0 

;:::;: 
I ....., 
""' 52 5,131.5 4,442.4 5,001.8 4,498.7 4,203.6 23,278.0 CJl 



MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 

Net Operating Loss Calculation Without Expansion Project- Util izing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Income Tax Expense - Non-utility Operations (DOD's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d ) (e) (f) 

~ 2016 201 7 2018 2019 2020 TO TA L 

Non-Utility Book Income Before Taxes $ (274) $ (27.4) $ (274) $ (27 .4) $ (27.4) $ (137 .0) 

2 Schedule M's: 
3 None 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 

4 Taxable Income (Loss) (27.4) (27.4) (27 .4) (27.4) (27.4) (137.0) 

5 Current WV State Tax@ 6.50% (1.8) (1.8) (1 .8) (1.8) (1.8} (9.0) 

6 Sub-total (25.6) (25.6) (25 .6) (25 6) (25.6) (128.0) 

7 WV State Tax Schedule M 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 

8 Federal Taxable Income (25.6 ) (25.6) (25.6) (25.6 ) (25 .6) (1 28.0) 

9 Federal Tax Expense@ 35.00% (9.0) (9.0) (9 .0) ~ (9 .0) (45.0) 

10 Deferred State Tax Expense: 
11 None 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 

12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 

13 Deferred Federal Tax Expense: 
14 None 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 

15 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 

16 Summary of Non-Utility Income D180Taxes: 
17 Federa l Income Tax Expense (9.0) (9 .0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (45.0) 
18 Deferred Federa l Income Tax Expense 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 
19 State Income Tax Expense (1.8) (1.8) (1 8) (1 .8) (1.8) (9 0) 
20 Deferred State Income Tax Expense 00 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0. 0 0 .0 

21 (1 0.8) (10.8) (1 0. 8) (10.8) (1 0 8) (54.0) 



MOUNTAINEER GAS COMPANY 
Net Operating Loss Calculation Without Expansion Project- Utilizing Bonus Tax Depreciation in all Years 
Summary of Income Taxes (DOD's) 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Line 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 TOTAL 

1 Summary of Utility Income Taxes: 
2 Federal Income Tax Expense 2,044. 7 680.3 1,464.1 2,456.4 3,3 16.7 9 ,962.2 
3 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 2,771.1 3,607.4 3 ,199.9 1,698.6 270.3 11,547.3 
4 State Income Tax Expense 406.1 135.1 290.8 487. 9 658.8 1,978.7 
5 Deferred State Income Tax Expense (90.4) 19.6 47 .0 (144.2) (42.2) {21 0.2) 

6 5,131.5 4,442.4 5,001.8 4,498.7 4,203 .6 23,278.0 

7 Summary of Non-Utility Income D180Taxes: 
8 Federal Income Tax Expense (9.0) (9 .0) (9. 0) (9.0) (9 0) (45.0) 
9 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 
10 State Income Tax Expense (18) (1.8) (1.8) (1 .8) (1.8) (9.0) 
11 Deferred State Income Tax Expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 00 

12 (10.8) (10.8) (10 8) 10.8) (10.8) (54 .0) 

13 Total Income Taxes: 
14 Federal Income Tax Expense- Current 2,035 .7 671.3 1,455.1 2,447.4 3,307.7 9,917.2 
15 Deferred Federal Income Tax Expense 2,771.1 3,607.4 3,199.9 1,698.6 270.3 11 ,547.3 
16 State Income Tax Expense- Current 404 .3 133.3 289.0 486.1 657.0 1,969.7 
17 Deferred State Income Tax Expense (90.4) 19.6 47.0 (1 44.2) (42.2) (210.2) 

18 5 ,120.7 4,431.6 4,991 .0 4,487.9 4,192.8 23 ,224. 0 

19 Federal Net Operating Loss - Beginning of Period 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 

20 Current Year Activity 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

21 Federal Net Operating Loss - End of Period 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

22 Federal AMT Credit - Beginning of Period 931.5 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 931 .5 

23 Current Year Activity (931.5) 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 (931.5) 

24 Federa l AMT Credit- End of Period 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 00 

25 Summary of Current Federal Income Tax Expense: 

26 NOL Activity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 

27 AMT Activity 931 .5 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 931.5 

28 Payments (Refund) 1,104.2 671 .3 1,455.1 2,447.4 3 ,307.7 8,985.7 

29 Total 2,035.7 671.3 1,455.1 2,447.4 3,307 .7 9,917.2 

30 State Net Operating Loss- Beginning of Period 656.0 251.7 118.4 0.0 0.0 656.0 

31 Current Year Activity (404 .3) (1 33 3) (118.4) 0 .0 0.0 (656.0) 

32 State Net Operating Loss - End of Period 251 .7 118.4 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 
"U 
Q) m 

(Q X 
CD ::r 

33 Summary of Current State Income Tax Expense: CJ1 5' 
34 NOL Activity 404.3 133.3 118.4 0 .0 0.0 656 .0 0 

;:::;: 
I _...., 
~ 

35 Payments {Refund) 0.0 0.0 170.6 486 .1 657.0 1,313 .7 CJ1 

36 Total 404.3 133.3 289.0 486.1 657 0 1,969 7 



Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2017 I REP Rate Component- East ern Panhandle Expansion 

Allocation by Customer Class 

Base Revenue Total Billing Units 
Increase Per Case Allocation Revenue (mcf or 2017 IHEP Calculated 
15-0003-G-42T Factor Requirement meters) Rate (C) Revenues 

Tariff Sales: 

RS $ 5,714,778 0.741692 $ 1,734,635 15,003,973 (A) $ 0.116 $1,740,461 

GS $ 1,890,808 0.245398 $ 573,927 10,706,450 (A) $ 0.054 $ 578,148 

GS/SPC $ 223 0.000029 $ 68 1,260 

LGS $ 34,432 0.004469 $ 10,451 180 (B) $ 58.06 $ 10,451 
LGS/SPC $ 9,378 0.001217 $ 2,847 129,439 

IS $ 21,253 0.002758 $ 6,451 60 (B) $ 107.52 $ 6,451 

IS/SPC $ 720 0.000093 $ 219 30,027 

LIS $ $ $ 
LIS/SPC $ $ 73,000 $ $ 
NGV (RS) 

ws $ 33,466 0.004343 $ 10,158 338,374 $ 0.030 $ 10,151 

Transport Volumes: 

RS $ $ $ 0.116 

GS $ $ 3,191,530 $ 0.054 

GS/SPC $ $ 1,032,427 

LGS $ $ 800,819 $ 58.06 

LGS/SPC $ $ 4,385,620 

IS $ $ 1,878,861 $ 107.52 

IS/SPC $ $ 7,296,792 

LIS/SPC $ $ 3,487,161 

WS/SPC/NGV $ $ 20,400 

$ 7,705,058 1.0000000 $ 2,338,756 48,376,373 $2,345,662 ""'0 m 
O.l >< (.Q 

:::J CD - · __, 
0"" 

(A)- Includes Transport Volumes 0 ........ ....., 
I __, 

01 (B)- Represents number of customers (i.e., meters) in customer class (transport customers) 

(C)- All rates are volumetric except for LGS and IS customer classes 



Exhibit-6 
Schedule A 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandl e Expansion 

Revenue Requirement 

Line Schedule 2018 

1 Rate Base: 

2 Projected 13-month Average Infrastructure Expansion B $ 45,000,000 

3 Projected 13-month Average Removal Costs 

4 Projected 13-month Accumulated Depreciation B (623, 175) 

5 Sub-total $ 44,376,825 

6 Less: Depreciation Expense Offset per paragraph 11.d of Stipulation 

7 Net Projected Infrastructure Replacement Balance $ 44,376,825 

8 Federal Plant ADIT Liability B (868,307) 

9 Total Rate Base for IREP Expansion Rate Design $ 43,508,518 (A) 

10 Return on Rate Base- % c 8.590% 

11 Return on Rate Base - $ $ 3,737,382 

12 Add Back: 

13 O&M Expense 100,000 

14 Depreciation B 830,900 

15 Property Taxes (None in Year 1 and Year 2) D 

16 Federal Income Taxes E 1,188,251 

17 State Income Taxes E 67,944 

18 Revenue Requirement before New Customer Revenues $ 5,924,477 

19 Base Revenues from New Customers served by I REP Investment 

20 Net Revenue Requirement $ 5,924,477 

21 Gross-up factor for B&O Taxes (100.00%- 4.29%) 95.71 % 

22 Revenues Grossed-up for Income and B&O Taxes $ 6,190,029 

23 Gross-up factor for uncollectible expense (1 00.00%- 1.1191 %) 98.8809% 

24 
Revenue Requirement Income Including Uncollectibles, Taxes, and 

$ 6,260,086 B&O Taxes 

Pro-forma Bad Debt Expense: 

25 Total Gross Revenue Amount per Line 16 $ 6,260,086 

26 Pro-forma Revenues Gross-up for Income and B&O Taxes (Line 14) 6,190,029 

27 Pro-forma Bad Debt Expense Adjustment $ 70,057 

Pro-forma State B&O Tax Expense: 

28 Pro-forma Revenues Gross-up for Income and B&O Taxes (Line 14) $ 6,190,029 

29 Pro-forma Revenues Gross-up for Income Taxes (Line 12) 5,924,477 

30 Pro-forma State B&O Tax Expense Adjustment $ 265,552 

(A)- To Schedule E and Schedule F 



Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 !REP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Book and Tax Depreciation 

Line 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Asset Description 

Mains- Trunkline 

Mains - Distribution 

Services 

Meters 

Reg ulator Stations 

Special Projects - Stations 

Total 

Current Year 13-month Activity 

Add: Balances at 12/31/2017 

13-Month Avg Balance- 2018 

Book 
Plant Balance Depreciation 
at 12/31/2017 Rate 

$ 44,750,000 1.8400% 

1.8400% 

3.0000% 

6.6700% 

3.0000% 

250,000 3.0000% 

$ 45,000,000 (A) 

Divide by 

Book 
Depreciation 

Expense 

$ 823,400 

7,500 

$ 830,900 (8)(1 ) 

2 

Accum. Depreciation Expense $ 415,450 

207,725 (1) 

Accum. Depreciation Expense $ 623,175 (B) 

Accumulated Depreciation at 12/31/2018 r (1JI $1 ,038,625 HAl 

Net Taxable 
Basis 

$ 44,750,000 

250,000 

$ 45,000,000 

NOTE: Book Depreciation Expense is based on mid-year convention. Thus, first year (i. e. , 2017) is 50%. 

NOTE: Tax Depreciation is based on MACRS 20-year life. 

NOTE: Tax Timing Difference represents a deduction in federal taxable income. 

(A)- To Schedule D 

(B)- To Schedule A 

(C) -To Schedule E 

Tax 
Depreciation Tax 

Rate Depreciation 

7.2190% $3,230,503 

7.2190% 

7.2190% 

7.2190% 

7.2190% 

7.2190% 18,048 

$ 3,248,551 

Federal Tax Rate 

Projected Federal Plant AD IT Liability 

Divide by 

Projected Federal Plant AD IT Liability 

Projected Federal Plant AD IT Liability 

Exhibit-6 
Schedule B 

Tax Timing 
Difference 

$ (2,407,103) 

(1 0,548) 

$ (2,417,651 ) (C) 

35% 

$ (846,178) 

2 

$ (423,089) 

(445,218) 

$ (868,307) (B) 



Line 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Average Capital Structure- 2015 Case No. 15-0003-G-42T 

Amount %of Total Rate 

Long-term Debt $ 88,320,653 43.622% 7.880% 

Short-term Debt 8,820,000 4.356% 1.850% 

Total Debt 97,140,653 47.978% 

Common Equity 105,326,943 52.022% 9.750% 

$ 202,467,596 100.000% 

Weighted 
Cost 

3.437% 

0.081% 

3.518% 

5.072% 

8.590% 

Exhibit-6 
Schedule C 

To Schedule F 

To Schedules A and E 



I . ._;ne 

No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

NOTE: 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

State Property Tax Expense 

Description Schedule Amount 

I REP Utility Plant in Service as of December 31, 2018 B $ 45,000,000 

Less: Accumulated Depreciation B (1,038,625) 

IREP Utility Plant in Service as of December 31 , 2018 $43,961 ,375 

Percentage Subject to Tax 60.00% 

I REP Uti lity Plant in Service subject to Property Tax $ 26,376,825 

Exhibit-6 
ScheduleD 

Effective Property Tax Rate 2.55618% (A) 

2020 Property Tax Expense $ 674,239 

Since Property Tax expense will not be reflected by the Company until2019, the amount for 

2018 is $0. 

(A) - Amount from Case No. 15-0003-G-42T. 



Line 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Calculation of Federal and State Income Tax Expense 

Schedule 

FEDERAL INCOME TAX: 

Total Rate Base for I REP Expansion Rate Design A 

Return on Rate Base - % c 
Return on Rate Base - $ 

Adjustments: 

Interest Expense F 

Temporary Statutory Deductions - Plant Book vs. Tax Depreciation B 

Federal Taxable Amount 

Federal Tax Rate 

Current Federal Tax 

Add: Deferred Federal Tax (35% on Temporary Deductions) 

Total Federal Tax 

Gross-up Federal Income Tax [Line 11 I 65%) 

STATE INCOME TAX: 

Federal Taxable Income 

Add: Gross-up Federal Tax 

State Taxable Amount 

Tax Gross-up Rate (100.00 - 6.50) 

Gross-up Taxable 

State Tax Amount (Line 17 less Line 15) 

Exhibit-6 
Schedule E 

2018 

$ 43,508,518 

8.590% 

$ 3,737,382 

$ (1 ,530,630) 

(2,41 7,651) 

$ (210,899) 

35.00% 

$ (73,815) 

846,178 

$ 772,363 

I $ 1.188.251 1 
To Schedule A 

$ (21 0,899) 

1 ' 188,251 

$ 977,352 

0.9350 

$ 1,045,296 

I$ 67,9441 

To Schedule A 



Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 IREP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Interest Expense 

Line Schedule 

2 

3 

Total Rate Base for IREP Expansion Rate A 

Weighted Average Debt Rate 

Total Interest Expense 

c 

Amount 

$ 43,508,518 

3.518% 

$ 1,530,630 

To Schedule E 

Exhibit-6 
Schedule F 



Tariff Sales: 

RS 

GS 

GS/SPC 

LGS 

LGS/SPC 

IS 

IS/SPC 

LIS 

LIS/SPC 

NGV (RS) 

ws 

Transport Volumes: 

RS 

GS 

GS/SPC 
LGS 

LGS/SPC 

IS 

15/SPC 

LIS/SPC 

WS/SPC/NGV 

Mountaineer Gas Company 
Projected 2018 !REP Rate Component- Eastern Panhandle Expansion 

Allocation by Customer Class 

Base Revenue Total Billing Units 
Increase Per Case Allocation Revenue (mcf or 

15-0003-G-42T Factor Requ irement meters) 

$ 5,714,778 0.741692 $ 4,643,053 15,003,973 

$ 1,890,808 0.245398 $ 1,536,214 10,706,450 

$ 223 0.000029 $ 181 1,260 

$ 34,432 0.004469 $ 27,975 180 

$ 9,378 0.001217 $ 7,619 129,439 

$ 21,253 0.002758 $ 17,267 60 

$ 720 0.000093 $ 585 30,027 

$ $ 
$ $ 73,000 

$ 33,466 0.004343 $ 27,190 338,374 

$ $ 
$ $ 3,191,530 

$ $ 1,032,427 

$ $ 800,819 

$ $ 4,385,620 

$ $ 1,878,861 

$ $ 7,296,792 

$ $ 3,487,161 

$ $ 20,400 

$ 7,705,058 1.0000000 $ 6,260,086 48,376,373 

(A) - Includes Transport Volumes 

(B)- Represents number of customers (i. e., meters) in customer class (transport customers) 
(C)- All rates are volumetric except for LGS and IS customer classes 

2018 

Cumulative Calcu lated 

IREP Rate (C) Revenues 

(A) $ 0.309 $ 4,636,228 

(A) $ 0.143 $ 1,531,022 

(B) $ 131.32 $ 23,638 

(B) $ 243.17 $ 14,590 

$ 
$ $ 

$ 0.080 $ 27,070 

$ 0.309 

$ 0.143 

$ 131.32 

$ 243.17 

$ 6,232,548 ""0 m 
[lJ >< (Q 

CD :::r 
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FEASIBILITY STUDY 
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FEASIBILITY STUDY 
REGION NINE REGIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL 

G.L\S P!PEL!NE FEASIBILITY PROJECT 
BERKELEY AND jEFFERSON COUNTIES, WEST VIRGIN IA 

I. INTRODUCTION . 

A. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
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The Region Nine Regional Planrring and Development Council ("Region Nine") exists to assist 
local govenunents in resoiving their conunon problems, engage in area-wide comprehensive and 
functional planning, identify, apply for, and administer certain federal and state grants, and 
provide a regional focus in regard to multiple programs undertaken on an area-wide basis. The 
area of focus for Region Nine consists of Berkeley, Jefferson, and Morgan Counties, located in 
the eastern panhandle of West Virginia. 

In March 2014, Region Nine solicited requests for professional engineering services to perform a 
study with related research and analysis to determine the feasibility of expanding the supply of 
natural gas in the eastem panhandle region of 'vV est Virgirria and to identify the most 
economically beneficial route for a proposed natural gas pipeline that would deliver and 
distribute natural gas into the tl1ree-county area served by Region Nine. 

In August 2014, Region Nine executed an agreement with the Thrasher Group, Inc. ("Thrasher") 
to perform the study. Thrasher is a WV-based engineering, architecture and design fi1m with 
direct experience in the upstream (drilling and exploration) and midstream (pipeline and 
processing) oil and gas industry in WV, PA and OH. Its experience and knowledge in the energy 
arena provides Thrasher a unique qualification to perform this study. 

The results of the research along with options for service and related study findings are included 
within this report. 

B. PROJECT TEAM, REVIE\/V COMMITTEE AND KEY PERSONNEL 

The TJ:-...rasher Project Team consists of: 

Woody Thrasher, Tom Marion, Michael Hines - The Thrasher Group 
Eric Bowen MS, John Deskins PhD, Christiadai PhD - WVU BBER 
Michael Griffith- Michael Griffith and Associates 
Bill Roach- W. E. Roach and Associates 
Jimmy Staton- Staton Consulting, LLC 
John Stump - Steptoe & Joh.nson 

The Region Nine Project Committee is composed of: 

Steve Christian - Berkeley County Development Authority 
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John Reisen weber-Jefferson County Development Authority 
.Patsy Noland- Jefferson County Commission 
Jim Barnhart- Berkeley County Council 
Mark Baldwin- City Manager Martinsburg WV 

Other key personnel and subject matter experts involved with the project include: 

Bill Clark, Executive Director - Region Nine 
Terri Burhans, Executive Director- Morgan County Economic Development Authority 
Moses Skaff, Larry Meador, Tom Westfall, Rich Pistner- Mountaineer Gas Company 
Kris Hopkins, Todd Hooker, Nic Diehl- WV Development Office 

C. PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS 
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Primary project stakeholders have a vested interest in the potential availability of natural gas 
service in the Region Nine area. Several of these stakeholders have assisted with guidance, 
counsel and information gathering throughout the study, as needed, individually and/or as a 
group. Primary stakeholders are noted below. 

Region Nine and its three county development entities, Jefferson County Development Authority 
("JCDA"), Berkeley County Development Authority ("BCDA") and Morgan County Economic 
Development Authority ("MCEDA"), co:r:tUTiissioned this study to understand the opportunities, 
challenges, options and related costs of bringing additional natural gas supply into the eastern 
pa:nhandle region, specifically Jefferson and Berkeley Counties. 

Mountaineer Gas Company of West Virginia ("MGCWV") is the only local distlibution 
company ("LDC'') that is authorized and approved by the West Virginia Public Service 
Commission ("WVPSC") to operate a natural gas utility to support the commercial and 
residential natural gas market in Region Nine. 

The West Virginia Development Office ("WVDO") is another ii1terested party. Its mission is to 
"[i]mprove the quality of life for all West Virginians by strengthening our communities and 
expanding the state's economy to create more and better jobs." 

.Another key stakeholder in aggregate is the general population of the eastern panhandle region of 
WV, whose lives and livelihoods may be positively impacted by the construction of a natural gas 
pipeline and the potential availability of natural gas service in the area. A subset of this group 
would be landowners whose property may be impacted by construction and routing of the gas 
pipeline. 

Finally, the company that would build and/or operate the pipeline would be a stakeholder, along 
with the entity or entities that would be financing the project. 
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II. CURRENT SITUATION 

A. OVERViEW 
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Advances in horizontal drilling technologies and hydraulic fracturing processes have made the 
Appalachian Basin one of the leading regions in the United States for natural gas exploration and 
production. However, the Eastern Panhandle region of WV has not shared in the natural gas 
industry growth experienced by other regions ofWV, primarily the nmihern half of the state, as a 
result of the development of the Marcellus and Utica Shale formations. Both of these prolific 
natural gas-bearing shale formations are located west of the Region Nine area. There are no 
known proved natural gas reserves or economically-developable gas-bearing formations in the 
eastern panhandle area. 

As a result, compared to other regions of WV, the eastern panhandle has a much lower natural 
gas utilization rate primarily because it is not located in a natural gas producing region. Because 
of this, other energy sources such as electricity and propane are the pri.rnary energy sources of 
choice for residential, commercial and industrial users. 

The Eastern Panhandle region of V/V is one of the top economic grov,rth engines in WV. 
However, continued economic growth is largely dependent upon having natural gas service 
available to meet residential, commercial and industrial demand. Cunently, natural gas service is 
only available in southern Berkeley County, parts of the greater Martinsburg area and one site in 
Jefferson County, the former Eastman Kodak plant. 

The lack of natural gas service in the Eastern Panhandle has become a limiting factor in the 
continued commercial and industrial growth of the region. Businesses and industries that would 
have otherwise considered the region for expansion and development have located in other 
regions and states as a result of the lack of natural gas availability and limited prospects for 
improving the situation in the near-tem1. Homeowners seeking natural gas utility service have 
limited options as well. 

B. EXISTING NATURAL GAS SUPPLY AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

The natural gas supply th~t is currently available in the Eastern Panhandle region is brought in 
solely via pipeline to the LDC operated by MGCWV, which is headquartered in Charleston, 
wv. 

MGCWV has been granted the sole franchise to distribute natural gas to residential, industrial, 
commercial and institutional customers in Berkeley and Jefferson Counties by the WVPSC. 
MGCWV's rates and operations are regulated and monitored by the W\IPSC. 

MGCWV feeds the LDC system with natural gas acquired on the spot market off-system. 
Purchased gas is then transported into northern Virginia via Columbia Pipeline Group's "WB" 
(also known as "VBS") interstate pipeline that commences near Broad Run, WV, and terminates 
near Baltimore, MD. 
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Delivery ofnatural gas from WB is delivered first to Washington Gas & Light ("WGL") via tap 
on WB near Clearbrook, VA, and then delivered by WGL to MGCWV at the WVN A border. 

MGCWV operates the natural gas pipeline that transports the natural gas from the interconnect 
with WGL at the WV/VA state line. This pipeline runs approximately 13 miles tlu·ough southern 
Berkeley County to its terminus point northeast ofMaliinsburg. 

This pipeline was acquired fi:om WGL by MGCWV in 1998. The pipeline is currently limited to 
426 pounds per square inch gauge ("PSIG"); line pressure is reduced to 50 PSIG when the gas 
enters the plastic low pressure distribution system. 

The LDC gas infrastructure is composed of approximately 730,000 linear feet ("LF") or 138 
miles of distribution main natural gas pipeline, split into 260,000 LF (49 miles) of steel pipeline 
and 470,000 LF (89 miles) of plastic pipeline. This system is situated in the general Martinsburg 
regional area. 

The LDC trunk line consists of 6" and 8" steel pipe which is generally located within the 
Martinsburg city limits. It has an operating pressure of 426 pounds per square inch ("PSI") and a 
peak hour load rating of 675 thousand cubic feet ("MCF") per hour, or 16.2 million cubic feet 
per day ("MMCFD"). 

The system currently operates at approximately 85% of maximu.lll capacity, which is a safe and 
reliable capacity rating. However, there is little to no opportunity for increasing capacity given 
the system's current operati.11g capacity, system utilization and load. 

MGCWV has been granted a franchise to also provide natural gas service to Jefferson County by 
the WVPSC. However, the only natural gas service that extends into Jefferson County serves just 
one facility, the lithographic plate manufacturing plant owned by Eastman Kodak Co., which is 
situated just inside the border with Berkeley County. This plant is not currently in operation and 
as of October 2014 was listed as being for sale. No other locations within Jefferson County have 
natural gas service at the time that this study was performed in 2014. 

A Pre-Feasibility Analysis was performed for the Jefferson County Development Authority by 
Moreland Advisors, Inc. in December 2013 (see Project Documents, "Jefferson County Natural 
Gas Line Extension Pre-Feasibility Analysis") . This report discussed the historical and current 
natural gas supply issues facing Jefferson County and the challenges and constraints that would 
need to be addressed in order to bring substantial gas supply into Jefferson County. 

The Pre-Feasibility study proposed utilizing the natural gas line that extended from Martinsburg 
to the former Eastman Kodak as a feed line into Jefferson County. However, this line is not large 
enough to offer much, if any, additional capacity into Jefferson County. Further, the existing 
MGCWV LDC that would feed this spur line does not have the capacity to handle the additional 
volumes that would be needed to support new industrial a_r1d corrunercia! growth in Jefferson and 
Berkeley Counties. 
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C. CUSTOMERS 
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Region Nine does not directly or indirectly serve customers with gas service; natural gas utility 
service is provided solely by MGC\VV and it is assumed that MGCWV would be the sole utility 
providing new residential and commercial gas service in the event a new pipeline would be 
constructed. 

MGCWV's eastern panhandle LDC operates almost exclusively within the borders of Berkeley 
County, serving a customer base located primarily in and around the greater Martinsburg area. 
The LDC supplies natural gas to approximately 5,600 customers, split between 4,600 residential 
and 1,000 industrial, commercial and institutional customers. · 

For residential customers, it is assumed that only new home developments would be the primary 
users of residential natural gas service. 

Research indicated that most existing homeowners whose homes used other energy sources 
besides natural gas, e.g. propane or electric, would likely not switch to natural gas even if it was 
available. The primary reason is that the cost to switch from one energy source to another and the 
related cost of retrofitting or replacing existing appliances would be prohibitive. Also, new 
infrastructure would need to be installed in existing neighborhoods, which is costly and time
consuming. 

Residential developments with existing propane distribution systems would be difficult to 
convert to natural gas due to the logistical challenge of all users being prepared to convert their 
homes and appliances from propane to natural gas at the same time. Existing propane 
distribution system hardware and piping would likely require full replacement due to the 
differences in natural gas (methane) and propane characteristics, pipeline pressures, transport 
standards, physical prope1iies and building/safety code requirements. 

Commercial customers may be willing to consider natural gas service depending upon physical 
proximity to gas utility service and cost to convert, among other factors such as long term 
viability, regulatory pressures, and commodity costs. 

Numerous entities have approached members of the Region Nine committee and stated that if 
natttral gas was available as an energy source they would prefer to convert their facilities to be 
powered by natural gas. The Pre-Feasibility Study indicated that the Jefferson County School 
Board would like to phase their school buses from diesel-powered vehicles to natural gas 
powered vehicles. The availability of natural gas would factor heavily into the ease of the School 
Board's decision to convert their existing fleet. Several businesses in the Burr Business Park also 
voiced interest in conve1iing their facilities to natural gas if service becomes available. Finally, 
University Healthcare is considering a replacement hospital for the Jefferson Medical Center. 
Getting natural gas to this new building is a key part of meeting the Joint Commission's 
accreditation requirement that the facility have two separate sources of energy. 
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D. NEED FOR PROJECT 
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The Region Nine area currently has limited access to natural gas service. The area being studied 
is located in and around the greater Martinsburg area in central Berkeley County as well as the 
Route 9 corridor in western Jefferson County. At the present time, there is no natural gas service 
in Morgan County and only one single service point located within Jefferson County. 

The lack of natural gas service has severely limited the potential business and industrial growth 
opportunities in the area. Having natural gas service in the areas of the major existing and 
plan""'led industrial parks would help to attract new industries to the area, which will in turn will 
create more jobs, enhance the local and regional economy, and stimulate sustainable growth in 
the region. Natural gas service will also allow residential developers in the region to offer natural 
gas as a viable, and potentially cheaper, alternative to the current propane tank systems and 
electrical grids throughout the region. This in turn will enhance the resurgence of residential 
growth and construction of the planned communities in the region. 
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Ill. FUTURE SITUATION 

A. PROPOSED OUTCOME 
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Based on interviews and information gathered for this study, the project team determined that the 
best solution for expanding natural gas service capacity in the eastern panhandle of WV would 
be to construct a natural gas pipeline of adequate size and capacity to effectively support 
anticipated demand over the t\venty-year period from 2015 to 2035. 

This pipeline would most likely be a spur line fed from an interstate natural gas pipeline located 
within reasonable proximity of the eastern panhandle to minimize construction and operating 
costs while maximizing capacity and throughput. For purposes of the study, the terminus of the 
pipeline would be located at a point where the Berkeley County/Jefferson County line intersects 
with WV State Route 9. 

Funding for the project would most likely come from a combination of sources comprised of 
public and private financing to be discussed later in this document. 

Operation of the pipeline would be the responsibility of the owner, who is undetermined at this 
point in time. 

B. ASSUMPTIONS USED TO DETERMiNE DEMAND 

The project team reviewed current gas growth demand in other parts ofWV and growth trends in 
the Region Nine area to compile a model of anticipated natural gas demand in the eastern 
panhandle region. 

The team assumed that projected population and industry growth would create an increase over 
the current level of natural gas demand (16.2 MMCFD) in the Region Nine area ranging from 35 
MMCFD to 65 MMCFD over the twenty-year period from 2015 to 2035. This demand growth 
estimate was then utilized to design a natural gas pipeline that would be appropriately sized to 
support the projected growth in natural gas use by residential and commercial customers. 

A demand growth increase of 35-65 MMCFD over the twenty-year period would equate to an 
approximate range mix of residential, commercial, industrial and/or power generation facilities 
as shown below on Table One, "Range of Gas Demand Growth Assumptions:" 
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Table One- Range of Gas Demand Growth Assumptions 

Facility Type 35MMCFD SOMMCFD 65MMCFD 
Growth Growth Growth 

Residential Units/Homes 1,575- 1,925 3,600- 4,400 6,750 - 8,250 
Commercial Buildings 45-55 81-99 113-138 
Industrial Plants 6-8 10- 12 11-13 
Power Generation 0 0 0 
Total Approximate Bum 34.2MMCFD 55.6 MMCFD 65.5MMCFD 

C. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
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For any pipeline project, there is a long list of considerations that must be evaluated as part of the 
overall decision to move forward by the stakeholders. These considerations are listed below in 
no particular order. Considerations include but are not limited to: 

1. FERC jurisdiction and oversight 
2. Federal, state and local regulatory climate 
3. Existing and potential customer demand 
4. Constructability 
5. Availability of reliable gas supply 
6. Impact on landowners and existing land use 
7. Public safety 
8. Environmental impact 
9. Impacts to historic and cultural sites 
10. Project cost 
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IV. ALTERNATIVES 

A. GENERAL 
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Region Nine is seeking to improve its industrial growth via improvements to the natural gas 
distribution system in the area. The region wants to increase the amount of natural gas available 
to the area by expanding the level of infrastructure that is necessary to support large industrial 
users. 

Improvements to the existing system are limited because the current system was constructed and 
is operated mainly as a distribution system. Gas distribution systems are typically limited in 
pressure to properly disburse natural gas at a rate which is useful to the customers. 

B. OPTIONS FOR GAS SERVICE 

With regard to the generai considerations noted above in Section III, C, "General Considerations 
for Construction of a NaD..rral Gas Pipeline," the project team researched the availability of 
natural gas in the general region surrounding the Region Nine area. 

Interstate natural gas pipelines are located to the north, east and south of the area. The project 
team assessed the universe of alternatives and identified three primary routing options for natural 
gas service: The North Option, The East Option and The South Option. 

Each of the three options are listed below and detailed further in the section. 

For purposes of consistency and standardizat_ion, each of the three Options is designed to 
terminate at a location defined as the intersection point between Route 9 and the border between 
Jefferson and Berkeley Counties. For identification purposes in this study, this point will be 
called the "Pipeline Terminus." 

Option 1 - The North Option 

The North Option is. a natural gas pipeline that would. be constructed to connect the Pipeline 
Terminus to a natural gas pipeline known as Pipeline 1804 (the "Mason-Dixon Pipeline") that is 
located north of the WV eastern panhandle. The Mason-Dixon Pipeline is owned and operated 
by Columbia Pipeline Group ("CPG"). The North Option would be a 16" welded steel pipeline 
that would run approximately 31.5 miles from the Mason-Dixon Pipeline to the Tem1inus Point, 
depending upon final routing. 

As the team researched the issue of capacity on this pipeiine, it determined that additionai 
incremental capacity on the Mason-Dixon pipeline was not adequate to support the longer-term 
demand of the eastern panhandle region, thereby renderiilg the Nort..h. Option unfeasible at this 
time. However, capacity turnback could potentially result in adequate pjpeline capacity at some 
point in the future. 
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Advantage(s): 
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1. No compression faci li ties would be required, which mmumzes construction and 
operating costs. 

2. The pipeline could be potentially tapped at a future point to augment the existing LDC 
system. Of the three routes, it is routed nearest to Cumbo Yard, which is the northenunost 
extent ofMGCWV's existing gas service . . 

Disadvantage( s): 

l. The Mason-Dixon Pipeline is CUlTently fully-subscribed and has no additional 
incremental transportation capacity available, which rules it out as an option for gas 
supply to the eastem panhandle. 

Anticipated Cost: 

At an average all-in cost per mile of $3,200,000 including a 25% contingency, the North 
Option would cost approximately $100,800,000 to design and construct. 

Option 2 - The East Option 

The East Option is a natural gas pipeline that would be constructed to connect the Pipeline 
Terminus to a natural gas pipeline located east of the WV eastern panhandle known as PL-1 that 
is owned and operated by Dominion Transmission, Inc. ("DTI"). DTI recently upgraded PL-1 to 
increase its capacity to support the reclassification of Dominion's Cove Point LNG facility on 
Chesapeake Bay in MD from an import facility to an export facility. The East Option would be a 
16" welded steel pipeline that would run approximately 21.5 miles from the PL-1 Pipeline to the 
Terminus Point, depending upon fmal routing. 

Unfortunately, further research into the issue of capacity availability on this pipeline revealed 
that no additional incremental capacity remained, thereby eliminating the East Option as a 
potential route. However, like the North Option, the possibility of future capacity turnback by 
other shippers could result in available pipeline capacity at some future point 

Advantage( s): 

1. No compression facilities would be required, which mm1m1zes construction and 
operating costs. 

2. At approximately 21.5 miles in length, the East Option is the shortest and least-expensive 
pipeline option. 
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Disadvantage( s): 
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1. The PL-1 Pipeline is cmrently fully-subscribed and has no additional incremental 
transportation capacity available, which rules it out as an option for gas supply to the 
eastern panhandle. 

Anticipated Cost: 

At an average all-in cost per mile of $3,200,000 including a 25% contingency, the East 
Option would cost approximately $68,800,000 to design and construct. 

Option 3 - The South Option 

The South Option is a natural gas pipeline that would be constructed to . connect the Pipeline 
Terminus to the WB Pipeline that is located south of the WV eastern panhandle in VA. The W-B 
Pipeline is owned and operated by Columbia Pipeline Group ("CPG"). The South Option would 
be a 16" welded steel pipeline that would mn approximately 33.0 miles from the Vv'-B Pipeline to 
the Terminus Point, depending upon final routing. 

Ad vantage( s): 

1. The gas supply source for the South Option, the W-B pipeline, is being expanded via the 
W -B Xpress Project. The expansion will increase capacity to a level that could support 
additional throughput demand of 35-65MMCFD. 

2. The possibility of using backhaul arrangements would allow additional incremental 
volumes of gas to meet growing demand. 

3. No compression facilities would be required, which minimizes constmction and 
operating costs. 

Disadvantage(s): 

1. The approximately 3 3-mile long South Option is the longest of the three options and the 
most expensive option. 

2 . Unlike the Northern Option, the Southern Option roughly parallels the existing 
WGL/MGCWV supply pipeline, which does not allow system augmentation at the 
northernmost point ofMGCWV' s existing system. 

Anticipated Cost: 

At an average all-in cost per mile of $3,200,000 including a 25% contingency, the East 
Option would cost approximately $105,600,000 to complete. 

C PORTABLE LNG/PEAK SHAVING FACILITY OPTION 

The Portable LNG/Peak Shaving Facility option is not a viable altemative to having full-scale 
reliable natural gas volumes delivered via pipeline. A Portable LNG/Peak Shaving facility may 
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still be beneficial as a "peak-day'' service to augment existing natural gas service on cold days 
when the existing LDC system is at maximum capacity. 

D. DO NOTHING OPTION 

The "Do Nothing" option does not meet the objectives of the study and is only a fallback 
position if none of the other options are chosen for action by the stakeholders. 

The "Do Nothing" option foregoes construction of a pipeline entirely. As a result, the region will 
continue to grow at a certain level, but it will not have as great a potential to bring in medium to 
large-sized industrial/commercial firms or residential growth as it would have otherwise had with 
an expanded level of natural gas service. 
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V. PLAN RECOMMENDATION AND FUNDING SCENARIOS 

A. SELECTION CRITERIA 
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Regardless of available capacity, the project team considered each of the three primary pipeline 
options to determine the "best fit" for the region. Critical success factors and other criteria 
utilized in the review are listed below (in no particular order): 

1. Constructability 
2. Project financing 
3. Total cost to build and operate 
4. Availability of materials and labor 
5. Impact to environment 
6. Land and rights-of-way 
7. Terrain and ease of construction 
8. Projected population and economic growth and related gas demand 
9. Pipeline size 
10. Federal, state and local regulatory environment 
11. Support oflocal residents, industry and COIP.merce 
12. Impact on cultural history 
13. Projected economic growth of the region 
14. Needs of residents and commercial/industrial entities 
15. Existing natural gas service and customers 
16. Ability to tie-in to existing natural gas supply location(s) 

B. DETERMINATION OF BEST OPTION 

Using these criteria, the project team ranked the three pipeline options in order of the best fit for 
the region. Given the data, circumstances and pipeline capacity constraints at the point in time 
this study was completed, the project team determined that the option that best suits the needs of 
the eastern panhandle ofWV is Option 3, the South Option. 

Besides Option 3, there is no other option available for natural gas service in the demand 
volumes anticipated by the region unless one of the other pipelines had capacity that would 
become available at some point in time in the near future. 

The South Option ties into CPG's W-B Pipeline. This pipeline is targeted for a major expansion 
soon as the "W-B Xpress Project." CPG made formal application with the PERC on 1111/2013 to 
request a Certificate of Need to expand capacity and tl·.uoughput of the W-B Pipeline. CPG's 
board of directors approved the project for funding in October, 2014. The project is expected to 
begin construction wilhin 12-18 months following regulatory approvals. 

Utilizing the W-B Pipeline as the source of natural gas for an expanded gas infrastructure makes 
sense on a standalone basis, notwithstanding the fact that the other two potential sources of 
natural gas identified by the project team, the North Option (CPG's Mason-Dixon Pipeline) and 
the East Option (Dominion's PL-1 Pipeline) are at or near full capacity and unable to contract for 
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additional incremental capacity in the volumes necessary to support anticipated demand in the 
eastern panhandle ofWV. 

Like the North Option and the East Option, the additional capacity that is being built into the \V
B Pipeline is already fully subscribed by other natural gas shippers. However, the difference is 
that incremental capacity can still be made available by CPG to the eastern panhandle via 
backhaul arrangement. A backhaul is a "paper transport" of natural gas by displacement against 
the flow on a single pipeline, so that the natural gas is redelivered upstream of its point of 
receipt. 

Finally, at this early point in the W-B Xpress Project, CPG could still conceivably tweak the 
model to squeeze some additional excess capacity out of the system that could be used to support 
expansion in the eastern panhandle. 

By virtue of (1) the availability of capacity on W-B, the upcoming expansion via W-B Xpress, 
(2) the opportunity to add capacity via backhaul, the possibility of fine-tuning W-B Xpress for 
additional incremental capacity, and (3) the potential for support by CPG, the South Option is the 
best option at this time, given all supply and demand constraints, for expansion of natural gas 
service in \11V's eastem par..:.l-ta."'1dle region. 

C. PROJECT FINANCING OPTIONS 

New pipeline construction projects seem to be all over the place in the gas-rich Marcellus and 
Utica gas regions. In fact, at the time this document was prepared, there are at least five major 
interstate pipelines under review or construction in the north, west, southeast and central regions 
ofWest Virginia. The region is exceptionally capacity-constrained and needs additional 
takeaway capacity built as soon as possible to get all the shale gas being produced in WV, OH 
and P A to market points in the northeastern, eastern and southern USA as well as southern 
Canada. 

However, the situation in the eastern panhandle is different. The region is looking for additional 
regional gas supply. Most pipelines under design or constmction are being designed to transport 
natural gas from the production region to residential, industrial and/or commercial customers 
located at points where existing and k.tJ.own future demand will allow amortization of the cost of 
t"he .,...;,...Pl i-nP tA hP "1"1re<>r1 a",.O"S many r-ustr.m<>rs over tim<> W h1'ch "'1"11 "'ay tho e".,..."'"S"' n.-1-'+h a .L.i .t'..I.£' '-"..L.&..L.L- \.'V vv uy.l. "'-"'-" V.L ..._, .1...1...1. .. u . '-' !o."-....L .1.'-'.l. V .1- ~ .LV' J..l. .1. 'IV .f:' 1-~.lV .1)..}'\,..IJ...l "-' VJ. l.J.J. \.1 

pipeline cost and net the owner/operator a reasonable rate of return. 

The largest hurdle facing the concept of a new pipeline being constructed to bring additional gas 
supply into the eastern panhandle is financing. With the price tag of this proposed project 
estimated to exceed one hundred i:nillion dollars, a pipeline operator would want to have as much 
of the pipeline's capacity sold as possible so it can cover the capital cost of construction and the 
Operating anrl .,.,..,aint"'r.an""' e"p"'n"e n.f'n"'"'l·,...g l.t O,...C"' 1'+ "tru·+s +··a"""~,-;.; ,...g ,..aS n~'V"'ill'.....,"',...+ \.J..L..l. .&..J.\..1. J..lJ. J. .!..\..V.&..J. .I. \..IV A V LJ V..L U..!.. .U..L .. Ll J_J, \,I L .:)ta1 l. l_l_ .lj_\).P\,.)1, l.lll b • '-JV \.1 1UJ.l\.t.l.ll .. 

assistance is also a worthwhile option to consider. 

Midstream Operator Financing 
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Meetings with multiple midstream operators indicated that they would have interest in a project 
like this if the pipeline capacity was at or near fully subscribed. However, none were interested 
in it lmowing that full capacity would likely not be reached until some unlmown point in the 
fi.1ture. For this reason, the project team felt that a traditional midstream company would not be a 
good fit for making this project a reality. 

Interstate Pipeline Operator Financing 

After identifying the major existing pipelines in the region and learning more about which may 
have available capacity, the project team reached out to CPG, operator of two of the three 
pipelines targeted as sources of natural gas supply for the eastern paru~andle. 

A representative from the Thrasher project team familiar with the project and the CPG 
organization met with CPG's Chief Commercial Officer. The meetings were conducted for the 
purpose (1) of determining if CPG had available capacity to provide incremental gas service in a 
location near to the eastern panhandle and (2) to gauge CPG's interest in working with the 
regional government and development entities in the area to assist in the development, 
construction and operation of a natural gas pipeline. As a result, the project team learned that 
CPG would indeed be interested in the project. 

Specifically, "In short, [CPG} would be willing to work with [the Thrasher p roject team and 

Region Nine} to ensure that the Eastern Panhandle markets could be served. As you would 
expect, CPG needs to earn a reasonable return on any investments to make this happen. [CPG] 
indicated a willingness to work creatively with us to serve the market. " 

Further, "We also discussed CPG's willingness to participate in and operate a lateral to serve 
the Eastern Panhandle markets. Again, [CPG} indicated a willingness to creatively price the 

lateral so that CPG earns a reasonable return. The concept of property tax abatements was 
appealing to CPG given the magnitude of investment it continues to make in West Virginia. 

[CPG} cautioned, however, that CPG has many other investment opportunities and any 
investment would need to be competitive with alternatives. " 

Finally, "Nevertheless, I believe there is a creative solution that would involve state regulatory 

support, tax abatements and market development. " 

PILOT Arrangement 

A meeting was held on October 31, 2014 between the project team and other infrastructure 
professionals to discuss financing options for this proposed project. The key takeaway was an 
option for infrast.ucture financing known as .a PILOT Agreement. PILOT is an acronym for 
"Payment In Lieu OfTax." 

PILOT arrangements are routinely employed in West Virginia to reduce or eliminate ad valorem 
property taxes as an i..11.centive to attract location of, or investment by, industrial or commercial 
businesses. 
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In a typical PILOT arrangement, a project sponsor conveys real or personal property, or both, to 
a governmental entity. The governmental entity holds title to such property, and then leases the 
property back to the private entity. Since government-owned property is generally exempt from 
property taxation, the private entity is able to reduce its property tax burden by pursuing the 
sale/leaseback transaction and agreeing to make payments in lieu of taxes. 

The West Virginia Economic Development Authority ( "WVEDA") is the preferred entity to use 
for the sale/leaseback an·angement, since the WVEDA's authorizing legislation clearly states that 
such lease arrangements are considered to be for a "public purpose" and because of the 
experience that the WVEDA has with such arrangements. 

The key parties to work with in connection with a PILOT Agreement are the County 
Commission of the county where the project will be located and the WVEDA's executive 
director and staff. 

Because of its vast investment in natural gas infrastructu re, gas storage fields and facilities in the 
state of Wv, CPG has a keen interest in learning more about how a PILOT arrangement may be 
utilized to assist in building a natural gas pipeline into the eastern panhandle of WV. A project 
like tl1is \Vill require input, engagement and involvement from 1nany sources, including CPG, 
VfV'EDA, Region Nine, Thrasher, the iocai economic development authorities and many others. 
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VI. ENVIRONMENTALINFORMATION 

A. AREA DESCRIPTION 
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Construction for the proposed project will take place primarily on private lands. Permanent 
easements will need to be acquired for the proposed gas pipeline right of way through all 
landowners associated with the route of the proposed project. 

B. AIR. QUALITY 

Air quality will not be permanently affected by the proposed gas pipeline project. Temporary 
impacts due to dust may temporarily atiect portions in the immediate vicinity of the construction, 
but this can be limited with proper dust control measures. 

C. WATER QUALITY 

Water quaiity wiil not be affected by the proposed gas pipeline project. 

D. TRANSPORTATION 

Transportation will only be negatively affected during the construction of the proposed pipeline 
during crossings of roadways. 

Transportation could conceivably be positively impacted due to the availability of natural gas 
and the potential for nah1ral gas refueling stations to be constructed to serve natural gas vehicles. 

E. i\iOiSE 

There will be noise generated from equipment during the construction of the proposed natural 
gas pipeline. Tins noise will be limited to the immediate areas of construction as well as 
occurring only dUiing construction working hours. Any temporary noise pollution due to 
construction should be low in decibel volume and not harmful in any way. 

F. HISTORIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAl PROPERTIES 

Prospective histmic areas and archaeological sites will need to be investigated for potential 
adverse impacts prior to commencement and final routing of the project. 

G. WilDLIFE AND ENDANGERED SPECIES 

Potential endangered species impacts will require investigation for adverse impacts prior to 
project startup and final routing of the project. 
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H. ENERGY 
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New energy supplies are not required for the construction of this project. This proposed project 

will supply Jefferson and Berkeley Counties with a new source of natural gas which in tum will 

give residents and businesses in Jefferson County a new source of energy, and in Berkeley 

County, additional volumes of natural gas. 

I. CONSTRUCTION 

Construction for the proposed gas pipeline will be primarily within the permanent easement 

acquired from private landowners . . A.dditional rights-of-way may need to be acquired from 

various local and state agencies. 

The proposed gas pipeline installation will be performed with minimal construction equipment as 

is necessary to clear rights-of-ways, excavate trenches, lay and cover pipes, and restore disturbed 

areas. All construction will conform to the Standards and Specifications of the West Virginia and 

Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control handbooks and/or other regulatory and oversight entities 

as required. 

J. FLOOD ELEVATION 

The proposed gas pipeline may fall within the limits of various flood plains. Appropriate pem1its 

will be required. However, since this project will involve the construction and burying of a 

welded steel natural gas pipeline, no adverse impacts are anticipated. The pipeline rights-of-way 

would be retumed to the original contour of the land during the restoration process. 

K. TOXIC SUBSTANCES 

No toxic, hazardous, or radioactive substances over and above what is normally known and 

utilized in welded steel pipeline construction will be utilized or produced by this proposed 

improvement project. 

L. MITIGATION 

No mitigation measures are currently anticipated for construction of the proposed gas pipeline. 

M . PERMITS 

This proposed project will require the pipeline owner(s) to obtain a multitude of permits, 

including, but not limited to, the following regulatory agencies: 

1. U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("PERC") 
2. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("USACE") 
3. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS") 
4. WV Department of Environmental Protection ("WVDEP") 
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5. WV Division of Nah1ral Resources ("WVDNR") 
6. WV State Historic and Preservation Office ("SHPO") 
7. WV Division of Highways ("WVDOH") 
8. VA Department ofEnviromnental Quality ("V ADEQ") 
9. MD Department of the Enviromnent 
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10. Other WV, VA, and MD state and local permits as required by law for pipeline 
constmction and operation. 

N. UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS 

Constmction of any pipeline project has certain temporary, unavoidable adverse enviromnental 
impacts. These impacts are temporary and are listed as follows: 

1. Land disturbances necessary to construct pipelines. This land disturbance has the 
potential to create minor soil erosion during the construction period. All Best 
Management Practices will be followed during construction. This will ensure any soil 
erosion is limited during the constmction period. 

2. The construction process will create dust, exhaust emissions an.d noise from the 
equipment required to constmct the project. These emissions will be managed so they are 
at a minimal level and will be iimited to the area directly associated with active 
construction zones and activities. 

3. Vegetated areas will be disturbed during constmction of the natural gas pipeline. All 
disturbed areas will be reclaimed and reseeded with local vegetation to ensure no long
term adverse effects. 

0. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOTAL SHORT-TERM USES AND LONG-TERM 

PRODUCTIVITY 

This project's short-term adverse impacts would be limited to those listed in the unavoidable 
adverse impact section. These short-term impacts would create some short-term productivity 
loss to the environment, but would have no bearing on the long-term effect on wildlife, wetlands, 
or historic/archeological areas. The project is anticipated to produce long-term productivity 
improvements in the project area. 

P. iRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRiEVABLE COMMiTMENTS OF RESOURCES 

The project would require irretrievable resources necessary for the construction of the system 
upgrades. These resources would include concrete, fuels, machinery, piping materials, and steel. 
The irreversible and irretrievable courrnitment of resources for the proposed project would not 
have a significant detrimental effect on the United States' vital resources. 

Q. PARKS, RECREATIONAL AREAS OR OPEN SPACES 

The proposed project will not have any adverse impact on parks, recreational areas or open 
spaces. 
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R. GROUNDWATER 
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Due to the minimal depth (10' or less) required to bury a welded steel gas pipeline, there should 
be no effect on the quality of groundwater in the area. 
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VI. PROJECT SUMMARIES 

A. PROJECT FEASIBILITY SUMMARY 
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Region Nine is investigating the feasibility of the construction of additional natural gas 
infrastructure within Jefferson and Berkeley Counties. 

Three options have been identified by the project team: the Nmth Option, the East Option and 
the South Option. Of the three, the South Option is the best choice, primarily because it is the 
only option that would have capacity available within the project timeframe. 

This project would consist of the installation of approximately 33 miles of ANSI 600 steel 
pipeline from a location in Virginia on the existing Columbia W -BNB5 pipeline. This pipeline 
would then travel north into West Virginia to a terminus point located at the intersection of 
Route 9 and the Berkeley and Jefferson County border. A metering and regulation (M&R) skid 
will be installed at the tap location on the existing Columbia line as well as the at the terminus 
point stated above. 

B. PROJECT COST SUMMARY 

The projected cost of the South Option, including a 25% contingency, is approximately 
$106,000,000. See Table Two, "Breakdown of Cost for New Pipeline - SOUTH OPTION - 33.0 
Miles," shown on following page: 
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Region 9 Gas Feasibility Study 

Breakdown of Cost for New Pipeline - SOUTH OPTION - 33.0 Miles 

16" ANSI 600 Built to Class Ill Transmission Line Standards 

Pipeline Construction Component 

Environmental Studies 

Endangered Species Studies 

Route Preliminary Surveys 

Courthouse Work o n ROW 

Landman Activities - ---
ROW Payments 

ROW Special Conditons Burden 

Crop Damage 

Timber Damage 

Directional Boring Design 

Directional Boring Permits and Engineering 

Directional Boring 

Pipe Design 

Cathodic Protection Design 

Ground Beds and Rectifier Design 

Rectifier Site Acquisition 

Interference Testing 

State Permits 

Stream Waterways Permits 

Highway Crossing Permits 

Railroad Crossing Permits 

Wetlands Delineation 

Pipe Procurement 

Transportation 

Installation 

E&S Permits 

E&S Measures 

Pressure Testing 

Dry Out 

Rock Clause 

Bedding Material 

Rock Shield 

Fittings, Valves, Risers, Pig Launchers, etc. 

Meters 

Damage Prevention/Line Marking 

Compliance Related Costs 

Commissioning/Purging 

Contingencies at 25% 

Total 

22 

$ 

$ 

16" Pipeline 

Average Cost/Mile 

$ 
900 $ 
800 

1,400 

4,500 

15,000 

132,000 

2,500 

24,250 

40,000 

1,250 

1,500 

245,000 

1,000 

1,250 

750 

1,500 

1,500 

4,500 

5,500 

5,500 

7,500 

1,500 

575,000 

10,000 

675,000 

4,500 

5,000 

5,500 

4,200 

145,000 

45,000 

20,000 

275,000 

250,000 

10,000 

35,000 

1,200 

640,000 

3,200,000 $ 
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Total Estimated 

Cost/Component 

$ 
29,700 

26,400 

46,200 

148,500 

495,000 

4,356,000 

82,500 

800,250 

1,320,000 

41,250 

49,500 

8,085,000 

33,000 

41,250 

24,750 

49,500 

49,500 

148,500 

181,500 

181,500 

247,500 

49,500 

18,975,000 

330,000 

22,275,000 

148,500 

165,000 

181,500 

138,600 

4,785,000 

1,485,000 

660,000 

9,075,000 

8,250,000 

330,000 

1,155,000 

39,600 

21,120,000 

105,600,000 

R&A, Inc. 2014 



C. SCHEDULE 

The schedule for this project is to be determined. 

D. LAND & RIGHTS-OF-WAY 
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This proposed project involves both public and ptivate easements for construction of the 
proposed natural as pipeline. The majority of the pipeline would be located through private lands 
requiring easements to be acquired by and assigned to the Owner. There would be sections which 
will require public easements such as through public road rights-of-way as well as other potential 
areas, depending upon fmal route, such as the Appalachian Trail Corridor and various stream 
crossmgs. 

During the design phase, final alignment will be identified and the exact number and lengths of 
private and public rights-of-way wm be defined. Perrnits for the public rights-of-way will be 
obtained from the appropriate agencies and agreements with the private landowners will be 
executed prior to constmction. 

E. PUBLIC BENEFIT 

There are numerous public benefits that will come as a result of this project. The foremost 
benefit is the availability of an adequate and safe natural gas supply to the region, which up until 
now has only had natural gas in limited quantity and availability. By design, the project will 
enhance the natural gas infrastructure in the area and create additional supply of natural gas, 
which will in tum attract new business and industry to the region. New business and industry 
will create fresh and diverse employment opportunities for local residents and generate new 
incremental tax income for state and local govennnents. Additionally, residents seeking other 
sources of energy for their homes will have natural gas as an option. The constmction of the 
pipeline itself will create a one-time boost to the local economy while the project is being 
constructed. All in all, the project will have a direct positive impact on the region. Overall, the 
quality oflife would be enhanced in the region as a result of building this project. 

F. EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE 

Region Nine has complied with West Virginia Code §50-1-1 for procurement of engineering 
services for the generation of this report. The procurement information has been provided in the 
Section VII, "Project Documents", of this report. 
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VII . PROJECT DOCUMENTS 

A. Jefferson County Natural Gas Lii1e Extension Pre-Feasibility Analysis 
B. Eastem Panhandle N atural Gas Expansion Feasibility Study- Procurement 

Guidelines 
C. Eastem Panhandle Natural Gas Expansion Feasibility Study- Scope ofWork 
D. Engineering Service Agreement between Region Nine and The Thrasher Group 
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E. Economic Impact of a New Natural Gas Pipeline in Berkeley and Jefferson Counties 
F. New Customer Matrix for Peak Daily Flowrates 
G. Mountaineer Gas Company ofWV - Martinsburg System Overview 
H. Breakdown of Cost for New Pipeline - NORTH OPTION- 31 .5 Miles 
I. Breakdown of Cost for New Pipeline- EAST OPTION - 21.5 Miles 
J. Memo from Steptoe & Jo1L11son- Payment in Lieu ofTax ("PILOT") Arrangements 
K. Map 1 - Region Nine Overall Project Map 
L. Map 2- North Option Map 
M. Map 3 - East Option Map 
N. Map 4- South Option Map 
0. Map 5 - MGCW\T System and Existing Industrial and Business Parks 
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Jefferson County Natural Gas Line Extension Pre-Feasibility Analysis 
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Project Background: 
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In September 2013, the Jefferson County Development Authority asked Moreland 
Advisors to examine the pre-feasibility of extending natural gas service into Jefferson 
County, WV. The purpose of this analysis and report was to uncover any significant, 
insurmountable obstacles to the project moving forward. It is intended to be a precursor 
to a more detailed "feasibility report" which would perform a more comprehensive 
examination of the economic and technical issues relative to this project. 

Jefferson County has long recognized the importance of providing its citizens and 
commercial base with the option for natural gas service. As early as in the 1990's, the 
concept of extending natural gas further into the county had been discussed numerous 
times. Each time the project was unable to demonstrate the favorable economic 
conditions that would prove its feasibility and the efforts lost momentum. Since that 
time, several conditions have changed which now make the project have a much higher 
likelihood of demonstrating its feasibility. 

On the supply side, the United States is in the beginning stages of a shale gas 
revolution. Horizontal drilling and hydraulic well stimulation techniques ("tracking") have 
made natural gas extraction from shale formations economically feasible. This has 
dramatically increased the supply of natural gas in the country and driven commodity 
gas prices down to historically low levels. West Virginia's proximity to the Marcellus 
shale formation places it squarely in the heart of this once in a generation 
transformation. 

At the same time, the lower commodity prices have caused demand for natural gas 
service to rise. Jefferson County has been fortunate to have several large potential gas 
users either locate in the area, or plan to expand their existing facilities. These large, 
"anchor tenant" users are critical to demonstrating the potential for a return on the 
investment necessary to bring gas service to the area. 

Current Conditions: 

Mountaineer Gas Company holds the franchise to provide natural gas to Jefferson 
County, West Virginia. Currently, the County has only one facility that receives natural 
gas service. That facility is the 270-acre plant owned by Eastman Kodak Co., located 
just inside the border with Berkeley County. No other locations within the County are 
currently served by natural gas service. 

On the northern end of Jefferson County, along Route 9, the Eastern Regional Jail 
Complex in Berkeley County has existing natural gas service. This facil ity is located 
approximately 9 miles outside of Jefferson County and would be the most likely starting 
point for a service line extension into Jefferson County. 
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It is likely that it may be necessary to extend both of these existing gas lines into 
Jefferson County (in a phased approach) to get the required gas volumes and 
pressures to the correct geographic areas. 
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Public Sector Meetings: 
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On November 6, 2013, Moreland conducted a group meeting with several of the public 
sector stakeholders for this project Attending were representatives from: 

• Jefferson County Development Authority 
• Jefferson County School Board 
• Jefferson County Public Service District 
' City of Charles Town, WV 
• City of Ranson, WV 
• Region 9 Planning and Development Council 

All of the attendees recognized the critical nature of the project and the economic 
development impact it could have on the County and the cities within. We discussed 
that this project was also coming at an opportune time as the County works through the 
development of its Comprehensive Plan. Access to natural gas as a result of this 
project has the potential to meaningfully alter the development patterns of the County 
and will certainly need to be considered as the Comprehensive Plan progresses. 

The public sector will have a unique role in the project as they will also be potential 
users of the gas service. The State has mandated that municipalities begin to shift their 
vehicle fleets to natural gas. At the meeting, we discussed with the Jefferson County 
School Board their efforts to convert their bus fleet to natural gas. Currently, they 
consume approximately 7,000 gallons of diesel fuel a week to power their fleet of 120 
school busses. As the School Board considers a new bus maintenance facility and 
begins to phase into alternatively fueled busses, access to natural gas will figure 
prominently in their decision process. 

In addition to the potential to serve the School Board's bus fleet with natural gas, it is 
likely that the gas line extension will be sited close enough to reasonably connect 
several existing school facilities. Those school facilities include the T.A. Lowrey 
Elementary School, Driswood Elementary School, Wildwood Middle School and 
Jefferson High School. The natural gas demand from converting these educational 
facilities could go a long way in helping demonstrate the feasibi lity of this project. 
During the feasibility phase it will be important to better understand the quantities of gas 
that these facilities could require, as well as the potential operating expense savings a 
conversion to natural gas would allow. 

Finally, University Healthcare is in the planning stages of a replacement hospital for the 
Jefferson Medical Center in Ranson, WV. Our understanding is that this new facility is 
critical to University Healthcare's continued ability to meet the healthcare and public 
safety needs of Jefferson County. Natural gas service to this new facility would be a 
critical step in addressing the Joint Commission's accreditation requirement that the 
facility be served by two separate fuel sources. In addition, the reduced emissions from 
natural gas services would aide the hospital in addressing its Air Permit requirements. 
Satisfying both of these regulatory requirements is critical to the new facility receiving its 
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Certificate of Need, which it will need to begin construction. Once operational, the new 
facility and the surrounding medical campus would represent a significant source of 
natural gas demand in the area. 

Several of the entities did mentioned that they were still feeling the effects of the recent 
economic downturn and noted that their budgets were tight. During the feasibi lity 

phase, it will be critical to develop a financial and development strategy that is sensitive 
to the fiscal realities facing the public sector in Jefferson County. 

While the current economic challenges facing the local government entities are a 
concern, they should not be insurmountable. The success of this project is not totally 
dependent on the ability of the local government entities to fund 100% of the cost. Any 

successful project strategy will require varying capital contributions from a wide range of 
stakeholders. 

No additional obstacles to the projects completion were uncovered from the public 
sector meetings. 

Private Sector Meetings: 

Also in November, Moreland conducted individual meetings with a number of local 
businesses to confidentially discuss their current energy usage and the relevance of this 

project to their operations. All of the businesses we spoke with viewed the project very 

favorably and commended the city and county leaders for taking the initiative to move it 
forward. 

The majority of the businesses that we interviewed are currently using propane as their 
heating source. With current natural gas prices, these businesses could reduce their 

heating fuel costs by 30-40% by switching to natural gas and each business was 
acutely aware of the potential cost savings. In general, these businesses felt that if 
they could demonstrate a 3-5 year payback period, it would justify an investment in 

retrofitting their equipment and/or contributing to the project itself. With propane as a 
starting point, these payback periods should be easily attainable. 

It is worth noting that more than one business pointed out that they were facing some 
sort of outside regulatory pressure that would make a conversion to natural gas very 
appealing, if not mandatory. In some cases, that pressure was creating competition in 
their sector which was negatively impacting their business operations. In other cases, 

the regulatory pressure was in the form of emissions controls and environmental 
mandates. In both cases, the benefits of switching to natural gas would help mitigate 

these outside requirements, either through direct cost savings or reduced greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

In addition to the commercial sector companies that we interviewed, there are also 
several residential projects that have the potential to become major natural gas users. 
In fact, one public official estimated that there are over 12,000 residential units in 
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various stages of permitting in the County. While it is unlikely that all will come to 
fruition, or that all that do would use natural gas, these new units certainly represent a 
substantial pool of potential new natural gas customers. Several existing housing 
developments in the County have been built using propane tank farms to supply 
development wide heating fuel. These projects could potentially convert from propane 
to natural gas (when available) and still make use of the existing "last mile" 
infrastructure. 

The private sector appears to be very positive towards the project and recognizes the 
economic and environmental benefits that can be realized by converting to natural gas. 
With an appropriate economic business case and suitable payback period, it is 
reasonable to anticipate some private sector capital contributions to the project. 

No additional obstacles to the project's completion were uncovered from the private 
sector meetings. 

Mountaineer Gas: 

In the course of our analysis, Moreland contacted Mountaineer Gas and discussed with 
them the potential for bringing natural gas further into Jefferson County. The feedback 
from Mr. Larry Meador with Mountaineer was very positive on the concept and he 
appeared very willing to work with the various stakeholders to move the project forward. 
Mountaineer has an established internal process to determine the economic feasibility 
of extending their infrastructure. It is the results of this analysis that will determine 
whether Mountaineer will make the necessary capital investment. 

As would be expected, demonstrated customer demand is a critical component of their 
internal economic analysis. We discussed the specific natural gas requirements for a 
prospect considering Jefferson County for a new facility and Mr. Meador felt that their 
usage would go a long way to proving the required demand. When coupled with the 
existing companies in the County, there should be a substantial demand base to justify 
and investment by Mountaineer. 

In that same conversation, we did specifically ask Mr. Meador if there were any potential 
roadblocks or challenges that he was aware of that would make this project unfeasible. 
His response was that as long as there was adequate demand, he did not foresee any 
unsurmountable challenges. 

Conclusion: 

Moreland Advisors, Inc. has conducted its preliminary, pre-feasibility analysis and has 
not uncovered any major issues that would prevent this project from moving forward. 
As the project progresses, there will undoubtedly be unforeseen challenges that will 
emerge and will need to be dealt with. However, this is customary for nearly all projects 
of this size and scope, and is not unique to Jefferson County's position. 
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Our recommendation is to move to conduct a full feasibility study that will serve to more 
fully quantify the potent ial customer demand in the area, examine the technical issues 
relative to extending the existing gas lines, and establish a pro-forma estimate of the 
project costs. The results of this study should be used as inputs for Mountaineer's 
economic feasibility analysis. 
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Eastern Panhandle Natural Gas Expansion Feasibility Study 
Procurement Guidelines 
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Eastern Panhandle Natural Gas Expansion Feasibility study 
Procurement Guidelines and Scope of Work 
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The Region 9 Planning and Development Council of the eastern panhandle is accepting Statement of 
Qualifications from professional engineering consulting firms detailing the firm's qualifications, technical 
expertise, management and staffing capabilities, references, and related prior experience for nat ural gas 
extension projects. Successful candidates w ill provide valid feasibility for the extension of natural gas 
line service through the eastern panhandle which professional services may include, but are not limited 
to all information and review to determine, capacity/supply availability, demand, technical, financial, 
mapping and possible time table regarding the expansion of natural gas delivery systems. 

Procurement of said services will be in accordance with Chapter SG-1-3 of the WV Code. Interested 
firms must submit (8) copies of all requested information to the Region 9 Planning and Development 
Council c/ o Bill Clark Executive Director,400 West Stephen Street, Su!te 30-1- Martinsburg, WV 25401. 
Request for Qualifications must be received by May 2nd, 2014; no l~ter than 4PM. RFQ's sent via 
facsimile shall not be accepted. RFQ's shall be submitted in an envelope sealed with tape and 
prominently marked on the lower left-hand corner of the envelope. Overnight mail must also be 
properly labeled on the outside of the express envelope or package. Any RFQ received after closing date 
and time will not be accepted. 

Attention is directed to the fact that the proposed project(s) may be undertaken with a variety of State 
and local funds and that all work will be performed in accordance with the regulations issued by such 
agencies and the State of West Virginia pertaining thereto. 

The selected firm will be required to comply with Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, shall provide a 
Conflict of Interest Statement and provide references and proof of all certificates and licenses to provide 
services within WV. 

Region 9 Planning & Development Council will afford full opportunity to women-owned and minority 
business enterprises to submit a show of interest in response to this request and will not discriminate 
against any interested firm or individual on the grounds of race, creed, color, sex, age, handicap, or 
national origin in the award of this contract. 

It is understood that the Region 9 Council reserves the right to negotiate all elements that comprise the 
submission and to accept or reject part or all of any submission. The Council reserves the right to reject 
any or all proposals and waive any or all irregularities or to proceed otherwise when in the best interest 
of the Council. Proposals shall be val id for a period of sixty days from the submission deadline. 

The Region 9 Council or its designated search committee shall evaluate the statements of qualifications 
and performance data and other material submitted by interested firms and select a minimum of three 
firms which, in their opinion, are best qualified to perform the desired services. Interviews with each 
firm selected shall be conducted, which may include discussions regarding anticipated concepts and 
proposed methods of approach. The search committee shall rank, in order of preference, these three 
professional firms deemed to be the most highly qualified to provide the services required, and shall 
commence potential adjustments to the written scope of services and price negotiations with the 
highest qualified professional firm for engin~,ering services. 
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Should the Search Committee be unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with the professional firm 
considered to be the most qualified, at a fee determined to be fair and reasonable, price negotiations 
with the firm of second choice shall commence. Failing accord with the second most qualified 
professional firm, the committee shall undertake price negotiations with the third most qualified 
professional firm. Should the Search Committee be unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with any 
of selected professional firms, it shall select additional professional firms in order of their competence 
and qualifications and it shall continue negotiations in accordance with these procedures until an 
agreement is reached. 

Evaluations will be based on the following criteria : relevant experience, past performance, record of 
completing projects on time, favorability of references, the adequacy of the proposal in terms of 
addressing the needs set forth in this RFQ, and the Special Issues listed below. 

Each candidate shall provide all information herein requested. A minimum of three references where 
similar engineering services in terms of design and scope have been performed during the past five 
years shall be included as part of this RFQ. The engineer will be required to enter into a written 
professional services agreement with the Region 9 Council, which will incorporate the information 
contained in this RFQ. The engineer shalf agree to a lump sum fee or to a unit cost with a stated 
maximum fee which the project will not exceed. The fee shall include all costs associated with the 
services outlined herein. Costs sometimes billed separately as reimbursable costs shall be declared and 
included in the lump sum amount of this proposal. Invoices shall be provided setting forth the 
percentage of work completed to date, establishing the amount due based on the percentage 
completed, less any previous amounts. 

Professional Liability Insurance is required; please indicate the level of coverage provided. 

Please direct your questions regarding the preparation of the RFQ to Bill Clark. The Region 9 Natural Gas 
Committee will review Requests for Information. Deadline for submitting: April 23, 2014. Submitted 
proposals will be weighted heavily towards the Firm's technical expertise and the ability to best deliver 
the product that meets the general requirements of the scope of work. 
Please attach proposal, a minimum of three project references similar in design and scope, and limits of 
coverage for professional liability insurance. 
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Process: 

Eastern Panhandle of WV 
Natural Gas Service Extension - Feasibility Report 

Scope o(Work (Contract Documents- Article 7.A.2) 

Procurement of services was managed in accordance with Chapter SG-1-3 of the WV 
Code. Interested firms submitted requested information to the Region 9 Planning 
and Development Council cjo Bill Clark Executive Director, 400 West Stephen 
Street, Suite 301 Martinsburg, WV 25401. These RFQs were scored by an evaluation 
team selected by the Gas Committee. The top scoring firms were interviewed and 
rescored. It is understood that the Region 9 Council reserves the right to negotiate 
all elements that comprise the submission and to accept or reject part or all of any 
submission. The Council reserves the right to reject any or all proposals and waive 
any or all irregularities or to proceed otherwise when in the best interest of the 
Council. Proposals shall be valid for a period of sixty days from the submission 
deadline. 

The engineer shall agree to a lump sum fee or to a unit cost with a stated maximum 
fee which the project will not exceed. The fee shall include all costs associated with 
the services outlined herein. Costs sometimes billed separately as reimbursable 
costs shall be declared and included in the lump sum amount ofthis proposal. 
Invoices shall be provided setting forth the percentage of work completed to date, 
establishing the amount due based on the percentage completed, less any previous 
amounts. Professional Liability Insurance is required; please indicate the level of 
coverage provided. 

Overview: 
1. Provide a very brief overview of the project history, its stakeholders and the 

actions taken to date. 
2. Provide a market overview (demographic and employment) of both Jefferson 

County and Berkeley County, WV. 

Infrastructure - Determine Feasibilty of the following: 
1. Extend a natural gas transmission line to WV; preference should be given to the 

route that will provide the greatest future capacity or . 
2. Expand capacity of the existing distribution main lines in Berkeley County. 

Determine what if any capacity exists in the existing transmission mains in 
Berkeley County. 

3. Extend a distribution main line through Jefferson County and other areas of the 
eastern panhandle. 

4. Mainline availability through Maryland and Virginia should be investigated. Ease 
of available access should be investigated throughout the region. 

Preliminary Engineering: 
1. Designate several routes for the gas line extensions. Each route will include a 
capacity analysis. Consider impacts within economy impacts within West Virginia. 
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a. Work with local stakeholders to determine areas of projected high 
demand. 
2. For each route define what easements would be needed to undertake 
construction. 
3. Develop a preliminary cost for each route. 
4. Develop a schedule for the design, permitting, governmental review and 
construction of the gas lines. 

Supply/Capacity: 
1. Discuss the current capacity issue related to Columbia's transmission lines and 

Mountaineer's existing distribution infrastructure. 
2. Provide an overview of the surrounding natural gas transmission lines (MD, VA 

and PA) and their current capacities. 

Demand: 
1. Provide a discussion and analysis ofthe historical energy use data for the major 

potential conversion users in both Jefferson and Berkeley counties (Not all 
companies may provide this information. 3 years of historical data preferred). 

2. Plot potential users of a map and show potential ROW paths to service them. 
3, Provide a discussion and analysis of new development areas within Jefferson 

County, Berkeley County and those areas planned for future growth. 

Project Costs and Financing: 
1. Provide an overview of the potential scope of work for the construction of the 

project. 
2. Provide a project pro-forma demonstrating the potential costs to extend a 

transmission line to service the Jefferson Co./Berkeley Co. area. These will be 
preliminary estimates and will be formulated in conjunction with the help of 
Mountaineer's internal engineering staff. 

3. Provide a discussion and analysis of the potential financing mechanisms that 
could be available to the project to include Federal, State and Local funding as 
well as private funding through a public-private partnership (PPP). 

Economic Impact: 
1. Provide a discussion and analysis of the economic impact that the investment in 

the extension of the natural gas service into Jefferson and Berkeley Counties 
could provide (direct and indirect benefits). 

Key Considerations: 
1. Provide a discussion some of the key considerations that the project will need to 

contemplate and address as it moves forward. For each, provide a general 
discussion of its impact to the project and potential ways to enhance/mitigate 
those impacts. Some of the items to be addressed include, but are not limited to: 
1.1. Pipeline Safety Issues 
1.2. Environmental Impacts 
1.3. Historical Issues 
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1.4. Installation Costs 
1.5. Right of Way Acquisition 
1.6. Public Service Commission 

Timeline: 
1. Provide a preliminary timeline of the project development including a discussion 

of critical path items. 

Conclusion and Recommendation: 
1. Provide a recommendation on the best path forward for the project and a 

discussion on the next steps to be taken. 
2. Include estimates, maps and methodology for recommendations 
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EASTERN PANHANDLE REGIONAL PLANNING 
.AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (REGION IX) 
BERKELEY COUNTY1 WEST VIRGINIA 

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF CAPACITY OF EXISTING 
NATURAL GAS SYSTEM AND EXTENSION OF 
NATURAL GAS LINE SERVICE THROUGH 
PORTIONS OF EASTERN PANHANDLE 

ENGINEERING SERVICE AGREEMENT 

AUGUST 2014 

THRASHER PROJECT #101-015-0259 

n~ ~1"\,. ,.. ...... ...., ........ ~ 600 White Oaks Boulevard • PO Box 940 • Bridgeport, WV 26330 • 304.fi?a .1. 1 -~--- • 
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AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 0\VNER AND CONTRACTOR 

FOR FEASIBILITY STUDY 

Eastern Panhandle Regional Planning and 
THIS AGREEMENT is by and between Development Council ("Region 9") 
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("Owner") and 

___________ T __ he--=.Thr.:=..:.a..::.sh=-e:..::.r __ G:.:r-=-ou.:.::.lp[2,_::In=-c=-·~('--T:..::.hr=-a:.:.:s:.:.:h..::.er::....".L) --------- ("Contractor"). 

Owner and Contractor hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 - WORK 

1.01 Contractor shall complete all Work as specified or indicated in the Contract Documents. The 
Work is generally described as follows: 

Thrasher will prepare a Feasibility Study for increased capacity of existing natural gas system 
and extension of natural gas line service through other portions of the eastern panhandle in 
accordance with Region Nine 's project scope. 

ARTICLE 2- PROJECT 

The Project is known as "Eastern Panhandle Natural Gas Expansion Feasibility Study. " 

2.01 The Project consists of a feasibility study to detennine a business model to extend natural. g!ls · 
service in the eastern panhandle. oCWest Virginia. Preliminary conceptual design, modeling, . -
mapping and cost estimates, among other engineering methods and processes, will be utilized by 
the Contractor in completion of the work. Completion of the study shall be in accordance with 
the Contract Documents. The Project for which the Work under the Contract Documents may be 
the whole or only a part is generally described as follows: 

Thrasher will prepare a Feasibility Study for increased capacity of existing natural gas system 
and extension of natural gas line service through other portions of the eastern panhandle in 
accordance with Region Nine's project scope. 

ARTICLE 3- CONTRACT TIMES 

3.01 Time of the Essence 

A. All time limits for Milestones, if any, Substantial Completion, and completion and readiness for 
final payment as stated in the Contract Documents are of the essence of the Contrac~. 

3.02 Days to Achieve Substantial Completion and Final Payment 

A. The Work will be substantially completed within ninety (90) days after the date when the 
Contract Times commence to run as provided in Paragraph 2.01 Project, and c.ompleted and 

EJCDC C-520 Suggested For m of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Pric~) 
Copyright © 2007 National Society of Professional Engineers for EJCDC. All rights reserved. 
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days after the date when the Contract Times commence to run. 

3.02 Liquidated Damages- There will be no liquidated damages in this contract 

ARTICLE 4 -CONTRACT PRICE 

THE LUMP SUM FEE FOR ALL SERVICES WILL BE BILLED AT PROJECT COMPLETION. 
THRASHER OFFERS TO PERFORM THE FEASIBILITY STUDY ITSELF FOR $40,000. IF 
THE STUDY LEADS TO A TANGIBLE EASTERN PANHANDLE GAS SERVICE EXPANSION 

PROJECT AS A RESULT OF THE STUDY, THE REMAINING $40,000 WOULD THEN BE 
PAYABLE IN FULL TO THRASHER 

4.01 Owner shall pay Contractor for completion of the Work in accordance with the Contract 

Document an amount in current funds equal to the sum of the amounts determined pursuant to 

Paragraphs 4.01.A below: 

A. For all Work other than Unit Price Work, a payment schedules shown below will apply: 

1. Payment of $40,000 will be made by Owner to Contractor upon project completion. 

2. If a tangible eastern panhandle gas expansion project commences as a result of the study 

Within · a period of twenty-four (24) ·months-after acceptance of -the -study by ·Owner; final 

payment of the remaining $~0,000 will be made by Owner to Contractor. 

3. All specific cash allowances are included in the above price in accordance with the General 

Conditions. 

ARTICLE 5 -PAYMENT PROCEDURES 

5.02 Submittal and Processing of Payments 

A. Contractor shall submit invoice for Payment to Owner upon final completion of the study. 

5.03 Final Payment 

A. Final payment will be made by Owner to Contractor upon final completion and acceptance of 

the Work in the opinion of Region 9 and the Natural Gas Committee in accordance with the 

scope of work and report submitted for approval. 

ARTICLE 6- CONTRACTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS 

6.01 In order to induce Owner to enter into this Agreement, Contractor makes the following 

representations: 

A. Contractor has examined and carefully studied the Contract Documents and the other related 

data identified in the Bidding Documents. 

EJCDC C-520 Suggested Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price) 

Copyright© 2007 National Society of Professional Engineers for EJCDC. All rights reserved. 
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7.01 Corztents 

A. The Contract Documents consist of the following: 

1. This Agreement 

2. The Scope of work 

3. The following which may be delivered or issued on or after the Effective Date of the 
Agreement and are not attached hereto: 

a. Notice to Proceed 

B. The documents listed in Paragraph 7.01.A are attached to this Agreement (except as expressly 
noted otherwise above). 

C. There are no Contract Documents other than those listed above in this Article 7. 

D. The Contract Documents may be amended, modified, or supplemented with approval of both 
parties. 

ARTICLE 8- MISCELLANEOUS 

8.01 Terms 

8.02 

A. Terms used in this Agreement will have the meanings stated in the General Conditions and the 
Supplementary Conditions. 

Assignment of Contract 

A. No assignment by a party hereto of any rights under or interests in the Contract will be binding 
on another party hereto without the written consent of the party sought to be bound; and, 
specifically but without limitation, moneys that may become due and moneys that are due may 
not be assigned without such consent (except to the extent that the effect of this restriction may 
be limited by law), and unless specifically stated to the contrary in any written consent to an 
assignment, no assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any duty or responsibility 
under the Contract Documents. 

8.03 Successors and Assigns 

A. Owner and Contractor each binds itself, its partners, successors, assigns, and legal 
representatives to the other party hereto, its partners, successors, assigns, and legal 
representatives in respect to all covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in the 
Contract Documents. 

EJCDC C-520 Suggested Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price) 
Copyright © 2007 National Society of Professional Engineers for EJCDC. All rights reserved. 
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8.04 Severability 
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8.05 

A. Any provision or part of the Contract Documents held to be void or unenforceable under any 
Law or Regulation shall be deemed stricken, and all remaining provisions shall continue to be 
valid and binding upon Owner and Contractor, who agree that the Contract Documents shall be 
reformed to replace such stricken provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable 
provision that comes as close as possible to expressing the intention of the stricken provision. 

Contractor 's Certifications 

A. Contractor certifies that it has not engaged in corrupt, fraudulent,_ collusive, or coercive 
practices in competing for or in executing the Contract. For the purposes of this Paragraph 
8.05 : 

1. "corrupt practice" means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of any thing of value 
likely to influence the action of a public official in the bidding process or in the Contract 
execution; 

2. "fraudulent practice" means an intentional misrepresentation of facts made (a) to influence 
the bidding process or the execution of the Contract to the detriment of Owner, (b) to 
establish Bid or Contract prices at artificial non-competitive levels, or (c) to deprive Owner 

. of thY l:l~nefits. 9f fr~~-CJAq QP~~.f().~p~~i!i.91!; .. 

3. "collusive practice" means a scheme or arrangement between two or more Bidders, with or 
without the knowledge of Owner, a purpose of which is to establish Bid prices at artificial, 
non-competitive levels; and 

4. "coercive practice" means harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly, persons or 
their property to influence their participation in the bidding process or affect the execution 
of the Contract. 

EJCDC C-520 Suggested Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price) 
Copyright © 2007 National Society of Professional Engineers for EJCDC. All rights reserved. 
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IN WJ'INESS WHEREOF, Owner and Contractor have signed this Agreement. Counterparttffif\r~9l5le&~ 
delivered to Owner and Contractor. All portions of the Contract Documents have been signed or have been 
identified by Owner and Contractor or on their behalf. 

This Agreement will be effective on August 11, 2014 (which is the Effective Date ofthe Agreement) . 

OWNER: 
Eastern Panhandle Regional Planning and 
Development Council - Region Nine 

CONTRACTOR 

-1. By: 

I 
I 
1 ·--· 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 

Title: Executive Director 

Attest: ---------------------------------
. J We: -~-~~--~---------

Address for giving notices: 

West Stephen Street, Suite 301 
Martinsburg, WV 25401 

(If Owner is a corporation, attach evidence 
of authority to sign. If Owner is a public body, 
attach evidence of authority to sign and resolution 
or other documents authorizing execution 
of this Agreement.) 

Address for giving notices: 

600 White Oaks Boulevard 

Bridgeport, WV 26330 

License No.: 
(Where applicable) 

NOTE TO USER: Use in those states or other 
;urisdictions where applicable or required 

Agent for service of process: 

EJCDC C-520 Suggested Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price) 
Copyright© 2007 National Society of Professional Engineers for EJCDC. All rights reserved. 
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Berkeley and Jefferson counties are two of the fastest growing county economies in West Virginia, 
notching a healthy rate of job growth during 2013. After regist ering a cumulative loss of approximately 
4,200 jobs (9 percent decline) over the course of the Great Recession and into the fourth quarter of 
2010, the two counties have since bounced back at a strong pace (see Figure 1). Local payrolls have 
increased by roughly 5, 700, more t han recovering the jobs lost during t he economic downturn, and now 
exceed the peak level observed prior to the recession by more than 3 percent.1 

Figure 1: Total Employment 
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Both Berkeley and Jefferson counties experienced varying degrees of job losses during the economic 
downturn, but the overall trajectory of growth from the beginning of the recovery through the first 
quarter of 2014 has not been identical. Berkeley County contains approximately two-thirds of the jobs 
found in the region and has also been the biggest contributor of job losses and gains over the course of 
the recession and economic recovery. Overall, Berkeley registered a net decline in employment of nearly 
12 percent from late 2007 to 2010 ending at a little more than 28 t housand jobs. But the county has 
seen payrolls rebound 18 percent on a cumulat ive basis through early-2014. Jefferson County recorded 
a more moderate downturn and recovery over the past several years. Nonetheless, total payrolls at 
businesses located within the county are roughly on par with their pre-recession peak. 

1 Sources for historical information are noted in each figure. 
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In addition to the jobs located within the region's borders, more than 40 percent of the region's 
workforce holds a job out-of-state, primari ly in Northern Virginia, suburban Maryland or Washington, 
DC. Although the greater-Wash ington, DC, metro area's economy continues to expand thanks to a highly 
diversified industrial base, the pace of job gains in the region have taken a hit over the past two years 

due to the effects of federal budget sequestration. 

Although Berkeley and Jefferson counties have enjoyed a relatively robust economic recovery, a few 
sectors have accounted for the lion's share of job growth in the region over the past few years. Figure 2 
shows the region's employment by sector. The trade, transportation, and utilities sector has recorded 
the strongest gains in employment, largely as a result of the new Macy's fulfillment center in 
Martinsburg, which has provided the largest boost to payrolls in the region. The facility now employs 
approximately 1,100 core staff for year-round operations and is expected to hire more than 2,000 short
term workers during hol iday shopping seasons. However, local retai l sector employment has also 
trended higher for the past two years, as consumer spending activity has benefited from a healthier 

labor market and continued population growth. 

Professional and business services firms have recovered a significant portion of the jobs lost during the 
recession. The two-county region's proximity to Northern Virginia and suburban Maryland have enabled 
it to capture a range of business support activities for regional employers over the years, including IT, 
legal, accounting and temp se rv ices. Hiring activity has slowed over the past year as sequestration and 
weaker overall growth in federal spending have hurt companies in the area that perform contracting 
and subcontracting functions for federal defense and civilian agencies. After a relatively brief drop-off in 
hiring activity during late 2012 and early 2013, the education and healthcare sector have seen 
employment levels resume their l01ig-term upward trend. Overall, this sector has added more than 
2,000 jobs in the past decade. 

2 
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Figure 2: Employment Distribution by Sector 

Source: US Bureau of labor Statistics 
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The region's leisure and hospitality sector has lost some momentum. Several new midscale hotels and 

an improved regional and nationa l backdrop for consumer and business trave l and tourism spending 

have buoyed activity in the area. However, the expansion of gaming into Pennsylvania and more 

recently Maryland have clearly begun to affect the Hollywood Casino at Charles Town Races. Total gross 

revenues (revenues minus winnings) from video lottery terminals and table games has fallen t o $421 

million in WV state fisca l year 2014 from $582 million in fiscal year 2012, a drop of more than 27 

percent. 

In addition to the large number of residents who commute into M aryland, Virginia and Washington, DC, 

to work at federal agencies, t he public sector is also a significant source of jobs within t he region. In fact, 

government at all levels accounts for more than 1 in 4 jobs in region. Aside from state and local 

government offices, the US federal government has a sizable presence, with offices and facilit ies for 

Treasury, Veterans Affairs, Customs and the National Parks Service that employ more than 4,000 

workers. 

Public sector employment has generally remained flat for the past four years. State government payrolls 

in the region have increased moderately since 2010, but t he level of local government employment has 

been stagnant for several years as a result of weak property tax revenue growth, and lagging casino and 

racing receipts. Federa l government employment in the region has remained steady for several years, 

reflecting broader nationa l trends re lated to the US federa l budget situation. 
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Improvements have slowed down appreciably for the construction sector in Berkeley and Jefferson 
counties. The pace of new single-family housing starts in the two-county region plunged nearly 90 
between early 2006 and late 2011, bottoming out at approximately 360 housing starts. Since then the 
level of new home construction has increased almost 80 percent to 640 single-family housing starts as of 
mid-year 2014,2 but the rate of growth has been significantly slower in the past year due to still-tight 
lending conditions as well as very harsh winter conditions. 

Nonresidential activity has been re latively limited over the past few years, with the Macy's fu lfillment 
center and Spring Hill High School represe nting the most significant projects. Approximately $87 million 
in nonresidential construction projects have been started over the past year across the two-county 
region, an increase of 45 percent compared to the previous 12-month period but well below levels 
observed as recently as 2011. Similar to other parts of West Virginia, as well as the nation as a whole, 
spending on infrastructure and other nonbuilding construction has remained weak in t he two-county 
region . Over the course of the past year, $72 million in nonbuilding projects have been started in the 
region, with the majority of estimated spending associated with mandated capital improvements t o 
Berkeley County's wastewater treatment system. 3 

In comparison to other regions in West Virgin ia, Berkeley and Jefferson counties contain limited 
amounts of natural resources. Most of the region's jobs in natural resources and mining are associated 
with agricultural production. However, since the employment data presented here cover businesses that 
pay unemployment insurance taxes, a large portion of the region's farm sector is excluded. According to 
the 2012 Census of Agriculture, the region contains nearly 1,200 total farm operations that generated 
approximately $66 million in cash receipts from sales, a 60 percent cumulative increase since 2007. The 
primary types of farm operations found in the area include cattle ranching, horses and some apple 
orchards. While containing fewer farm operations, Jefferson County accounted for more than half of the 
region's agricultural sales receipts. Overall, farms there received $36 million in sales during 2012. 

The unemployment rate in the two counties reached a peak of 8.6 percent during th e fourth quarter of 
2010 (Figure 3). By the end of 2013, the region's j obless rate had fallen to 5.1 percent, marking a 5-year 
low. Over the past two quarters, however, the unemployment rate has increased to 5.6 percent. Despite 
the increase, the region's unemployment rate is lower compared with the same period a yea r ago and is 
more than one-half a percentage point lower than state and national averages. Jefferson County has t he 
lowest unemployment rate in the region at 4.5 percent while Berkeley County's jobless rate (6.1 
percent) is generally in line with state and national averages. 

2 Data from McGraw Hill Construction . 

> Construction dat a come from McGraw-Hill Construction. 
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Figure 3: Berkeley and Jefferson Counties' Unemployment Rate 
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In contrast to broader statewide trends, Berkeley and Jefferson counties' initia l declines in the 
unemployment rate were accompanied by solid labor force growth as 2,000 people joined the labor 
force between the fourth quarters of 2010 and 2012. Since that point, however, preliminary data 
indicate t he region has experienced some degree of labor force attrition likely as a result of the recent 
federal government-driven slowdown in growth occurring in Northern Virgin ia and Maryland suburbs of 
the DC metro area. On a positive note, the two-county region's labor force has added nearly 1,000 
people since the beginning of 2014. In addition, both counties in the region have labor force 
pa rtici pation rates well above the statewide average and in fact are several percentage points higher in 
compar ison to the rest of the nation. 

1.1 Personal Income 

Per capita personal income in Berkeley and Jefferson counties was estimated at nearly $35,200 during 
ca lendar year 2013, without adjusting for inflation. Th is was down slightly from the previous year, 
compared to gains of 1.1 and 1.3 percent for the state and nation, respect ively (Figure 4). Although 
wages paid by local businesses increased in 2013, wages earned by residents who commuted outside of 
the state actually declined-a reflection ofthe Greater Washington, DC, economy's sluggish 
performance in 2013. Overall, since 2008, the region has seen nomina l per capita income !evels increase 
at a rate of 1.9 percent per year, edging past the 1.8 percent rate of growth observed nat ionally yet 
lagging the 2.8 percent average annual gain for West Virginia registered over this t ime period. 
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Figure 4: Per Capita Personal Income Growth 
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Of the two counties, residents in Jefferson County have the highest per capita income at roughly 
$39,500, putting it almost $4,000 above the statewide average and ranking it among the top f ive of 
West Virginia's 55 counties (see Figure 5). Per capita income levels in Berkeley County were lower at 
$32,900. Incomes t end to be somewhat higher in Jefferson County since a larger share of workers 
commute into the Washington, DC, metro area where wages and salaries tend to be higher. Figure 6 
shows average annua l salaries by sector. 
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Figure 5: Per Capita Personal Income by County 
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Figure 6: Average Annual Salary by Major Sector (2013} 
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1.2 Population 

Berkeley and Jefferson have consistently ranked as two of West Virginia's fastest-growing counties over 
the past 20 years in t erms of population (see Table 1). Between 1993 and 2013, the two counties 
combined to add roughly 61,300 residents to a total of more than 163 thousand residents, or a net 
percentage increase of 60 percent. The state's remaining 53 counties combined to produce a net decline 
of more than 23,100 residents. Population growth in t he two-county region has been measurably slower 
over the past several years as a result of the recession and housing market bust lead ing to smaller net 
in-migration flows. After falling below an annual increase of 1 percent in both 2011 and 2012, the pace 
of population growth picked up slight ly to 1.2 percent during 2013. 

In terms of its underlying demographic characteristics, t he two-count y population does not closely 
resemble broader statewide conditions. For example, w it h a relatively younger population, Berke ley and 
Jefferson counties have higher birth rates and lower death rates, which allows the region to gain 
residents via natural increase (births minus deaths). For the region as a whole, the median age is more 
than two years below the state figure. The loca l population also tends t o possess higher levels of 
educationa l atta inment . Nearly 22 percent of the region's 25 years and older population held at least a 
bachelor's degree during 2012. Jefferson County contained the highest share of college graduates in the 
region, as 28 percent of the county's res idents aged 25 years and older had received a bachelor's or 
graduate degree. 
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Table 1: Summary Population Profiles 

Berkeley & 
West Virginia United States 

Jefferson Counties 

Total Population (2013) 163,779 1,854,304 316,128,839 

%Population Under 18 (2013} 23.9% 20.6% 23.3% 

%Population 65 Years + (2013} 13.1% 17.3% 13.7% 

Population with less than High 

School Diploma (2012, % of pop. 14.1% 15.5% 13.6% 

25 vrs. +} 

Population with High School 

Diploma, No College (2012, % of 36.0% 40.6% 28.0% 

pop. 25 yrs. +} 

Population w ith Some College 
27.6% 25.3% 29.2% 

(2012, % of pop. 25 yrs. +) 

Population with Bachelor's 

Degree or Higher (2012, %of 22.2% 18.7% 29.1% 

pop. 25 yrs.+) 

Median Age (2013) 38.9 41.9 37.6 

Mean Household Income (2012) $70,849 $54,382 $71,317 

Average Household Size (2012) 2.60 2.44 2.64 

Source: US Census Bureau 

2 Five-Year Economic Development Potential 

Economic growth in Berkeley and Jefferson counties will play a strong role in determining potential 
demand for natura l gas in the future. This section outlines a five-year growth forecast fo r the two
county region. The forecast is based on the West Virginia University Bureau of Business & Economic 
Research Econometric Model. 
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Our forecast calls for t he economic recovery in Berkeley and Jefferson counties to continue over the 
next five years (see Figure 7). Projected economic growth at the national level during the outlook period 
bodes well for the local economy and should allow the region to enj oy above-average growt h through 
the end of 2019. We anticipate total employment will increase at a rate of 1.3 percent per year. This 
represents a slower rate of growth that was observed as the region emerged f rom recession, but this 
will put t he two-county region's performance ahead of statewide job growth (0.9 percent) and 
moderate ly lower than the national average (1.5 percent). 
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Figure 7: Employment Growth Forecast 
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*Note: WV, and Berkeley and Jefferson Counties use covered employment; Shaded region represents the forecast period 

Among the two counties, the forecast calls for Jefferson Count y to enjoy the strongest rate of growth 

over the next five years with an expected gain of roughly 1. 7 percent per yea r {Figure 8). In fact, 

Jefferson County is projected to rank as one of the state's fastest-growing count ies during the fo recast 

horizon, reflecting a broad-based improvement in the county's economy. Berkeley County's economy is 

projected to have a slower rate of job growth at 1 percent per year, but will still outpace the statewide 

average thanks to strong contributions from construction, manufacturing and several private service

providing sectors. However, Berkeley County's forecast contains considerable uncertainty due to the 

difficulty in estimating seasonal patterns in employment associated with the Macy fu lfillment cent er. 
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Figure 8: Employment Growth Forecast by County 
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1.8% 

Among the region's major sectors, our forecast calls fo r construction to register the strongest pace of 
job growth, expanding at a rate of nearly 6 percent per year between 2014 and 2019 (Figure 9). We 
anticipate the region's residential construction sector to gain momentum after what was an incredibly 
slow first half of the year in 2014. The underlying demographic forces affecting housing demand remain 
posit ive, namely large net in-flows of migrants and an above-average share of households with a high 
propensity to buy new homes. 

Furthermore, the distressed housing supply (foreclosures and short sales) in Berkeley and Jefferson 
counties and neighboring sub-markets in Maryland and Virginia, has declined significant ly and has 
allowed for increased house price appreciat ion. Rising home prices will allow individuals who have been 
st uck in their current homes due t o limited or even negative equity to sell their homes and generate 
move-up demand, which is generally met wit h new construction. 

Nonresidential and nonbuilding construction activity should also provide a boost to the sector. Projects 
such as the planned dorm for the US Customs and Border Protection Advanced Training Center and the 
wastewat er system upgrades in Berkeley County will bolster payrolls somewhat for the next two years. 
In addition, an expanding population with comparatively high disposable income levels should foster 
more retail and commercial developments in the area. 
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Figure 9: Employment Growth Forecast by Sector 
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Source: Workforce WV; WVU BBER Econometric Model 

The professional and business services sector is expected to t ally job growth of nearly 3 percent per year 
through 2019. Jefferson and Berkeley counties have managed to attract f irms responsible for business 
support funct ions such as data centers, IT services, temporary employment agencies, as well as 
accounting and legal services for private companies and federal agencies operating in the Washington, 
DC, area. The federal contracting and subcontracting segment of this sector has weakened appreciably 
and will likely have additiona l headwinds going forward as lawmakers continue to debate solutions to 
close the federal budget deficit. However, prospects for t he sector as a whole in t he region are positive 
due to the availabil ity of an educated (yet lower cost) labor force and cheaper acquisition costs for land 
and commercial bui ldings when compared to Northern Virginia and Maryland. 

We ant icipate public sector job growt h in the two-county region will be significantly slower in 
comparison with the past 10 years. Nearly all ofthe job gains are expected to occur at t he st ate and 
local levels, as high income levels along with anticipated population growth push demand for schools 
and other locally provided social services higher. Federal government j obs in the region are expected to 
remain under pressure over t he duration of the outlook period. Federal fiscal concerns all but point to a 
high likelihood of much weaker growth-perhaps even outright cuts-in spending for many federal 
agencies. 

The forecast calls for solid gains in the leisure and hospita lity sector going forward, but t hese 
improvements are expected t o come e.ntirely from businesses t ied to local consumer discretionary 
spending patterns and business t ravel. By contrast, the Hollywood Casino Resort in Charles Town has 
come under increasing pressure f rom t he expansion of gaming into Maryland. Three new casinos in 
Rocky Gap, Hanover, and Ba lt imore have opened their doors in t he past 2 yea rs and have already 
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prompted a decline to the venue in Charles Town. In addition, the MGM National Harbor Casino Resort 

is slated to open its doors in Prince George's County during 2016, which will also weigh on visits t o the 

Hollywood Casino Resort in Charles Town. 

Education and health services providers operating within Berke ley and Jefferson counties are projected 

to increase employment at an average annual rate of 2.1 percent through 2019. Political uncertainty 

surrounding the Affordable Care Act in 2014 cou ld hurt t he sector's growth, but a growing elderly 

population and the location of several major health care faci lit ies in the region provide enough of an 
impetus for the sector's expansion during the outlook. The manufacturing sector in Berkeley and 

Jefferson counties is expected t o see payrolls expand at a rate of more than 1 percent per year. While 
portions of t he manufacturing base will struggle going forward, local plastics, chemicals and building 

materials manufacturers will see underlying demand improve as a resu lt of broader US economic growth 

and a stronger recovery in the housing market. 

Employment in the region's trade, t ransportation and utilities sector is projected to increase 0.8 percent 

per year between 2014 and 2019. Population growth, rising incomes and greater household wealth 

created by higher home values and healthy equity markets bode well for local retailers. We also 

anticipate t he Macy's facility wi ll likely create spillover opportunities for development of add itional 

wholesale trade, transportation and warehousing facilities along the 1-81 corridor. 

Strong job growth will allow the region's unemployment rate to fall over the course of the outlook 

period (Figure 10). Hea lthy labor force growth is expected to keep the jobless rate at or above 5 percent 

through mid-2015. The forecast ca lls for gradual declines to occur before it settles at a rate of around 4 

percent in 2019-or roughly one percentage point below state and national averages. Jefferson County 

is expected to have the lowest unemployment rate throughout t he forecast horizon, fa lling to 3.5 

percent. 
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Figure 10: Unemployment Rate Forecast 
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Unlike many other parts of West Virginia, Berkeley and Jefferson counties should continue to see 
consistent growth in the labor force over the next f ive years. In addition to the ant icipated consistent 
f low of migrants into the region, the size of the under-18 population will only add to the local workforce 
as these individuals reach working age. 

Inflation-adjusted per capita income growth in the two counties is projected to increase at an average 
annual rate of 2.0 percent through 2019, lagging state and national averages of 2.3 and 2.6 percent, 
respectively. Real wages and salaries earned by workers will expand as the region's labor market 
t ightens, while nonwage sources of income t hat include government transfer payments and investment 
returns such as capital gains/dividends should also record solid rates of growth. 

The popu lation of the Berkeley- and Jefferson-county region is expected to grow by just over 1.2 percent 
per year during the outlook period (Figure 11). Although this constitutes a rate of population growth for 
the region one percentage point lower compared to longer-term trends, it still represents an 
accele rat ion f rom the past few years. Berkeley and Jefferson counties are expected to register similar 
ga ins of 1.3 and 1.2 percent, respectively, through 2019 as migraiion in-flows return closer t o normal 
historical levels. 
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Figure 11: Population Forecast 
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This section measures the economic impact of the proposed pipeline in Berkeley and Jefferson counties. 
The economic impact of the pipeline consists of two primary impacts. First the construction of the 
pipeline itself provides a significant, but temporary, economic gain to the region. Second, the additiona l 
pipeline capacity provides long-run opportunities for economic growth because of greater access to 
natural gas resources for residents and businesses in the region. 

The economic impact of the pipeline construction is more easily quantifiable, as it results from direct 
expenditures on the pipeline construction. For this impact, we rely on estimates of the pipeline 
construction costs outl ined earl ier in this report. The second impact relies on expectations for new 
businesses entering the region in the future as a result of greater access to natural gas resources . 
Because f irms locate in a region for a w ide variety of reasons, it is difficult to formu late a specific 
forecast for the impact of greater natura l gas access. For this reason, we provide three possible 
scenar ios for firm creation in the two-county region and then estimate the economic impact of each 
scenario. 

To est imate the economic impact ofthe pipeline we use a sophisticated model of the region's 
economy.4 The economic impact of new construction or a new business starts with an estimate of the 

4 This study was conducted using the !MPLAN 3.1 modeling software, an industry-standard input-output model of 
th e economy. More information about IMP LAN can be found at http://www.implan.com. 
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initia l spend ing that comes as a result of this new economic activit y. This is called the dir ect impact of 
t he project. However, t he impact is not limited to the direct impact, but also includes the secondary 
economic impact accrued as those expenditures are re-s pent through the rest of the economy. For 
example, during the construction of the pipeline, t here is an initial expend iture for steet Ia nd right of 
way, engineering services, etc. As the suppliers of these inputs increase production, their subsequent 
suppliers will increase production, and so on. Also, the pipeline will require workers to build the 
pipeline, part of whose income wil l be spent back into t he local economy, generating more output, 
income, and employment impact. These secondary impacts together form what is known as the 
"multipl ier effect." The original stimulus to the economy from the pipeline is re-spent multiple times 
t hrough the rest of t he economy. The combined direct impact and secondary impacts together 

constitute the total economic impact of t he construction. 

3.1 Pipeline Construction 

Engineering estimates predict that the pipeline is expected to cost between $90 million and $110 mill ion 
to build over an 18-24 month time frame. We use these cost estimates as the basis forthe direct impact 
of the pipeline construction in the economic impact analysis below. We then estimate economic impact 
over this range of cost est imates to find the indirect and induced impacts of the pipeline construction. 

Pipeline construction is a rare event in the study region, particularly in Jefferson County where natural 
gas service currently does not exist in much of t he county. Because of this we make the assumption that 
the distribution of construction costs, including labor, will be similar to other infrastructure proj ects in 
the region. This is a simplifying assumption t hat allows us to use established spending patterns available 
in our economic model to assess the impact of the project. We also have assumed that approximately 
half the workforce for the project will come from the loca l labor market, which is based on the 
expectations from the engineering team on this project . Lastly, we do not attempt to ascertain the 
negative economic impact of potential tax increases or rate increases to pay for the pipeline 
construction. Table 2 details the results ofthe economic impact ana lysis. 

Table 2: Pipeline Construction Impact 

Low Construction Cost High Construction Cost 

Business Volume (millions) $135.6 $165.8 

Employment per Year (jobs)* 397 486 

Employee Compensation 
$22.3 $27.3 

per Year (millions)" 

Total Taxes (million) $1.9 $2.3 

·Assumes a 24-month project timeline 
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At the low end of the construction cost forecast, we estimate that the initial economic impact from the 

pipeline construction will support 220 direct jobs during each year during the construction phase.5 These 

workers will earn a tota l of $16 million in income each year. The initial $90 million in spending for the 

pipeline results in $135.6 mill ion of total economic output in the economy over the course of the entire 

project. This results in a multiplier of approximately 1.5, meaning that one dollar of spending results in 

$1.50 in economic impact. An additional 177 jobs are estimated to be generated each year through the 

secondary impacts to the economy, for a total of 397 jobs per year. Total employee compensation is 

more than $23 million per year. We estimate that the entire project wit! generate $1.9 million in 

corporation net income taxes, personal income taxes, and sales taxes paid by companies and individuals. 

If construction costs reach the higher end of the cost forecast, we estimate that the total economic 
impact from the pipeline construction would be nearly $166 million. This spending would support 269 

jobs directly, and an additional217 jobs indirectly, for a total employment impact of 486 jobs during 

each year of the construction. The pipeline construction is estimated to result in $27.3 million in 

employee compensation each year, and generate more than $2.3 million in taxes. 

3.2 Long-Run Economic Impact 

Anecdotal evidence from the area's economic development agencies suggests that many firms that 
might consider locating in Berkeley and Jefferson counties require natural gas. These firms operate in a 

wide variety of industries, including food processing, metals manufacturing, plastics manufacturing, and 

consumer products manufacturing. Though it is difficu lt to ascertain all of the reasons why firms locate 

in a particular area, officials have reason to believe that a significant number of firms have declined to 

locate in the two-county region in part because of lack of access to natural gas resources. 

Because t here exists considerable uncertainty about the potential for new business formation in 

response to increased access to natural gas, we present three possible scenarios that estimate different 

levels of potential economic impact as a result of the new pipeline. In the first scenario, we examine the 

introduction of a small food products manufacturer into the local economy. In the second scenario we 

examine a medium-sized consumer products manufacturer. And in the last scenario we examine the 

impact of a large plastics products manufacturer. The scenarios presented in this section are loosely 

based on actual companies that have expressed interest in locating in the two-county region. They have 

been disgu ised in order not to reveal the companies' development plans. 

3.3 Scenario 1: Food Products Manufacturer 

For t he first scenario, we examine the impact of a sma ll food products manufacturer that chooses to 
locate within Berkeley and Jefferson counties. The food products manufacturer is assumed to employ 

150 people. Using our economic model's measure of output per worker in this sector, this manufacturer 

would produce approximately $44 million per year in economic output, with approximately $2.6 million 

in worker income. Table 3 details the estimated economic impact of this manufacturer. 

5 Average yearly economic impact results assume a 24-month project timeline with equal investment each year. 
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Table 3: Scenario 1 Economic Impact Summary 

Direct 
Impact 

Business Volume ($,millions) 44.1 

Employment (jobs) 150 

Employee Compensation{$, 
2.6 

millions) 

Total Taxes ($,thousands) 111.2 

Indirect & Induced 
Impact 

14.7 

70 

2.7 

117.5 

Total Economic 
Impact 

58.7 

220 

5.3 

228.7 
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After accounting for indirect and induced impacts ofthis economic activity, we estimate t hat the food 
manufacturer would produce a total of $58.7 million of business volume per year, which represents an 
economic multiplier of 1.33. In addition to t he 150 jobs employed directly at t he factory, an additional 
70 jobs will be created as a resu lt of increased economic act ivity, for a total employment impact of 220 
j obs. The manufacturer will generate approximately $5.3 million in income for local workers, and nearly 
$229 thousand in addit ional taxes. 

3.4 Scenario 2: Consumer Products Manufacturer 

For the second scenario, we estimat e the impact of a medium-sized manufacturer of consumer 
products. For t his scenario, we assume the manufacturer will have 300 employees on a year-round 
basis. Table 4 details the results ofthe economic impact analysis. 

Table 4: Scenario 2 Economic Impact Summary 

Direct Impact 
Indirect & Total Economic 

Induced Impact Impact 

Business Volume ($, millions} 79.1 28.6 107.7 

Employment Uobs) 300 168 468 

Employee Compensation($, millions) 12.7 6.2 18.9 

Total Taxes ($,thousands) 568.4 269.6 838.0 

Using our assumed employment figure, our economic model predicts the consumer products 
manufactu rer would produce approximately $79 mill ion per year in direct economic output, with 
approximately $12.7 million in worker compensation. These direct impacts lead to almost $108 million 
in total economic activity, after accounting for secondary impacts, an economic multiplier of 1.4. 
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The total employment impact is 468 jobs, including the 300 direct jobs and another 168 in secondary 
impact, which rep resents an employment multiplier of 1.6. Workers would earn almost $19 mill ion in 

compensation, and total taxes paid to state and loca l government would total $838 million. 

3.5 Scenario 3: Large Plastics Manufacturer 

In the last scenario we estimate the impact of a large plastics manufacturer with 500 employees. Table 5 
details t he results of the economic impact analysis. 

Table 5: Scenario 3 Economic Impact Summary 

Direct Impact 
Indirect & Total Economic 

Induced Impact Impact 

Business Volume($, millions) 122.9 32.4 155.3 

Employment Gobs) 500 206 706 

Employee Compensation{$, millions) 22.7 7.2 30.0 

Total Taxes ($, t housands) 983.3 319.8 1,303.1 

The plastics manufacturer in th is scenario is estimated t o produce approximately $123 million per year 
in direct economic output, with an additional $32 million in secondary impacts, resulting in an economic 
multiplier of 1.4. This spending leads to a t otal employment impact of 706 jobs, with approximately $30 

million in worker compensation. Total taxes paid to state and local government would be $1.3 million. 

4 Conclusions 

Berkeley and Jefferson counties are among the fastest-growing in West Virginia, both in terms of 
employment and population. Over the next five yea rs, we forecast employment growth in the two
county region will rise much faster than the state average, and the unemployment rate to remain well 
below the state average. Popu lation has risen by more than one-fourth in the past 10 years, and the 
two-county region is expect ed to add more than 10 thousand residents over the next five years. This 
robust growth expectation provides a favorable environment for natural gas resource demand. 

The pipeline construction is expected t o inject between $63 million and $127 million in economy activity 
over the approximately two-year construction timeline, depending on the actual size and scope of the 
construction itself. This spending in the local economy is expected to support between 594 and 1,188 
jobs during the construction phase of the project. 

More important ly, however, construction of the pipeline would provide the region greater access to 
natura l gas over the long run. This allows local residents to utilize a comparatively inexpensive source of 
fuel for heating, as well as provides greater opportunities for business expansion in the region as 
companies move in to take advantage of greater resource access. 
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In the last part of our analysis, we consider a few alternative scenarios of businesses that might be 

inclined to locate into the region after adequate natural gas services have been established. These 
scenarios were developed in consultation with several regional economic development organizations 

that have participated in conversations with various outside firms in recent years about the necessity for 

adequate natura l gas service before such firms cou ld move into the region. 

In our first hypothetica l scenario, we estimate that a relatively small manufacturing company that 

moves into the region wou ld inject nearly $59 million into the local economy and provide support for 

220 jobs each year. In an alternate scenario, a larger firm would have bigger impact, providing more 

than $150 million in economic activity, and employing more than 700 workers on a yearly basis. These 

scenarios are not mutually exclusive, as greater resource access has the potential to attract multiple 

firms. Though it is difficult to predict how firms will respond to increased access to natural gas, the 
pipeline project represents a long-term investment that has the potential to enhance the attractiveness 

of the region to businesses. 

r.\ J / . .. 
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Since the 1940s, the BBER's mission has been to serve the people of West Virginia by providing the 

state's business and policymaking communities with reliable data and rigorous applied economic 

research and analysis that enables the state's leaders to design better business practices and public 

policies. BBER research is disseminatec;l through policy reports and briefs, through large public forums, 

and through traditional academic outlets. BBER researchers are widely quot ed for their insightful 

research in state and regional news media. The BBER's research and education/outreach efforts to 

public- and private-sector leaders are typically sponsored by various government and private-sector 

organizations. 

The BBER has research expertise in the areas of public policy, health economics, energy economics, 

economic development, economic impact analysis, economic forecasting, tourism and leisure 

economics, and education policy, among others. The BBER has a full-time staff of three PhD economists, 

two master's-leve l economists, and one bachelors-level economist. This staff is augmented by graduate 

student research assistants. The BBER also collaborates with affiliated faculty from within the College of 

Business and Economics as well as from other parts of WVU. 

To learn more about our research, please visit our website at http://www.be.wvu.edu/ bber. 
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Region 9 Gas Feasibility Study 

New Customer Matrix for Peak Daily Flowrates 

Residential Units 500.00 

Commercial Bldgs 10.00 

Industrial Plants 1.00 

Power Generation -

Total Burn (mmcfd) 5,330.00 

Assumed Demand Growth 

(20 Year Window) 

750.00 

15.00 

2.00 
-

9,995.00 

1,000.00 

25.00 

4.00 

-

19,160.00 

1,500.00 2,000.00 3,000.00 5,000.00 

40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 

6.00 8.00 10.00 12.00 

- - - -

28,990.00 39,320.00 49,980.00 61,300.00 

35,000 <-------------------------------> 65,000 
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Region 9 Gas Feasibility Study 

Breakdown of Cost for New Pipeline- NORTH OPTION- 31.5 Miles 

16" ANSI 600 Built t o Class Ill Transmission Line Standards 

Pipeline Construction Component 

Environmental Studies 

Endangered Species Studies 

Route Preliminary Surveys 

Courthouse Work on ROW 

Landman Activities 

ROW Payments 

ROW Special Conditons Burden 

Crop Damage 

Timber Damage 

Directional Boring Design 

Directional Boring Permits and Engineering 

Directional Boring 

Pipe Design 

Cathodic Protection Design 

Ground Beds and Rectifier Design 

Rectifier Site Acquisit ion 

Interference Testing 

State Permits 

Stream Waterways Permits 

Highway Crossing Permits 

Rai lroad Crossing Permits 

Wetlands Delineation 

Pipe Procurement 

Transportation 

Installation 

E&S Permits 

E&S Measures 

Pressu re Testing 

Dry Out 

Rock Clause 

Bedding M aterial 

Rock Shield 

Fittings, Valves, Risers, Pig Launchers, etc. 

M et ers 

Damage Prevention/Line Marking 

Compliance Related Costs 

Commissioning/Purging 

Contingencies at 25% 

Total 

$ 

$ 

16" Pipeline 

Average Cost/Mile 

$ 
900 

800 

1,400 

4,500 

15,000 

132,000 

2,500 

24,250 

40,000 

1,250 

1,500 

245,000 

1,000 

1,250 

750 

1,500 

1,500 

4,500 

5,500 

5,500 

7,500 

1,500 

575,000 

10,000 

675,000 

4,500 

5,000 

5,500 

4,200 

145,000 

45,000 

20,000 

275,000 

250,000 

10,000 

35,000 

1,200 

640,000 

3,200,000 

$ 

$ 
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Total Estimated 

Cost/Component 

$ 
28,350 

25,200 

44,100 

141,750 

472,500 

4,158,000 

78,750 

763,875 

1,260,000 

39,375 

47,250 

7,717,500 

31,500 

39,375 

23,625 

47,250 

47,250 

141,750 

173,250 

173,250 

236,250 

47,250 

18,112,500 

315,000 

21,262,500 

141,750 

157,500 

173,250 

132,300 

4,567,500 

1,417,500 

630,000 

8,662,500 

7,875,000 

315,000 

1,102,500 

37,800 

20,160,000 

100,800,000 

R&A, Inc. 2014 
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Region 9 Gas Feasibility Study 

Breakdown of Cost for New Pipeline- EAST OPTION - 21.5 Miles 

16" ANSI 600 Built to Class Ill Transmission Line Standards 

Pipeline Construction Component 

Environmental Studies 

Endangered Species Studies 

Route Preliminary Surveys 

Courthouse Work on ROW 

Landman Activities 

ROW Payments 

ROW Special Conditons Burden 

Crop Damage 

Timber Damage 

Directional Boring Design 

Directional Boring Permits and Engineering 

Directional Boring 

Pipe Design 
-

Cathodic Protection Design 

Ground Beds and Rectifier Design 

Rectifier Site Acquisition 

Interference Testing 

State Permits 

Stream Waterways Permits 

Highway Crossing Permits 

Railroad Crossing Permits 

Wetlands Delineation 

Pipe Procurement 

Transportation 

Installation 

E&S Permits 

E&S Measures 

Pressure Testing 

Dry Out 

Rock Clause 

Bedding Material 

Rock Shield 

Fittings, Valves, Risers, Pig Launchers, etc. 

Meters 

Damage Prevention/Line Marking 

Compliance Related Costs 

Commissioning/Purging 

Contingendesat25% 

Total 

$ 

$ 

16" Pipeline 

Average Cost/Mile 

$ 
900 

800 

1,400 

4,500 

15,000 

132,000 

2,500 

24,250 

40,000 

1,250 

1,500 

245,000 

1,000 

1,250 

750 

1,500 

1,500 

4,500 

5,500 

5,500 

7,500 

1,500 

575,000 

10,000 

675,000 

4,500 

5,000 

5,500 

4,200 

145,000 

45,000 

20,000 

275,000 

250,000 

10,000 

35,000 

1,200 

640,000 

3,200,000 

$ 

$ 
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Total Estimated 

Cost/Component 

$ 
19,350 

17,200 

30,100 

96,750 

322,500 

2,838,000 

53,750 

521,375 

860,000 

26,875 

32,250 

5,267,500 

21,500 

26,875 

16,125 

32,250 

32,250 

96,750 

118,250 

118,250 

161,250 

32,250 

12,362,500 

215,000 

14,512,500 

96,750 

107,500 

118,250 

90,300 

3,117,500 

967,500 

430,000 

5,912,500 

5,375,000 

215,000 

752,500 

25,800 

13,760,000 

68,800, 000 

R&A, Inc. 2014 
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~]STEPTOE 
&JOHNSON 

John C. Stump, Esquire 
Chase Tower, Eighth Floor 
P.O. Box 1588 
Charleston, WV 25326-1588 
304.353.8196 Office 304.353.8181 Fax 
304.549.8196 Mobile 
john.stump@steptoe-jolmson.com 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: File 

FROM: John Stump 

DATE: December 12, 2014 

RE: Economic Incentives - Payment in Lieu of Tax Arrangements 

PILOT Arrangements Generally 

Payment in Lieu of Tax Arrangements ("PILOT") are routinely employed in West 

Virginia to reduce or eliminate ad valorem property taxes as an incentive to attract location of, 

or investment by, industrial or commercial businesses. In a typical PILOT arrangement, a 

project sponsor conveys real or personal property, or both, to a governmental entity, the 

governmental entity holds title to such property, and then leases the property back to the private 

entity. Since government-owned property is generally exempt from property taxation, the 

private entity is able to reduce its property tax burden by pursuing the sale/leaseback transaction 

and agreeing to make payments in lieu of taxes. The West Virginia Economic Development 

Authority (the "WVEDA") is the preferred entity to use for the sale/leaseback arrangement, since 

the WVEDA's authorizing legislation clearly states that such lease arrangements are considered 

to be for a "public purpose," and because of the expe1ience that the WVEDA has with such 

arrangements. The key parties to work with in connection with a PILOT Agreement are the 

County Commission of the county where the project will be located and the WVEDA's 

executive director and staff. 

Currently, there is no statutory restriction on the length of a PILOT Agreement. 

The timeframe to negotiate a sale/leaseback transaction and PILOT Agreement varies. If 

the County Commission and other county officials are supportive of a project, the process might 

take anywhere from three to six months. If county officials are not fully supportive, or if 

1 
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litigation is instituted, the process could take well over a year. As noted above, it is in the best 
interests of the private entity to approach county officials and the WVEDA early in the process. 
For a large project, the WVEDA would dedicate substantial resources in order to come to an 
agreement. 

Parties to a PILOT Agreement 

The PILOT agreement is generally negotiated between the county commission and the 
private entity before title transfers to the county commission, county building commission, the 
WVEDA, or local development authority, and, in the case of a transfer to a development 
authority, the county commission is fully involved in, and kept abreast of, the plans to transfer 
the property to a tax exempt entity in order to abate property tax. The governmental entities 
understand that it is in their best interest to receive some remuneration through a PILOT 
agreement, and the various governmental entities in the county are typically willing to receive an 
amount less than the property tax that they would otherwise receive since the new business will 
add to the tax base of the county as a result of hundreds, or sometimes thousands, of jobs flowing 
into the county. 

Local authorities - the beneficiaries of ad valorem tax payments and PILOT payments 
alike - are involved in the PILOT process, and a written agreement is entered into by local 
government officials and representatives of the private entity. Typically, parties to PILOT 
agreements include the private entity that leases the property and the County Commission, Board 
of Education, Sheriff and Assessor of the county where the property subject to the PILOT is 
located. 

Legal Documents and Key Language 

In West Virginia, there would likely be three ptimary legal documents prepared in 
conjunction with the transfer of real and personal property to a govemmental entity in 
furtherance of a PILOT: 1) a facility development agreement; 2) the asset purchase and lease 
agreement in which the private entity transfers certain propeliy to a governmental entity and then 
leases that property back from the governmental entity; and 3) the PILOT agreement with the 
County Commission, County Board of Education, County Sheriff, and County Assessor. As a 
general matter, the three agreements should include language specifying that they are 
enforceable according to their terms. 

Basis of PILOT Payments 

The recommended practice for determining an amount that the business entity will pay 
under to PILOT is to agree to an amount at the onset of the PILOT. The annual amount paid 
under the PILOT can be level throughout the life of the project, or the payments can be 
graduated. 

2 
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The statute that describes the total basic state aid allowance for public schools recognizes 
that certain counties have entered into PILOT agreements in which those counties receives 
payments or contributions in lieu of property taxes. W. Va. Code § 18-9A-12(c). Under this 
subsection, the Tax Commissioner is required to provide the State Board of Education, by 
January 151

h of each year, a certified listing of those counties in which an adjustment to the state 
share aid fommla resulting from a PILOT is required, along with the amount of revenue that is 
available to each county board of education in the ensuing fiscal year as a res.ult of a PILOT. 
Adjustments are then made to the amount of state aid distributed to that county pursuant to the 
state share aid formula. The private entity's PILOT would be included in this repmting. 

Distribution of PILOT Payments to Levying Bodies 

The PILOT payments are distributed to the various levying bodies in the county1 
- the 

county itself, the county school board, and municipalities if the property is within municipal 
limits - as if the payments were ad valorem property tax payments. Essentially, the PILOT 
payments are viewed as a "substitute" for ad valorem property taxes. Each county, school board 
and municipality in the State of West Virginia has the authority to establish a regular levy rate 
and, if approved by voters, an excess levy rate. 

As a general rule, approximately 75% of PILOT payments are allocated to the County 
Board of Education, approximately 20-25% of PILOT payments are allocated to the County 
Commission, and the remainder of PILOT payments are allocated to municipalities and the State 
ofWest Virginia. 

Distribution of Lease Payments to Levying Bodies 

Unlike PILOT payments, lease payments are not treated as a substitute for ad valorem 
property taxation. Distribution oflease payments are often negotiated between the governmental 
entity that will own the property and the private entity that will lease the property from the 
governmental entity. The amount of lease payments is based on what the private entity and 
governmental agency are comfortable with, and it may be a nominal amount or it may be a more 
substantial amount, depending on the negotiations. Typically, when the WVEDA is involved, 
the amount of lease payments is minimal. 

1 The State ofWest Virginia also receives a small share of property tax receipts in each County, typically less than 
1% of collections. 
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Q. Please state your name and business address. 

A. My name is C. David Lokant. I am the Chief Operating Officer and Senior Vice 

President of Mountaineer Gas Company ("Mountaineer" or "Company") and my business 

address is 501 561
h Street SE, Charleston, WV 25304. I provided prefiled direct 

testimony in this case on July 31 , 2015, the date of the Company's initial 390P filing, 

where I described my educational background and work experience. 

Q. What is the purpose of your supplemental direct testimony? 

A. I will provide a high level overview of the Company's request to amend its Application 

for Approval of its Infrastructure Replacement and Expansion Program ("IREP") for 

2016 to incorporate an expansion and reliability project ("Expansion Project") to extend 

and enhance service in Morgan, Berkeley, and Jefferson Counties ("Eastern Panhandle"). 

I will also address the Company' s obligation to serve the public and pro-actively address 

requests for natural gas service expansion where the Company believes the associated 

investment is prudent and the expansion has a reasonable rate impact and is otherwise in 

the public interest. In addition, I will also explain how the Expansion Project satisfies the 

objectives set forth in Senate Bill 390 ("SB 390"). 

Q. Why is the Company proposing to amend its 2016 IREP Application in this case, 

rather than include it in its 2017 IREP Application? 

A. I stated in my July 31, 2015 direct testimony (page 6) that "if a suitable opportunity arises 

to undertake an expansion project, the Company will ask the Commission to approve an 

amendment to the IREP filing." I believe that the Expansion Project is a "suitable 
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opportunity" for the Company to undertake. The Company is aware of the announcement 

by Proctor & Gamble ("P&G") that it intends to build a large facility in Martinsburg, as 

well as requests for service by other potential high-load customers. To facilitate these 

important economic development efforts and strengthen its system in this area, the 

Company needs to increase the gas supply into the Eastern Panhandle and provide for a 

redundant source as soon as possible. 

Having Commission approval of the Expansion Project concept prior to a decision 

in the 2017 IREP filing (likely in December 2016) will facilitate the completion of a new 

transportation agreement between the Company and Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC 

("Columbia"). Columbia's board of directors meets in early August, and board approval 

of the transportation agreement at that meeting is essential for timely progress on the 

Expansion Project, including project completion by the November 1, 2017 in-service 

date. Waiting for a December 2016 decision on this project would threaten the project's 

timely completion and slow or even jeopardize natural gas-dependent economic 

development in the Eastern Panhandle. For this reason, the Company asks the 

Commission to enter an order not later than July 29, 2016 (four months from this filing) 

approving the Expansion Project as an !REP-qualifying project for 2017. Granting relief 

in this timeframe will allow the Company to complete negotiations with Columbia on the 

transmission agreement and proceed with the surveys, right-of-way acquisition, and right-

of-way clearing needed for the Expansion Project. In his supplemental direct testimony, 

Mr. Westfall addresses the details of this work. 
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Q. Is the Company proposing to amend the 2016 IREP rates that went into effect on 

January 1, 2016? 

A. No, it is not. We expect the current IREP Rate Component will remain in effect through 

December 31, 2016, as planned. 

Q. If the Commission approves this amendment, when will the first costs associated 

with the Expansion Project be incorporated into an IREP Rate Component? 

A. The Expansion Project would be incorporated into our 2017 IREP Application to be filed 

on or before August I, 2016. Costs associated with the Expansion Project would first be 

included in the 2017 IREP Rate Component, scheduled to go into effect on January 1, 

2017. 

Q. Will the actual costs of the Expansion Project be subject to Commission review? 

A. Yes. The Commission will be able to review the actual costs of the Expansion Project as 

part of its review of the entire IREP, just as is the case for other IREP projects. Likewise, 

the Commission will be able to review the over- or w1der-recovery of costs as part of the 

annual reconciliation process. 

Q. Briefly describe the Expansion Project. 

A. The Expansion Project is comprised ofthree segments. 

• One segment is the installation of approximately 27.5 miles of distribution trunk line, 

beginning at a new interconnect in Morgan County with a new Columbia 

transmission line and extending to the northern end of the Company's distribution 

system serving the Martinsburg area. 
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• The second segment is the installation of approximately 24.5 miles of distribution 

trunk line from the southeast side of Martinsburg to Charles Town, then back west to 

the Company's existing system in Middleway that serves a single commercial 

customer, and then northeast to Kearneysville ("Charles Town Loop"). The Charles 

Town Loop will improve system reliability and provide service to unserved areas. 

• The third segment is the installation of approximately 4.4 miles of distribution trunk 

line from the east side of Martinsburg to Shepherdstown. 

The overall cost of the Expansion Project is estimated to be $45 million. Mr. Westfall 

addresses the technical aspects of the Expansion Project. 

Q. Would the Company be able to undertake such an investment without the rate 

recovery support available through SB 390? 

A. Obtaining this level of capital investment would be difficult if the Company were 

required to await rate recovery under the requirements of a Rule 42T base rate case that 

utilizes a historic thirteen-month average rate base approach.. The consequent regulatory 

lag would strain the Company's financial position and likely increase the cost rate of 

capital the Company might be able to obtain. Clearly SB 390 is a preferable approach, 

and perhaps the only feasible approach, to making an investment of this magnitude. 

Q. What benefits will the Expansion Project provide? 

A. The Expansion Project will enhance the reliability of the natural gas supply serving the 

Company's Martinsburg service area. The Expansion Project will also enable the 

provision of natural gas service to several large customers and create new opportunities 
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to expand service into underserved and unserved areas. The Expansion Project will serve 

three counties in the Eastern Panhandle (Morgan, Berkeley, and Jefferson), including the 

municipalities of Martinsburg, Charles Town, Berkeley Springs, Falling Waters and 

Shepherdstown ("Eastern Panhandle"). 

Q. What is the Company's current natural gas supply that serves the Martinsburg 

system? 

A. The Martinsburg system currently receives up to 19,000 dekatherrns per day through a 

single distribution trunk line supplied by Washington Gas Light ("WGL"). 

Q. Does the current supply arrangement limit the Company's ability expand service in 

the Eastern Panhandle? 

A. Yes. The Martinsburg system currently serves approximately 6,000 customers including 

both tariff and transportation customers. The peak demand for these customers is very 

close to the capacity available from WGL, currently the only source of gas supply to this 

growing area. 

Thus, the ability of the Company to connect new customers is very limited. A 

recent example of this limitation relates specifically to having sufficient capacity for the 

P&G facility. To meet the capacity need of P&G, the Company had to commit to a 

propane gas peaking facility agreement, which obviously is not an optimal situation over 

the long term. Currently, all system growth in the Eastern Panhandle must be evaluated 

closely to maintain quality and reliability of natural gas service to our current customers. 
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Q. Did the Company consider increasing its capacity with WGL? 

A. Yes, it did. In fact, the Company is currently in negotiations with WGL to increase daily 

capacity by 5,000 dekatherms per day. This additional capacity is not expected to be in-

service for two to three years, however. 

Q. How will the Expansion Project help alleviate this capacity shortfall? 

A. The additional supply of natural gas to be made available by the Expansion Project, 

estimated to be at least 30,000 dekatherms per day, will open the door for economic 

growth in the Eastern Panhandle and its communities. The Expansion Project will also 

create a secondary gas supply, making the Martinsburg service territory more resilient to 

possible interruptions or other situations that may limit the delivery of natural gas to our 

customers. 

Q. Have economic development groups in the Eastern Panhandle approached the 

Company about expanding natural gas service? 

A. Yes. The Company has been approached on multiple occasions by the Eastern Panhandle 

Regional Planning and Development Council ("Region 9"), the West Virginia 

Development Office, the Berkley County Development Authority, the Morgan County 

Economic Development Authority, and the Jefferson County Development Authority. 

These organizations want to expand natural gas service to certain areas in the Eastern 

Panhandle. Region 9 also commissioned a study performed by Thrasher Engineering to 

determine the feasibility of such an expansion. 
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Q. Is the Expansion Project a prudent investment for the Company? 

A. Yes. The Expansion Project continues the Company's commitment to provide safe and 

reliable natural gas service to current and future customers in the Eastern Panhandle. 

Beyond this needed expansion of service, the project will facilitate future growth simply 

by augmenting the existing natural gas supply to the area. The State has been able to 

capitalize on the opportunity to locate the P&G facility in no small part due to the natural 

gas infrastructure expected to be available, and this availability could be a major deciding 

factor for businesses considering locating in West Virginia. The Expansion Project will 

also promote the goals of SB 390. 

Q. What are some of the goals of SB 390? 

A. A primary goal of SB 390 is to allow the State and its citizens to capitalize on the 

significant growth in natural gas development in the Marcellus and Utica shale plays. 

Beyond this goal, the Legislature had a number of other objectives relating to natural gas 

utility infrastructure. The Legislature found that additional natural gas infrastructure can 

provide additional access to unserved or underserved areas and improve the safety and 

reliability of aging gas distribution systems. The investment and construction activity 

encouraged by SB 390 were also expected to create jobs and opportunities that will 

ultimately benefit the State and its communities. 

Q. Does Mountaineer currently have an SB 390 program in place? 

A. Yes. The Company submitted an initial 5-year IREP for Commission approval on July 

31,2015 in Case No. 15-1256-G-390P. Mountaineer filed a Joint Stipulation Agreement 
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for Settlement on October 10, 2015. The Joint Stipulation was approved by the 

Commission in the Final Order dated December 23,2015. 

Q. What type of investments does Mountaineer's current IREP focus on? 

A. The Company's current IREP, approved by the Commission on December 23, 2015, 

focuses on specific projects related to replacement and upgrades of mains and services, 

the installation of Encoder Receiver Transmitters (ERTs), and the replacement of 

measuring and regulator station equipment. The initial IREP did not incorporate any 

expansion projects. 

Q. How would incorporating the Expansion Project into the IREP advance the goals of 

SB 390? 

A. Incorporating the Expansion Project into the Company's IREP would expand natural gas 

service to underserved and unserved areas, an underlying goal of SB 390. The area' s 

economic development organizations mentioned earlier will be able to tout the Eastern 

Panhandle' s robust natural gas infrastructure and added capacity, rather than having to 

confront existing limitations in these areas. The investment associated with the 

Expansion Project will also create jobs and help boost the State' s economy and tax base. 

Q. What is the projected rate impact associated with the Expansion Project on a typical 

residential customer? 

A. A typical residential customer averaging 6 Mcf per month would see a potential increase 

of $0.72 per month, or $8.60 annually in 2017, and an additional increase of $1.14 per 

month, or approximately $13.70 annually in 2018 for a cumulative impact of about 
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$22.30 annually. Mr. Klemm's supplemental direct testimony explains the Expansion 

Project revenue requirement and the potential rate impact by customer class. Mr. Klemm 

also supports the IREP cost recovery mechanism, the various cost components, the 

projected revenue requirement, and the projected revenue allocation to each customer 

class for both 2017 and 2018. 

Q. Will the Expansion Project impact rates other than the IREP rate? 

A. Yes. Ifthe Expansion Project is approved, the Company's purchase gas rate adjustment 

("PGA") rate will also be affected. The PGA impact will be directly related to the 

Columbia demand charges at the Morgan County receipt point. The Company will 

include these costs in its annual 30-C filing for its PGA rate adjustment beginning in 

2017. Mr. Klemm also addresses the timing of these costs and the estimated PGA rate 

impact on the typical residential customer. 

Q. Does this complete your supplemental direct testimony? 

A. Yes, it does. 
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Q. Please state your name and business address. 

A. My name is Thomas D. Westfall. I am the Director of Gas Supply and Technical 

Services for Mountaineer Gas Company and my business address is 501 561
h Street SE, 

Charleston, WV 25304. I provided prefiled direct testimony in this case on July 31, 

2015, the date of the Company's initial 390P filing, where I described my educational 

background, work experience and provided a general description of Mountaineer's 

distribution system. 

Q. What is the purpose of your supplemental direct testimony? 

A. I will support the Company's request to amend the Infrastructure Replacement and 

Expansion Program (''IREP") approved in Case No. 15-1256-390P to include an 

expansion project in the Eastern Panhandle ("Expansion Project"). 

Q. Please describe the Company's proposed Expansion Project. 

A. The proposed Expansion Project is comprised of three segments. 

• The first segment ("Segment 1 ") is the installation of a distribution supply trunk line. 

The preliminary estimates and route of Segment 1 reflect approximately 28 miles of 

8-inch to 12-inch steel piping ("Trunk Line"). The Trunk Line will begin on the 

northern border of Morgan County at a new interconnect with a new transmission line 

from Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC ("Columbia"). The preliminary route of the 

Segment 1 is reflected on page 6 of the Company's Eastern Panhandle Market 

Expansion Brief, Exhibit 1 to this Petition. The route reflected on Exhibit 1, page 6 

utilizes various right-of-way assumptions throughout the 28 mile stretch where it 

connects to the northern end of the Company's distribution system serving the 
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Martinsburg area. The actual route of Segment 1 will be finalized with the help of an 

outside engineering firm. The bulk, if not all, of the Trunk Line Segment 1 

construction will be done by outside contractors chosen through a bid process. 

Therefore, the Company used estimates for developing the costs. The route and type 

of construction will drive the actual cost of the Segment 1. 

1 The second segment ("Segment 2") is the installation of distribution main extensions. 

The preliminary estimates and route(s) for Segment 2 reflect approximately 25 miles 

of 6-inch to 1 0-inch plastic pipe that will run from the southeast side of the 

Martinsburg system to Charles Town, Burr Industrial Park, and tie back into the 

existing Martinsburg distribution system near Route 9. The Charles Town Loop will 

improve system reliability and provide natural gas services to the now unserved areas 

of Jefferson County. The preliminary route of Segment 2 is reflected in a map on 

Exhibit 1, page 8 and is expected to be generally along existing public right-of-ways. 

The Company plans to complete the bulk ·of Segment 2 utilizing outside contractors. 

• The third segment ("Segment 3") is the installation of distribution main piping to 

Shepherdstown. The preliminary estimates and route reflect approximately 5 miles of 

6-inch to 1 0-inch plastic pipe that will run from the distribution main from the east 

side of Martinsburg to Shepherdstown. The preliminary route of Segment 3 is also 

reflected on Exhibit 1, page 8 and is also generally along existing public right-of-

ways. The Company plans to complete the bulk of the construction of Segment 3 

utilizing outside contractors. 
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Based on preliminary routes using the various right-of-way assumptions and routing, the 

overall cost of the Expansion Project is estimated to be approximately $45 million. 

Q. Assuming Commission approval, how does the Company envision the Expansion 

Project being included and incorporated into Mountaineer's current IREP? 

A. The Company is planning to incorporate the Expansion Project as a part of the list of 

qualifying investment projects to undertake as part of the IREP filing to be made on or 

before August 1, 2016 ("20 17 IREP"). The 2017 IREP will incorporate the qualifying 

bare steel replacement projects, ERT installations, regulator station and measuring 

equipment, and a refined version of the proposed Expansion Project. Mountaineer will 

continue to refine more of the specific details related to the Expansion Project between 

now and the Commission's decision and potentially throughout the 2017 IREP 

application process. During that time Mountaineer is planning to complete a portion of 

the engineering, permitting, and land acquisition in 2016 allowing for construction to 

commence and ultimately be completed in 2017. 

Q. Please provide a description of Mountaineer's distribution system currently serving 

the Martinsburg area? 

A. The Company currently operates a distribution system in the Martinsburg area comprised 

of approximately 140 miles of pipeline. From this system, Mountaineer serves 

approximately 4,900 residential customers, I, I 00 General Service Customers, and 5 

Large General Service Customers. The Martinsburg system is currently supplied through 

a single high pressure trunk line with a connection with Washington Gas Light ("WGL") 

at the West Virginia and Virginia border just north of Clearbrook, Virginia. This trunk 
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line is operated at a 425 psi Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure ("MAOP") and 

flows north to Aero Street in Martinsburg where it is regulated to lower pressure systems 

that serve the distribution system in Martinsburg. The system currently ends near the 

intersection of Route 9 and I -81 on the northern edge of Martinsburg. 

Q. What is the Mountaineer's current supply arrangement with Washington Gas 

Light? 

A. Mountaineer currently has a firm transportation contract with WGL for delivery of up to 

19,000 Dekatherms ("Dth") per day which includes transport volumes. In order to 

transport gas through WGL, we also have firm transportation with Columbia in order to 

get the gas to the WGL city gate. Mountaineer is currently in negotiation with Columbia 

and WGL for an additional 5,000 Dth per day through a modernization project to upgrade 

the supply trunk line and connection that could possibly be completed in two to three 

years. The additional 5,000 Dth per day is the maximum that WGL can provide at this 

point without an upgrade of its entire system. In addition to the restrictions on the WGL 

system, Mountaineer' s current distribution trunk line is 6" and currently running at its 

Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure. Therefore, in order to flow more gas from the 

current WGL system, Mountaineer would have to upgrade its existing trunk line. 

Q. Is Mountaineer's Martinsburg system operating at or near its peak day capacity? 

A. Yes. The historic peak day for the Martinsburg system is near 16,000 Mcf which does 

not include the expected demand of 4,800 Mcf per day from Proctor & Gamble ("P&G"). 

At 16,000 Mcf per day, the existing Mountaineer trunk line experiences a pressure drop 

of over 225 psi and results in low pressures on the distribution systems. Our current 
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modeling indicates that the addition of the P&G load will result in system failure on a 

peak day if no modifications are made to the system, such as a propane peaking facility 

or additional supply proposed under the Expansion Project. Even with the addition of 

5,000 Dth of additional capacity from WGL, the existing Mountaineer system will not 

flow the additional P&G demand at reliable pressure levels. 

Q. From a technical standpoint, how does this impact Mountaineer's potential for 

expansion to underserved and unserved areas? 

A. If a system is operating at or near its peak day capacity, the potential for growth and 

expansion is severely reduced. While customer counts and consumption fluctuate, there 

is no practical way to predict or control the consumption patterns of existing customers. 

With the system running at or near its peak capacity, it is not wise to add any additional 

customers that may push the system to failure in a worst-case scenario where demand is 

at its highest. 

Q. Does Mountaineer believe the Eastern Panhandle has opportunity for potential 

natural gas expansion? 

A. Yes. The existing distribution system in the Eastern Panhandle serves a limited portion of 

the population and, as I mentioned earlier, is at its capacity limit. Based on the current 

capacity limitations and requests for new service, Mountaineer believes the Eastern 

Panhandle is both underserved and unserved. Mountaineer currently serves about 58% of 

the household units in the municipality of Martinsburg (8,408 Housing units based on 

2010 Census data) where the Company has the highest density of service. In other areas 

of Berkeley County, Mountaineer has far less customer density. With recent commercial 
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growth such as P&G, it is our belief that commercial and residential growth will continue 

to occur in Berkeley County, specifically along the I-81 corridor where Mountaineer's 

facilities exist. Further support for potential growth and expansion into Jefferson County 

is detailed in an independent feasibly study funded by the Eastern Panhandle Regional 

Planning and Development Council ("Region 9") and performed by Thrasher 

Engineering ("Thrasher Study"). 

Q. Why is Mountaineer proposing this Expansion Project? 

A. Mountaineer is proposing this Expansion Project in response to requests from multiple 

potential customers as well as government agencies to add customers and expand into 

underserved and unserved areas of the Eastern Panhandle, as well as to improve its ability 

to reliably serve its existing customers with a second source of gas into the system. Since 

the Thrasher Study was completed, Region 9 and the West Virginia Economic 

Development Authority ("WVEDA") have continued to request action by Mountaineer to 

expand natural gas service in the Eastern Panhandle. In addition to the requests for 

expansion, Mountaineer has a conservative and operationally prudent need for a 

redundant supply to the existing Martinsburg distribution system. The current system is 

running at its peak day capacity with no significant additional capacity for growth on the 

existing distribution system or expansion ofthe existing system to outlying areas, or even 

unserved areas within Martinsburg. 

The most recent example of this need is the announcement of the P&G facility. In 

order to attract P&G and meet their gas needs, Mountaineer had to commit to the addition 

of a propane air peaking facility if this Expansion Project or some other additional 
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capacity carmot be secured prior to their planned production start date of late 2017. This 

propane air peaking facility is needed due to the lack of adequate natural gas peak day 

capacity on the system. It has also been expressed to Mountaineer that it is very likely 

that additional P&G ancillary support industries will build in the area. 

In addition to the requests of the economic development groups and county 

commissions, Mountaineer has continued to receive requests for natural gas service in the 

Eastern Panhandle that it cannot currently fulfill with its existing supply limitations. 

Some of these requests include Essroc, US Silica, Berkeley County Schools (multiple 

schools), Morgan County Schools, War Memorial Hospital, The Lakes Subdivision, 

WVU Medical Center, VA Medical Center, Charles Town Casino, and many residential 

developments. Without the additional gas supply from Columbia and the Expansion 

Project, Mountaineer' s ability to provide new service to potential commercial and 

residential customers on the existing system will be severely limited. 

Finally, the municipalities of Ranson, Charles Town, and Shepherdstown are 

some of the remaining larger communities that do not have natural gas service in the 

State. The population and housing units of these communities are summarized in Exhibit 

1 , pages 16 and 21. 

Q. How did Mountaineer determine the scope of this Expansion Project? 

A. Mountaineer began developing the scope of the Expansion Project to address the results 

of the Thrasher Study related to projected demand growth in the Eastern Panhandle. 

Mountaineer participated in the Thrasher Study at WVEDA's request. The Thrasher 
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Study is included as Exhibit 8. Through this study, Mountaineer began to evaluate the 

need, the projection of demand growth, and the possible solutions. After evaluation of 

the Thrasher Study and communications with the various businesses, groups and 

organizations mentioned earlier, Mountaineer determined that the demand growth 

projections identified in the Thrasher study were possible and began a more distribution-

focused look at potential solutions. 

Mountaineer identified Columbia as having the closest transmission pipelines in 

the region with the potential to provide Mountaineer with an additional natural gas 

supply. The Columbia pipeline 1804 is located along the Pennsylvania/Maryland border 

approximately 4 miles north of the West Virginia state line in Morgan County, WV just 

north of Berkeley Springs. Columbia would be required to build a new transmission 

trunk line off of the 1804 pipeline and provide the receipt point in Morgan County. 

After identifying the Berkeley Springs area of Morgan County as the closest point 

to Columbia, Mountaineer then began reviewing potential routes for construction as well 

as evaluating the potential to serve some residents and businesses along the route m 

Morgan County and Berkeley County on its path to the existing Martinsburg system. A 

request from US Silica in Berkeley Springs also supported this location for the new point 

of receipt. Morgan County is a completely unserved county at this time. In addition to 

increasing the capacity to the existing system and picking up potential customers along 

the route along the trunk line, the Thrasher Study and WVEDA input also identified the 

need for expansion in Jefferson County, which is also a completely unserved county, with 

the exception of one customer at the Southwest corner of the county currently served by 
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Mountaineer. Extension of the current distribution system into Jefferson County would 

be made possible by the addition of the capacity from Columbia in Morgan County and 

the trunk line to Martinsburg. The construction of the distribution loop in Jefferson 

County also provides additional ability to flow gas from the WGL source at the WV N A 

border north to the Martinsburg distribution system along with providing some additional 

redundancy for the existing Mountaineer trunk line. 

Q. Has Mountaineer decided upon a route at this time? 

A. Mountaineer does not have a definitive final route for Segment I, Segment 2 or Segment 

3 at this time. The selection of precise routes and design is a dynamic process. The final 

route selection can change depending on right-of-way acquisition and other potential 

routing challenges. The project is currently in an iterative design stage that we expect to 

have completed in 2016. This will allow Mountaineer to begin right-of-way acquisition 

and permitting in 2016 with planned construction of Segments I, 2 and 3 in 2017. The 

first phase of the project will be to initiate construction of Segment 1 to establish the 

needed capacity to the current Martinsburg System, with expansion into Jefferson County 

while Segment 1 is under construction. The determination of the route and final design 

will not be able to be completed until right-of-way has been acquired. This also leads to 

some uncertainty in the project estimate that cannot be defined further until later stages of 

the project. The total estimated project cost of $45 million is based on what Mountaineer 

believes is a likely route and design with "best estimates" for right-of-way and other 

construction costs. As the project engineering and land negotiations progress, the total 

cost estimate for the Expansion Project can be refined. 
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Q. Please describe the arrangements with Columbia for the new point of delivery and 

its effect on the Mountaineer PGA. 

A. The contract with Columbia has not been finalized at this time. The agreement will be a 

FERC-regulated agreement for the expansion of the Columbia system to the point of 

receipt. Due to the relatively small investment, Columbia plans to seek FERC approval 

under a blanket certificate. The agreement for firm transportation service with Columbia 

is for a term of 20 years. Mountaineer has been in preliminary negotiations with 

Columbia to determine the rate and terms of the contract. At this point, the desktop 

estimate of the rate is $0.37 per Dthlday for 30,000 Dthlday firm service which equates to 

approximately $4.05 million per year in total demand charges. 

Q. Will any of these projects serve new customers? 

A. At this time, Mountaineer has no executed agreements with any potential customers. The 

Expansion Project will be designed to create growth and support the potential for future 

expansion to residential areas as well as commercial and industrial customers in Morgan, 

Berkley, and Jefferson Counties. 

As mentioned earlier in this testimony, Mountaineer has had serious discussions 

with potential industrial customers such as Essroc and US Silica in addition to many 

other requests for service. The potential for industrial and large commercial customers to 

partially offset the PGA cost as well as offset a portion of the IREP Rate Component is 

very high. Once this Expansion Project is approved, Mountaineer will pursue contractual 

agreements with these customers and is hopeful to have those agreements in place before 

project completion. Mountaineer is currently collecting letters of interest from potential 
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customers and will be able to solidify these commitments as the project progresses. Mr. 

Klemm explains the estimated rate impact in his supplemental direct testimony. 

3 Q. How will this project affect the rest of Mountaineer's operations and resources? 

4 A. Mountaineer plans to manage this project with mostly internal resources with the 

5 exception of some outside engineering services. Construction will be completed with the 

6 appropriate qualified pipeline construction contractors with some work completed by 

7 Mountaineer construction crews. Therefore, this project should not affect other 

8 Mountaineer operations. Mr. Klemm will address financial resources with respect to 

9 project funding. 

10 Q. Does this conclude your supplemental direct testimony? 

11 A. Yes, it does. 
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Q. Please state your name and business address. 

A. My name is Scott F. Klemm. I am the Vice President of Finance and Treasurer of 

Mountaineer Gas Company ("Mountaineer" or "Company") and my business address is 

501 561
h Street SE, Charleston, WV 25304. I provided prefiled direct testimony in this 

case on July 31, 2015, the date of the Company's initial Investment Replacement and 

Expansion Program ("20 16 IREP"), where I described my educational background and 

work experience. 

Q. What is the purpose of your supplemental direct testimony? 

A. I will support the estimated infrastructure recovery amount and related rates for the 

Eastern Panhandle Expansion Project ("Expansion Project") that the Company proposes 

to incorporate into its Application for Approval of its Infrastructure Replacement and 

Expansion Program for 2017 ("2017 IREP"). 

Q. When would customers' rates be impacted by this Expansion Project? 

A. If approved, the costs of the Expansion Project will be incorporated into the Company's 

201 7 IREP filing to be made on or before August 1, 2016 and included in the 20 1 7 IREP 

Rate Component that, if approved, will go into effect on January 1, 2017. 

Q. What is the estimated cost of the Expansion Project? 

A. The preliminary costs of the Expansion Project are estimated to be approximately 

$45,000,000. These estimates are specifically related to the distribution trunk lines 

outlined in Mr. Westfall's supplemental direct testimony. Additional costs for 
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distribution mains, services lines, and meters will be incurred in the future to serve new 

customers. 

Q. What is the estimated revenue requirement related to the Expansion Project? 

A. The estimated revenue requirement is approximately $2,300,000 as reflected on Exhibit 

2, Schedule A, line 24. 

Q. What are the key assumptions that were used to arrive at the $2,300,000 revenue 

requirement? 

A. Several key assumptions were used to arrive at this revenue requirement. First, with 

respect to rate base and plant in service, a cost estimate of $45,000,000 was used in 

qualifYing capital expenditures that would be charged to construction work in progress 

("CWIP"). The estimated 13-month average balance of qualifying capital expenditures is 

$16,311,538 as reflected on Exhibit 2, Schedule B, line 21. Some of these expenditures 

will be placed in service during the year at which time they will be transferred from 

CWIP to plant in service (i.e., FERC account 101). The Company expects all CWIP 

expenditures to be placed in service by the end of 2017. Given the total amount of the 

Expansion Project and its uniqueness, the Company believes the inclusion of CWIP in 

determining the 13-month average balance is fair and reasonable and does not require the 

Company to calculate AFUDC and include it in rate base. 

Second, the Company does not intend to claim any bonus tax depreciation in 2017 

in determining the plant accumulated deferred income tax ("ADIT") liability for rate base 

purposes. I will discuss this item further momentarily. 
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Third, the Company has not included any Depreciation Expense Offset in 

determining rate base for projecting the IREP Rate Component related to the Expansion 

Project. The Expansion Project is primarily comprised of new main extensions for 

economic development purposes and bringing service to new residential, commercial, 

and industrial customers. Unlike main replacements and other ongoing, non-revenue 

producing capital investments with existing levels of depreciation expense, the Expansion 

Project investment had no analogous level of existing depreciation expense in the 2015 

Rate Case. For this reason, no depreciation expense offset would apply to the Expansion 

Project at this time. 

Fourth, the Company used a return on rate base of 8.59% which is the same rate 

used in the 2015 IREP filing. 

Fifth, the Company has assumed no operation and maintenance ("O&M") 

expense as the Company will be focusing on installing the distribution trunk line from the 

new Columbia Gas Transmission ("Columbia") interconnect to an existing main in the 

northern part of Martinsburg as well as installing distribution main extensions to serve 

Charles Town and Shepherdstown. 

Sixth, the Company has not included any amounts for property taxes since such 

taxes relating to December 31, 20 17 plant balances will not be paid until August 20 19. 

The exclusion of property taxes is consistent with the Company's 2016 IREP 

Application. 
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Q. 

A. 

Seventh, the Company has not included any amounts for state income tax expense 

as the state taxable amount is negative due to tax depreciation being more than book 

depreciation. 

Finally, the Company has not assumed any base revenues from new customers as 

reflected on Exhibit 2, Schedule A, line 19. 

Why is the Company proposing to not take any bonus tax depreciation in 2017? 

If the Company were to claim bonus tax depreciation (50% in 2017) on its anticipated 

capital expenditures of $65,000,0001
, tax depreciation expense would exceed book 

depreciation expense by approximately $30,600,000/ resulting in a taxable loss of about 

$16,600,000. This taxable loss would put the Company in a federal net operating loss 

("NOL'') position. The federal plant ADIT liability would increase by about $10,000,000 

as reflected on Exhibit 3, Page 3, line 25, column b. However, the total federal income 

tax expense granted in cost of service in Case No. 15-0003-G-42T was only about 

$5,200,000. 

In Case No. ll-1627-G-42T, the Company was in a federal NOL position and the 

Company attempted to include this ADIT asset in rate base. The Company's position 

was that the Internal Revenue Service provides the interest-free loan due to the deferral of 

federal deferred income tax payments. The Commission ruled that customers provide the 

interest-free loan since the deferred income tax expense is included in cost of service for 

Consists of $20,000,000 in typical annual expenditures plus the $45,000,000 Expansion Project 
See Exhibit 3, Page 2, line 12, column b. 
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determining the revenue requirement; the Commission excluded the federal NOLin rate 

base since it would exclude the negative current income tax expense associated with the 

NOL from cost of service. 

Since the NOL is projected to be $4,725,000 at December 31,2017 as reflected 

on Exhibit 3, Page 5, line 21, column b, this amount grossed up by 0.65 ( 1 minus current 

tax rate of 35%) results in $7,300,000 in additional federal income tax expense that 

would need to be included in cost of service. Thus, the $2,300,000 revenue requirement 

would be approximately $9,600,000 in 2017. This amount is more than the $7,700,000 

that was granted in the 2015 base rate case. 

Taking 2017 bonus tax depreciation and not recovering the entire deferred income 

tax expense related to the excess tax-over-book depreciation in cost of service would be 

financially harmful to the Company and make the Expansion Project difficult to justify in 

the short term. Consequently, the Company, with the Commission's consent, does not 

plan to take bonus tax depreciation in 2017 if the Expansion Project is approved. The 

Company would expect that this approval would mean that its decision not to take 2017 

bonus tax depreciation would not prejudice its ability to recover full federal income tax 

expense in future rate cases. 

Q. Is the forecasted federal NOL in 2017 due solely to the Expansion Project? 

A. Yes, it is. Exhibit 4 reflects the projected income statement, federal and state income tax 

expense, and a summary of income tax activity without the Expansion Project; this 

Exhibit assumes bonus tax depreciation for years 2016 through 2019. As reflected on 
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Page 5, line 14, current federal income tax expense are positive amounts and the 

Company is not forecasting to be in a federal net operating loss position. 

Q. If the Company was to complete Segments 2 and 3 in 2018, would this decision 

create the same NOL issue in 2018? 

A. Yes, it would. If the Company was to take bonus tax depreciation in both 2017 and 2018 

for the respective capital expenditures, the Company would have negative current tax 

expense in both years. 

Q. Why did the Company not include a base revenue offset in the development of the 

revenue requirement reflected on Exhibit 2, Schedule A? 

A. The interconnection with Columbia is not scheduled to be in-service until late 2017. 

Thus, the number of new customers and their respective usage would be minimal for the 

year. Furthermore, any new customer growth would require additional investment in 

distribution mains, services, meters, etc., that are not included in the estimated Expansion 

Project cost of $45,000,000. 

Q. Will the Company include base revenues from new customers that actually connect 

and consume gas in the true-up reconciliation process? 

A. Yes, the Company will include both the revenues and the associated capital costs to serve 

such customers in the reconciliation process to determine the over- or under-recovery 

amount. 
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Q. How does the Company plan to fund the Expansion Project? 

A. The Company will initially fund the Expansion Project utilizing its line of credit facility. 

The Company is anticipating an equity contribution of $30,000,000 in June 2017 at 

which time a portion of the monies expected to be borrowed on the line of credit facility 

will be paid back. In addition, the Company plans to increase its long-term debt 

borrowings in December 2017 when the existing $70,000,000 long-term debt matures. 

The Company has not determined the incremental amount it plans to borrow, but it will 

likely be between $10,000,000 to $30,000,000. 

Q. Will the Company true-up the revenue requirement based on the actual capital 

structure and return on rate base for 2017 compared to the 8.59% rate? 

A. Yes, it will. 

Q. Based on the $2,300,000 revenue requirement, what is the estimated impact to the 

typical residential customer in 2017? 

A. Assuming the same rate allocation methodology used to develop the IREP Rate 

Component in the 2016 IREP Application, the residential rate will increase by 

approximately $0.12 per Mcf. Based on annual consumption of 72 Mcf, the annual 

impact would be about $8.60 annually. 

Q. Based on the estimated 2017 IREP revenue requirement of $2,300,000, what is the 

estimated impact to the other customer classes in 2017? 

A. The prospective 2017 IREP rate impact by customer class is reflected on Company 

Exhibit 5. A summary is as follows: 
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• Residential $ 0.12 per Mcf 

• General Service $ 0.05 per Mcf 

• Large General Service $ 58.06 incremental customer charge 

• Industrial Service $ 107.52 incremental customer charge 

• Wholesale Service $ 0.03 per Mcf 

Q. What is the estimated impact the Expansion Project will have on the Company's 

2018 IREP filing that will be filed on or before August 1, 2017? 

A. As reflected on Exhibit 6, Schedule A, line 24, the amount to be recovered from 

ratepayers will be approximately $6,300,000 assuming no bonus tax depreciation is taken 

in 2017 on the capital costs of $45,000,000, $100,000 in O&M expense, and no amounts 

for property tax expense or revenues from new customers. Since the 2017 revenue 

requirement of $2,300,000 is included in the current IREP rate, the incremental amount to 

be recovered would be approximately $4,000,000. 

Q. Based on the incremental $4,000,000 revenue requirement, what is the estimated 

impact to the typical residential customer in 2018? 

A. Assuming the same rate allocation methodology used to develop the IREP Rate 

Component in the 2016 I REP Application, the residential rate will increase by 

approximately $0.19, bringing the cumulative amount to $0.31 per Mcf. Based on annual 

consumption of 72 Mcf, the annual estimated impact would be an additional $13.70 in 

2018 for a cumulative annual impact of about $22.30. 
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1 Q. Based on the incremental $4,000,000 revenue requirement, what is the estimated 

2 impact to the other customer classes in 2018? 

3 A. The prospective IREP rate impact by customer class for 2018 is reflected on Exhibit 7. A 

4 summary ofthe incremental impact is as follows: 

5 • Residential $ 0.19 per Mcf 

6 • General Service $ 0.09 per Mcf 

7 • Large General Service $ 73.26 incremental customer charge 

8 • Industrial Service $ 135.65 incremental customer charge 

9 • Wholesale Service $ 0.05 per Mcf 

10 Q. Why are no base revenues considered in the 2018 estimated impact? 

11 A. No base revenues were included in order to provide a "worst case" scenario of what the 

12 impact would be based on the total estimated cost of $45,000,000 being in rate base for 

13 the year. If the Company was to include an assumption for new customer additions and 

14 usage, it would also have to include the necessary capital expenditures related to mains, 

15 services, and meters to serve such customers in determining the impact. 

16 Q. If the Commission approves the Expansion Project, will the Company include such 

17 base revenues and capital costs in its 2018 filing? 

18 A. Yes. The Company will make its best efforts to reasonably estimate such amounts. 
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Q. Does the Company have any idea how much in base revenues may offset the IREP 

Costs? 

A. The Company believes that any such revenues would only be from large general service 

and industrial customers whose base revenues exceed the incremental main, service line, 

and meter costs to serve. Depending on such customers actually converting to natural gas 

and their respective throughput, the potential base revenue offset could be between $1 to 

$2 million. 

Q. How does the Company plan to capture the actual amount of base revenues 

associated with new customer growth served within the Expansion Project? 

A. The Company will establish specific billing codes to capture such information. Each new 

municipality that either has a business and occupation tax or an excise tax will have its 

own individual code. A billing code will also be created for new customers in the city of 

Martinsburg who have a new service line installed. Finally, a billing code will be created 

for new customers who are outside any of the city limits. 

Q. Under what circumstances, if any, would base revenues from a new customer in 

Martinsburg not be included in the base revenue offset? 

A. For new customers who become active at a location with an existing service line, they 

would be billed under existing billing codes and their base revenues would not be 

considered in determining the base revenue offset. 
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Q. If the Commission approves the Expansion Project, what are the Company's plans 

with respect to marketing and obtaining new customers? 

A. The Company is presently developing a marketing plan and is considering dedicating an 

employee to marketing including meeting with new customers and advising them with 

regards to switching from their existing fuel source to natural gas and the related costs 

and benefits. 

Q. How will the Company determine if it will extend its system to serve new customers? 

A. The Company will continue to follow applicable sections in the Rules for the 

Government of Gas Utilities and Gas Pipeline Safety. If appropriate, the Company will 

continue to ask for a deposit or contribution in aid in order to extend its system consistent 

with its current practice. 

Q. If the Commission approves the Expansion Project, are there any other costs that 

will impact customers in addition to the IREP rate? 

A. Yes. As previously indicated, the Company plans to obtain a new gas supply from 

Columbia. Columbia will need to install approximately four ( 4) miles of transmission 

main to the proposed interconnect in Morgan County which Mr. Westfall discusses in 

more detail. Based on preliminary discussions with Columbia, the estimated annual 

transportation cost is approximately $4,050,000 which will be included in gas cost and 

will impact the purchase gas adjustment ("PGA") rate. 
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Q. What would be the PGA rate impact to customers? 

A. Based on Columbia' s preliminary estimate of $4,050,000 and 23 Bcf of tariff sales, the 

residential and general PGA rate would increase approximately $0.176 per Mcf before 

consideration of the State of West Virginia business and occupation tax of 4.29%. 

Q. When will the Company reach an agreement with Columbia and finalize a rate? 

A. As discussed more thoroughly in Mr. Westfall's supplemental direct testimony, Columbia 

needs to prepare a detailed plan that needs to be submitted to the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission ("PERC") for approval. Based on the timing of PERC approval, 

the costs associated with labor, materials, and right-of-way acquisition and clearing may 

be higher or lower than the preliminary estimate. Thus, the actual annual cost may be 

higher or lower than the $4,050,000. Thus, a final rate will not be known until the actual 

costs related to the Columbia supply trunk line are known. However, we would expect to 

have a more refined amount prior to the 2017 IREP filing. 

Q. Are there any items that could potentially reduce the transportation costs with 

Columbia? 

A. Yes. The Company is very optimistic that it will be able to provide transportation service 

to some large general service and industrial customers. These customers could contract 

for various services with the Company in which the revenues are credited back to gas 

cost. 

In addition, commodity gas prices are currently about $0.40 per Mcf lower in this 

region compared to the Columbia Appalachia index price. Thus, if this price differential 
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were to continue, the gas purchased and delivered to the Columbia interconnect to 

provide service to customers downstream would cost less and would mitigate a portion of 

the $4,050,000 annual cost with Columbia. 

4 Q. Does this conclude your supplemental direct testimony? 

5 A. Yes, it does. 
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